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ABSTRACT 
Composite laminates are increasingly being used in more complex structural applications 
where edges and cut outs are inevitable. These applications include wing skins of military 
and civil aircraft, further aerospace applications as well as automotive panels and critical 
structures. Composite components in such applications are highly susceptible to damage. 
Composites behave in a different manner to conventional metallic materials, which has 
introduced several design problems not previously encountered. One such problem has been 
the susceptibility of the material to accidental low energy impacts which frequently leave no 
visible mark on the impacted surface but considerable internal damage. Investigation of the 
residual strength and stiffness of composites after edge impact has become important for the 
design of aerospace components. 
Previously, the research work involved central impact of composite laminates but in this 
research we are investigating edge impact behaviour of composite laminates as parts of 
composite structures are particularly vulnerable to impacts, including near the edge of an 
inspection port or other aperture. Furthermore, impacts to such areas may lead to more severe 
damage near the edge of the laminate rather than the surface. Thus the present work extends 
these investigations to impact on the edge of composite laminates. 
The thesis includes both experimental investigations and finite element simulations of impact 
damage on the plane of the laminate near the edge (near-edge), and on the edge (on-edge) of 
composite laminates. A comparison with centre impact with on and near-edge impact is done 
to understand the damage on the edges and away from the edges. A new design has been 
developed and implemented to perform edge impact experiments. 
The research investigated the effects of various parameters like thickness, absorbed energies, 
force-time histories and damage behaviour of composite laminate. The damage size and 
mechanisms have been explored. Impact simulation was carried out using finite element code 
Abaqus. Explicit solution technique of the code was used to analyse the edge impact 
phenomenon. Results of the finite element analysis were compared with experiments. The 
residual strength of the laminates under compressive and tensile loading has been measured. 
Tensions after impact (TAI) tests were conducted to evaluate the residual load carrying 
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capacity. The effect of edge impact on the low velocity impact response and the residual 
tensile strength is discussed via the test results. 
 
This thesis also includes computed tomography as the main technique for micro level damage 
characterisation and investigates the study of damage mechanisms of glass/epoxy laminates 
subjected to edge impact with varying energy levels and thickness. Computed Tomography 
aims to provide damage behaviour such as internal damage state, delaminations during 
different types of edge impact. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1 Aerospace Composites Structures 
Aerospace is an industry that has changed our lives significantly, an area that has developed 
extensively over the last hundred years. In the present scenario, the industrial and economic 
development of any country is critically linked to the high performance engineering 
materials. In a short span of time, the aerospace industries have significantly increased the 
usage of composite materials. Safety, environment and economy have always been very 
important parameters of concern for aerospace industry for a long time. Aerospace industries 
have realised the importance of using composites materials and thus these materials are now 
widely used in military and commercial aircraft due to their lightweight and their high 
strength under severe flight conditions. The aerospace is the predominant market for 
advanced composites today; the industrial and automotive markets will increasingly see the 
use of advanced composites in coming future. At present, both manual and automated 
processes are employed in making advanced composite parts (Abrate 1991).  
 
Figure 1.1 Composite materials for aerospace applications (Fidler 2007) 
The major classes of aerospace structural composites used today consists of polymer matrix 
composites (PMC’s), metal matrix composites (MMC’s), ceramic matrix composites 
(CMC’s), carbon-carbon composites (C/C) and hybrid composites. Figure 1.1 shows the 
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application of advanced composite materials for aerospace. These advanced composite 
materials are characterised by higher strength and higher stiffness, fatigue resistance, low 
weight, corrosion resistance, and useful thermal and electrical properties. The combination of 
these properties makes advanced composites very attractive for aircraft and aerospace 
structural parts. Of these classes of composites PMC's are the most widely developed and 
extensively used in aerospace industry.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.2 Mechanical properties of materials (Composite Primer) 
Figure 1.2 shows the mechanical strength and relative values of density of different materials. 
Metals and alloys have high densities and lower strength compared to polymer matrix 
composites. These materials have the optimum values of density and relatively high strength 
while wood products have lower strength and density. 
1.2 Motivation  
Impact damage has been a major problem for composite structures and involves diverse 
disciplines and requires the combined knowledge skills in materials, maths, physics and 
computational finite element methods. Under low velocity impact composite laminates may 
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undergo various types of internal damage such as delamination, fibre fracture, matrix 
cracking, and fibre/matrix interfacial de-bonding. Composite parts in commercial and 
military aircraft are very susceptible to low velocity impact during in-service maintenance or 
tool dropping during manufacturing and during flight operating conditions such as flying 
debris, hail storm and lightning. 
These impacts can cause internal damage which is not visible and often ignored during daily 
routine inspections. This internal damage is popularly known as barely visible impact damage 
(BVID). Figure 1.3 shows the finite element simulation of the various parts of the aircraft. 
Internal damage and failure mechanisms in composite materials can be modelled and 
simulated by using commercial finite element analysis (FEA) software such as Abaqus, 
Ansys, Nastran, I-deas etc. These simulation tools help to accurately predict the extent and 
location of the stresses and internal damage that could occur in composite components. 
                   
Figure 1.3 Finite element simulations of various parts of aircraft (Airbus - A3XX), 
(Abaqus 6.10) 
With the higher usage of composite structures in the aerospace industry and because of their 
excellent high specific stiffness and strength ratios there are concerns about the vulnerability 
of performance of these materials under dynamic loading events. Predicting the vulnerability 
of the composite part to an impact event is crucial when designing a commercial composite 
product. These complex materials present new challenges understanding their mechanical 
behaviour under various types of impact loading. 
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1.3 Aims & Objectives  
Aim: 
The overall aim of this project is to develop a scientific understanding of the way in which 
accidental damage to a composite laminate free-edge, such as during manufacturing, 
transportation or routine maintenance is going to influence the long term integrity of the 
composite structure. This research aims to provide the reader with in-depth analysis of the 
serious effects of edge impacts. Research investigates different experimental methods, finite 
element simulation and non-destructive techniques such as computed tomography, to analyse 
impact damage on centre, near-edge and on-edge of composite laminates.  
 
Objectives:  
This research aims to provide an effective approach for the analysis of composite structures 
subjected to low velocity edge impact. To achieve this, programme objectives have been set 
up that will meet the overall aim of the project. The objectives set up for the research project 
are outlined as follows. 
Project objectives: 
 Investigate the effect of low velocity edge impact of the composite laminate with 
respect to various incident energies and thickness at different impact locations.   
 Determine the effect of low velocity edge impact on the damage width and area with 
respect to impact energy levels and laminate thickness for different impact locations.   
Computed tomography is used to characterise fibre fracture, matrix cracks and 
delamination damage.                               
 Determine the damage tolerance and residual strength of composite laminates for a 
range of laminate thickness and impact energy subjected to centre, near-edge and on-
edge impact.  
 Investigate modelling and simulation of on-edge and near-edge impact. Discussion of 
various failure theories for the edge impact and the future development of further 
damage models.  
 Comparison of experimental results and results from the finite element simulations of 
near-edge and on-edge impact.  
Thus the aim and objectives of this research will be summarised and several conclusions will 
be drawn as per the tests results. Research will aim to provide useful information regarding 
the serious effects of low velocity edge impact and the subsequent damage tolerance of the 
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composite structures. These results will provide a gateway for effective prediction of edge 
impact damage at certain incident energy levels and the various factors involved in the failure 
processes. 
1.4 Research Project Plan 
Figure 1.4 shows the flowchart showing the experimental procedure for experiments and 
finite element analysis undertaken in this study. Glass fibre epoxy laminates were used 
throughout the project and were manufactured in the laboratory using vacuum infusion. 
Specimens of different thickness were prepared and assessed using different energy levels, 
impact locations and residual strength characterisation methods. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1.4 Research project plan 
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1.5 Structure of Thesis  
The results of this research are divided into the following chapters.  
 Chapter 2 presents the literature review on the effect of low velocity impact in 
composites structures and introduces various non-destructive and finite element 
simulation techniques to analyse the subsequent impact damage. 
 Chapter 3 presents the experimental investigation on the effect of low velocity edge 
impact such as near-edge and on-edge impact and its comparison with centre impact 
on various parameters like thickness, impact damage, force-time history and absorbed 
energies.  
 Chapter 4 presents a detailed study employing computed tomography to investigate 
the presence of multiple fibre cracks, delamination and matrix failure and propagation 
direction during low velocity impact events on composite laminates at near or at on-
edge locations. This chapter will provide the study of various parameters involved in 
computed tomography in finding the crack path and failure modes using tomography  
      analysis tool such as Drishti (Drishti software). 
 Chapter 5 investigates the damage tolerance and the residual strength of composite 
laminates subjected to on-edge, near-edge and centre impacts. Experimental tests for 
compression and tension were realised after impact on the near-edge, on-edge and 
centre impact. These experimental results enable us to determine how the impact 
location affects the damage tolerance for varying impact energies and laminate 
thickness. 
 Chapter 6 presents the finite element analysis of composite structures subjected to 
low velocity edge impact. The simulations presented are from elastic analyses without 
failure mechanisms. Various failure theories are discussed, including Hashin damage 
criteria and cohesive damage modelling. Results obtained from experimental tests 
such as impact force/displacement–time histories are compared with those obtained 
by finite element models for both on-edge and near-edge impact. 
 Chapter 7 presents the overall discussion of all the experimental and simulation 
studies undertaken in this work. The chapter will discuss how the results have been 
related to overall aims and objectives of the thesis.  
 Chapter 8 outlines final conclusions, recommendations and future work related to low 
velocity edge impact on composite structures.
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2. Literature Review 
2.1 Introduction 
Composite materials are highly susceptible to impact damage, which introduces several 
design problems. One such problem has been the susceptibility of composite components to 
impact damage at accidental low energy impacts which frequently leave no visible mark on 
the impacted surface but cause considerable internal damage. Critical applications which may 
be susceptible to such damage include the wing skins of military and civil aircraft and panels 
for automotives (Cantwell et al 1991; Abrate 1991). A composite materials response to 
impact dynamic loads is a complex area of study, both theoretically and experimentally, 
involving different damage modes including fibre failure, matrix failure and delamination 
(Shyr et al 2003). Investigation of these failure mechanisms has received considerable 
attention from many researchers over the past two decades such as Chamis et al (1972), 
Bradshaw et al (1973), Beaumont et al (1974), Choi et al (1991), Davies et al (1994), Chun et 
al (1998), De Freitas et al (2000), Li et al (2002), Mitrevski et al (2004), Cesari et al (2007). 
Impact damage can be introduced in various ways to composite laminates in aircraft 
structures; including during manufacturing processes and by low-velocity impacts in-service 
caused by tool drop or runway debris. Damage arising from such impact events can 
considerably reduce the strength and stiffness of structures of composites laminates (Abrate 
1991). Previous work has typically been restricted to the study of normal, transverse impact 
away from an edge (Cantwell et al (1981), Zukas (1982), Choi et al (1991), Dowling et al 
(1999), Olsson (2003), Wang et al (2010). However, in-service impact events are often out-
of-plane in nature and such impact events lead to more serious damage compared to normal 
impact (Butcher 1979; Ghaffari et al 1990). Such impact damage can lead to more severe 
delamination, which is difficult or even impossible to detect during visual inspections leading 
to premature compressive failure of the composite structure (Wiggenraad et al 1999). There is 
very little published work on low velocity impact on the edge of composite laminates. More 
recently it has been realised (Breen et al 2006) that such edges of composite structures are 
particularly vulnerable to impacts, including near the edge of an inspection port or other 
aperture. 
Furthermore, impacts on the edge of the laminate may lead to more severe damage than 
impact on the laminate plane (Breen et al 2006). Under low velocity impact loading 
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conditions the load history can yield important information concerning damage initiation and 
growth (Zhang 1998; Belingardi et al 2002). The use of composite structures will increase in 
future if problems regarding impact damage on composites are solved but currently there may 
be restriction from the lack of understanding of the precise damage mechanisms occurring. 
Understanding the adverse effect of in-service impact events and subsequent damage 
evolution has become a critical necessity (Butcher 1979; Meo et al 2003). Accurate 
modelling and prediction methods must be developed to ensure designers are correctly 
informed, leading to safer structures.  
2.2 Types of Composites 
2.2.1 Classification of Composites 
Depending upon the type of strength and weight requirements composites are classified into 
different categories such as particle reinforced, fibre reinforced and structural composites, see 
figure 2.1.  
Figure 2.1 Classification for various types of composites (Callister 2006) 
In fibre reinforced composites the applied load is transmitted and distributed to the 
reinforcement via the matrix phase. It is the control of the reinforcement geometry and 
distribution which are important parameters for high strength and stiffness to be attained 
(Callister 2006). 
2.2.2 Structure of Composites  
Composites are manufactured using a range of materials, such as carbon and glass fibres.  
The geometry and constituents of a composite material determines its mechanical properties. 
Thus it is important to understand the interaction of the matrix and fibre phase as the 
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properties of the composite depends upon both of these phases and various parameters 
associated with it.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Parameters affecting the strength of composites (a) Concentration (b) Size (c) 
Shape (d) Distribution and (e) Orientation (Callister 2006) 
Composite materials with the same matrix and fibre will behave differently when the other 
parameters are changed such as shape, size, distribution of the fibres in the matrix phase 
which is also known as the dispersed phase (see figure 2.2 (a)-(e)). Adhesion is necessary for 
achieving high level of mechanical properties of the composite. Thus the mechanical 
properties of the composites depend upon these parameters and good adhesion between the 
phases to provide load transfer (Callister 2006). 
 
 
 
 
(a) 
(d) (e) 
(b) (c) 
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2.3 Manufacturing Process for Composites  
There are several methods of manufacturing composite materials that are widely used in the 
aerospace industry. The method used depends upon the various project requirements such as 
low cost, less weight, good mechanical and physical properties. A brief discussion of the 
various techniques that are widely used within the composite industry will now be 
introduced.    
2.3.1 Spray-up 
In the spray-up process, the mould is waxed, sprayed with gelcoat, and then cured in a heated 
oven at approximately 50°C. After the gelcoat has cured, liquid spray of resin matrix and 
chopped reinforcing fibres are discharged simultaneously from a spray gun on the surface of 
a mould where they are deposited to form a uniform thickness (CCP Composites). Depending 
upon the product requirements the desired thickness (range 2-10 mm) of the composite 
product can be achieved (Ashby et al 2009). Sprayed mixture of fibre and resin is left to cure 
in the mould at room temperature and thus the desired composite product is produced. This 
technique is a quick method to cover large surface area. However this technique has limited 
use as the mechanical properties of the material are moderate and this method is unable to use 
continuous reinforcing fibres. Applications include truck bodies, storage vessels, lorry cabs 
and boat hulls (Gowariker 1986). 
 
2.3.2 Filament Winding 
The filament winding method involves a continuous filament of reinforcing material wound 
onto a rotating mandrel in layers at different angles. In this process continuous length of 
strand, roving or woven tape of the fibre is passed through a bath of resin and curing agent. 
As the strand comes out of the bath the excess resin is squeezed out. The resin dipped 
filament or strand is then wound over a mandrel of the required shape and subsequently cured 
under the influence of heat. The tension of the fibre and the pattern of the windings are very 
important factors as they influence the ultimate property of the finished product. Applications 
include high pressure cylinders storage tanks and rocket motor bodies (Callister 2006). 
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2.3.3 Autoclave Curing 
Autoclaves are pressure vessels which are used to process composite materials under elevated 
pressure and temperature. Prepreg such as glass/epoxy is widely used for autoclave process. 
A prepreg is a pre-impregnated sheet containing both the reinforcing glass fibres and the 
epoxy resin (with hardener). The composite is layered on a flat plate and the composite and 
its plate are placed into a plastic bag, from which air is exhausted by a vacuum pump and 
then cured with application of vacuum pressure, temperature (60-120°C for glass/epoxy) and 
inert gas pressure. This operation removes air inclusions and volatile products from the 
moulded part. High processing pressures allow the moulding of thicker sections of complex 
shapes. Long cure cycles are required because the large autoclave takes a long time to heat up 
and cool down. The method is relatively expensive and is used for manufacturing superior 
quality structural components containing high fibre volume and low void contents such as 
high quality aerospace products (Carlsson et al 2014). 
 
2.3.4 Pultrusion 
The continuous strands are preheated by passing through a resin curative bath and then pulled 
through a die of a suitable profile. The die is heated and the compacted profile coming out of 
the die is heated externally. The cured profile is continuously pulled out of the die which 
provides the driving force for the impregnated strands to be forced through the die. The cured 
product is cut to the desired length by the cut-off saw. The pultrusion process has many 
advantages such as high productivity, process parameters are easily controllable, low manual 
labour cost, precise cross-section dimensions of the products, good surface quality of the 
products, homogeneous distribution and high concentration of the reinforcing fibres in the 
material is achieved (Gowariker 1986). 
 
2.3.5 Vacuum Assisted Resin Transfer Moulding (VARTM) Process  
VARTM is an advanced manufacturing process for polymer-matrix composites. The process 
involves the lay-up of a glass or carbon fibre fabric of desired length placed onto a rigid tool 
plate surface. The plate is surrounded and sealed by a vacuum bag. Vacuum is applied to 
remove any entrapped air inside the bag. Resin is then allowed to flow through the fibres 
under the vacuum. The resin can be injected through single or multiple inlet ports. The 
laminate is left to cure under constant temperature for the given time in a heated oven and 
then left to cure at room temperature. The process has advantages over other manufacturing 
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processes such as low tooling costs. Very large components can be manufactured with high 
fibre volume fractions and low void content (Carlsson et al 2014). This method of 
manufacture is used in this project. 
 
2.4 Impact Mechanics 
During the last few years the impact behaviour of polymer-matrix composites has been 
extensively studied by researchers on this subject. To name some authors, Doyle et al (1989), 
Cantwell et al (1989a, 1989b, 1989c, 1990a, 1990b, 1991), Abrate (1991), Sankar et al 
(1996), Olsson et al (2003) etc., have investigated the effects of impact events on composites. 
Impact behaviour of various materials was studied throughout history. Goldsmith et al (1960) 
studied the impact behaviour of isotropic plates. Impact on an anisotropic laminated plate has 
been investigated by Sun et al (1975). Greszczuk (1975) investigated the response of 
composite plates to low velocity impact. Toland (1974) showed that during impact, time 
duration plays an important role. Pavier et al (1995) investigated the effect of impact velocity 
on impact damage on the composite laminates. Recently, Zaretsky et al (2004) studied stress 
wave progression on glass fibre reinforced polymer composites upon impact loading. This 
study showed that the level of the oscillations and frequency increase with stronger impacts 
while low intensity impacts resulted in the appearance of long period oscillations. 
All these studies have illustrated that an impact response is a complex phenomenon and 
depends upon the nature and characteristics of the impactor and the structure, contact time, 
impactor velocity, thickness, wave propagation etc. All these variables have an effect on the 
structural response and integrity of the composite laminate. Furthermore, test variables such 
as mass, nose shape, diameter and velocity of impactor and composite variables such as lay-
up, fibre volume fraction and geometry of the composite specimen and the boundary 
conditions will significantly influence the damage formation. Possible definitions for 
different loading conditions and impact duration are given by Chaturvedi et al (1997), in table 
2.1 and shown in figure 2.3 
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Loading 
Conditions
Static Loading Quasi-Static 
Loading
Hydrodynamic 
LoadingDynamic Loading
Impact/ImpulsiveVibratory
Random Transient Steady State
      Load   
   Intensity 
 
Figure 2.3 Different types of loading conditions (Chaturvedi et al 1997) 
As indicated by Chaturvedi (1997), defining the role of the loading type becomes important 
for determining material structural response as the nature of impact loading conditions 
determines the initiation and propagation of the damage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 2.1 Material response regime and pulse duration/response 
                                  (Chaturvedi et al 1997) 
In real situations, a normal impact to the surface is considered to be an unlikely dynamic 
loading condition whilst there is very high possibility that the impact will occur at an edge 
and at an angle to the surface. In out-of-plane impact there is high level of shear and bending 
waves which propagate through the structure upon contact. These stress waves can produce 
high levels of contact stresses in the impacted region initiating delamination damage in 
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composite structures. In this situation, the magnitude of load and duration of impact play a 
very important role in the impact of composites. 
 
2.5 Impact Damage Mechanisms 
Composites behave in a different way as compared to conventional metallic materials. When 
traditional engineering materials such as steel and aluminium experience low velocity impact, 
the energy is typically absorbed through plastic deformation. However, this deformation is 
permanent, and it does not significantly reduce the load carrying capability of the structure 
(Bradshaw et al 1973). 
Polymer matrix composites such as carbon fibre composites experience very little or no 
plastic deformation during a low velocity impact. This is because of the low strain to failure 
of the fibre and brittle nature of the epoxy matrix. During a low velocity impact, impact 
energy is absorbed through global bending of the composite laminate (Bradshaw et al 1973; 
Choi et al 1991; Lagace et al 1993).  
Zhou et al (1995) performed a study to determine the influence of incident kinetic energy, 
damage mechanisms and the impact force during low velocity impact on glass fibre 
composite laminates. This research showed that the energy is absorbed by the composite 
laminate through various damage modes like delamination, fibre failure and fibre-matrix 
microcrackings. The authors observed that these damage mechanisms can be studied from 
impact force-time history, and concluded that damage mechanisms were geometry dependent. 
Later, Davies et al (1996) studied the post impact compressive strength of delaminated 
composites and concluded that their strength and stiffness was greatly reduced due to 
delaminations present between interfaces from low velocity impact. 
These initial studies illustrated that composite damage resistance is very complicated and 
usually influenced by various factors, for example the lay-up-stacking sequence, geometry 
and thickness of the composites laminate. Shyr et al (2003) indicated that the impact energy 
is absorbed through various failure mechanisms and fracture processes such as fibre fracture 
or shear failure or driven by combination of these. 
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2.5.1 Damage Modes 
The impact event generates two kinds of damage modes, a local response and a global 
damage response. Figure 2.4 show the effect of local and global damage modes (Chaturvedi 
1997). In the flowchart it can be seen that the damage initiation critically depends upon the 
loading conditions, which in turn depends upon various geometrical and material parameters 
for composites.  
Damage Modes
Local Damage Global Damage
 Matrix 
Cracking
  Fibre Fracture
Stable
Delamination
Unstable 
Permanent Out of 
Plane Displacement   
   Stable Unstable 
 Damage 
Tolerant 
 Fatigue Failure     
 
Figure 2.4 Effect of local and global damage modes (Chaturvedi et al 1997) 
Local damage can be lead to fibre failure. A laminate which can withstand high operating 
loads after suffering impact damage can be defined as stable behaviour. Stable behaviour 
does not propagate to cause catastrophic failure; unstable behaviour propagates and leads to 
failure of the laminate.  For example, fibre failure occurring in local damage is stable if the 
remaining fibres can sustain the load. However, fibre fracture in laminates which are unable 
to sustain the operating loads, leading to catastrophic failure can be defined as unstable 
behaviour. 
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Matrix damage and delamination is very hard to detect in service. Low velocity impact leads 
to complicated impact problems (Chaturvedi et al 1997) and can occur during aircraft landing 
and takeoff.  The debris on the ground can cause a low velocity impact on the leading edge of 
the wing which can go undetected, thus creating an internal damage, leading to delamination 
and matrix damage.  
Thus, definition of the damage modes guides us to evaluate damage mechanisms. Damage 
mechanisms in local and global modes include different kinds of failures. For the effective 
use of polymer-matrix composites for high-performance applications, understanding the 
causes and the formation of such damage arising from low-velocity impact and improving the 
damage-resistance characteristics of the laminates are important. 
 
2.5.2 Damage Development 
Abrate (1998) has proposed four principal damage mechanisms for fibre reinforced 
composites subjected to a low velocity impact event (see figure 2.5). These different 
mechanisms will now be discussed.  
Contact Stresses and Matrix Cracks: During impact, when contact stresses have exceeded the 
relevant strength of the matrix material, matrix cracks are formed on the first ply which 
grows progressively with the increase of load within a small time scale. In this case, upon 
impact, cracks form in the matrix material perpendicular to the direction of the fibres. Under 
low velocity impact a composite absorbs enough energy to form cracks in the matrix 
material. Matrix crack can occur due to bending or shear stress waves. Figure 2.5 (a) and (b) 
shows the contact stresses and the formation of cracks during the low velocity impact event. 
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Figure 2.5 Four principal damage mechanisms for low velocity impact: a) Contact 
stresses b) Matrix cracking c) Delamination d) Fibre failure (Abrate (1998), Richardson 
et al (1996)) 
Delamination: The next mode of damage is delamination between plies of the composite, see 
figure 2.5 (c). This type of damage can occur both at low and higher impact energies with the 
damage occurring inside the composite laminate. When stresses are sufficiently large they 
cause failure at interfaces between the plies with much of the energy absorbed dissipated 
through the formation of delaminations. These delaminations seriously reduce the 
compressive strength of the composite and also allow more paths for progressive failure of 
the composite structure with time. Critically the delamination pattern is dependent upon lay-
up of the laminate (Abrate 1998).  
Fibre Failure: The next mode of failure is the fibre failure, see figure 2.5 (d). After the 
laminate has suffered the matrix damage and delamination, the extra energy is absorbed by 
the formation of flexural stresses and fibre damage which finally leads to fibre failure (Abrate 
1998, Richardson et al (1996)).  
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2.6 Low Velocity Impact  
In composite laminates, low velocity impacts can cause barely visible impact damage which 
is difficult to detect during routine inspections. Many researchers have carried out 
experimental studies on low velocity impact of composite structures. The residual tensile and 
compressive strengths of composite laminates are influenced by the damage area and 
mechanisms induced by this impact mode. The contact time plays an important role since the 
contact time between the impactor and the composite is considerably less at higher velocities, 
resulting in a localised response with no global deformation, whilst at lower velocities the 
impact global response becomes dominant (Cantwell 1981; Cantwell et al 1990a, 1990b). 
Olsson et al (2000) investigated the effect of large and small mass impactors and observed 
that a large mass impactor generated a quasi-static response, whereas a small mass impact 
response was wave controlled. Later, Olsson et al (2003) suggested criteria for classifying 
low and high velocity impact events. For impact velocities below 5 m/s (low velocity impact) 
the impact response is governed by impactor/plate mass ratio rather than by impact velocity 
while at higher impact velocities the short impact time results in a response governed by 
wave propagation phenomena.   
 
2.6.1 Low Velocity Impact Test Methods 
To evaluate the various types of impacts, materials, and structures a wide variety of accepted 
impact tests are extensively used in the industry. Materials behave differently depending on 
the type of impact they are subjected to. Therefore, it is important to conduct impacts tests 
that most closely model the actual types of impacts the material structure will be exposed to 
during use (Wang et al 1998). 
The impact test methods most widely used in the industry include the Charpy pendulum, Izod 
pendulum and Drop weight test machine. Typically low velocity impacts (up to 20 m/s), such 
as a dropped tool, are generally utilised using a pendulum test (Charpy or Izod), or a drop-
weight impact (Cantwell et al 1991).  
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2.6.1.1 Drop Weight Impact Tests 
A method to simulate low velocity impact events observed in operational composite 
structures is the drop weight impact test, which employs a free fall weight dropped on to the 
specimen surface from a desired height. Low velocity impact testing gives the allowable 
impact energy that the structure is able to withstand and to assess the typical failure modes 
encountered during this type of loading. This test has been extensively used in the testing of 
materials by several authors including Cantwell et al (1989a, 1989b, 1989c, 1990a and 
1990b). 
Winkel et al (1985) conducted experiments with drop weight test fixtures to characterise the 
difference in impact damage between several types of composite laminates. Strain gauges 
were the most common tools used for instrumenting of drop weight impact tests in earlier 
experiments. Piezoelectric transducers were then introduced and implemented in the drop 
weight impact test (Graham (1972, 1974)). The piezoelectric effect causes an electric charge 
to be generated by the application of mechanical stress to a solid material. Drop weight 
impact tests are very useful for modelling the types of impacts experienced by the composite 
materials for aerospace and automobile applications. Also, the drop weight test allows for a 
greater variety of specimen geometries, which is an advantage over the Charpy and Izod 
impact tests. 
In this project, drop weight impact device will be used to determine the edge impact 
behaviour of the glass/epoxy composite laminates. The free flight drop tower test is similar to 
the impacts that would occur from a dropped tool during in-service maintenance on the 
composite laminate. Depending on the type of impact loading, various impactor shapes and 
boundary conditions can be used with the drop height adjusted to achieve the desired impact 
velocity and conditions to duplicate realistic impact events (Abrate 1998). 
2.6.2 Internal Damage 
During low velocity impact stress levels are very low but important. Figure 2.6 shows the 
development and progression of internal damage during low velocity impact events. For this 
case the impactor is assumed to be rigid and the target is assumed to be multilayer, 
orthotropic solid (Zukas et al 1982). Also it is assumed that impact duration is long and the 
impact is normal to the target surface. 
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Figure 2.6 Internal damage stages on low velocity impact a) Impactor-target b) Pressure 
distribution c) Stress distribution d) Internal damage (Zukas et al 1982) 
As figure 2.6 (b) suggests, as soon as the impactor comes in contact with the target, stress 
waves propagate away from the point of contact and pressure is distributed around the area of 
contact. The time-dependent pressure creates 3-dimensional internal stresses in the composite 
laminate (Zukas et al 1982) as can be seen from figure 2.6(c). Figure 2.6(d) shows that the 
stresses induced damage initiation within the composite laminate.  
 
2.6.3 Impact Force-Time Histories  
The force-time histories, generated from the drop weight impact test can be used to determine 
when the damage both initiates and propagates through the specimen. Force-time graph 
indicates the various damage states that occur during low velocity impact. Figure 2.7 
illustrates the force/time curves at different time intervals which can be used to determine the 
overall impact damage within the specimen and as a prediction for the extent of damage and 
its mechanisms, and damage thresholds for each specimen. For higher impact time duration 
the laminate transverse stresses will be higher. 
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Stage 5 
 
 
 
 
                                  (a)                                                                       (b) 
Figure 2.7 Damage stages on low velocity impact a) Force-time curves b) Impact 
deformation (Zhou et al 2000) 
 
Stage 1 shows an elastic impact with no damage present. In this stage impact introduces 
contact stresses but damage has not been initiated at this time interval (1ms). 
 
Stage 2 represents that damage is initiated but the impact energy is not enough to cause 
failure beyond damage initiation. This stage is also known as damage threshold limit, when 
matrix cracks have been formed and small delaminations may exist but remain stable.  
 
Stage 3 occurs when more energy is available to increase damage beyond damage initiation 
in stage 2. In this stage multiple delaminations have occurred. The shear stress generated at 
the interface by the impact may be sufficient to cause shear failure.  
 
Stage 4 represents the maximum ultimate force that the material is able to withstand. Beyond 
this stage the failure process starts. 
 
Stage 5 represents the penetration of the material. In this stage material failure occurred and 
the material is unable to absorb energy after full penetration. 
 
The force-time histories can provide useful information for the damage initiation and 
propagation of different damage modes within the composite structure (Zhou et al 2000). 
 
Penetration 
   Force  
 Time 
5 ms 
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2.7 Types of Impact Damage 
When a composite is subjected to a low energy impact, the plate deformation absorbs the 
energy of the striker elastically at first and subsequently by a combination of micro-fracture 
processes and further elastic deformations (Abrate 1998). Polymer-matrix composites are 
known to be highly susceptible to internal damage caused by transverse loads even under 
low-velocity impacts. Out-of-plane impact induces bending deformation and this introduces 
shear, tensile and compressive stresses on the composite structure. The composites can be 
damaged on the surface and beneath the surface by relatively light impacts causing barely 
visible impact damage, while the surface may appear to be undamaged to visual inspection. 
  
2.7.1 Geometrical and Material Parameters  
The initial mode of impact damage depends upon various factors like geometrical and 
material properties, laminate support conditions, impactor nose and shape, geometry of the 
specimens and loading conditions. To illustrate the interdependency of the geometrical and 
material parameters on the damage initiation within the composite laminate, figure 2.8 has 
been produced.  
 
Figure 2.8 Effect of various parameters for damage initiation (Chaturvedi et al 1997) 
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2.7.2 Impact Velocity 
Impact velocity is a very important parameter in determining the failure mechanism of 
composite laminates. Figure 2.9 shows the effect of impact velocity on the overall damage of 
the composite structure as reported by Mikkor et al (2006). This research indicated that as the 
impact velocity increases the overall damage area increases and the impact time duration 
decreases.  
 
Low velocity impact velocities range in the region of 5-20 m/s. In this range stress waves 
start originating from the point of impact and transfer the load to the rest of the structure. At 
impact velocities greater than 20 m/sec, the impact can be considered as high velocity impact 
(Chaturvedi et al 1997). For higher impact time duration, the laminate transverse stresses will 
be higher.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 2.9 Effect of impact velocity on overall damage area (Mikkor et al 2006) 
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2.7.3 Thickness 
The magnitude of the impact damage is also affected by the thickness of the composite 
laminate. When composite laminates are subjected to low velocity impacts there is a pressure 
distribution around the area of contact which induces complex state of stresses. In this state 
contact and bending stresses become important. 
 
For thin laminates the bending deformation stresses are very important, since the damage 
tends to occur between the internal plies due to the flexibility of the laminate. Conversely, 
when thick laminates are subjected to low velocity impacts, the bending deformations are less 
important and the damage remains located around the outer plies. The damage at these plies 
is due to higher contact stresses and propagates to the inner plies. The delaminations increase 
the flexibility of the structure and new intra-ply damage occurs close to the delaminations. 
When the impact energy is insufficient to activate any failure mechanism, the progressive 
failure process stops (Abrate 1998). 
 
Cantwell et al (1985c) carried out research on impacted CFRP composite targets of varying 
thickness with the same stacking. As the target thickness is increased delamination area was 
found to vary non-linearly with the increase in thickness. Research carried out by Zhou et al 
(2000) showed the effect of damage area as a function of incident kinetic energy on the 
thickness and concluded that energy needed for damage area was most affected by the 
laminate thickness.  
 
Tai et al (1999) investigated the effect of thickness on the residual tensile strength of the 
composites after low-energy impact loading. Investigations showed that residual tensile 
strength of thinner laminates has more significant influence on tensile strength than for 
thicker laminates. Laminates with higher thickness showed less extension of the damage. 
 
An investigation by DeMorais et al (2004) explored the effect of laminate thickness and how 
the distribution of load and energy absorption plays an important part within the composite. 
Sutherland et al (2004) investigated the impact behaviour of thin and thick laminates using an 
instrumented drop weight tests. They concluded that during impact lower deflections and 
higher contact loads are seen for the thicker laminates. The thin laminates were significantly 
affected by higher bending deflections. 
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2.7.4 Delamination 
Delaminations occur between stacked fibrous layers and tend to have a very adverse effect on 
the mechanical performance of the composite structures. The delaminations are barely visible 
and cannot be detected easily under operation conditions of the composite laminates. 
Delamination has different types of shapes and the majority of delamination shapes which 
depend upon the stacking sequence of the composite structures and the impact energy. Figure 
2.10 shows a representative elliptical shaped delamination following the ply orientation 
within a composite laminate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.10 Shapes of delamination at different oriented plies (Abrate 1998) 
Plies with +/- 450 are in similar pattern but opposite in direction while for 00 plies the 
delamination shape is in longitudinal direction (Abrate 1998). 
 
2.7.5 Impactor Shape  
Impact responses are generally affected by interactions between impacting bodies and the 
composite structure. There is a relationship between factors like the mass, geometry of the 
impactor and target stiffness, geometry and rigidity. Impact velocity of the impactor affects 
the global response of the composite structure, the interfacial bond between fibre and matrix 
and stress wave effects. In past research (Cantwell et al (1989a, 1989b, 1989c, 1990a, 1990b, 
1991)), the most common impactor shape used has been hemispherical for drop weight 
impact, although in actual practice this is not an actual representative of a dropped tool on a 
composite panel during routine maintenance.  
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Mitrevski et al (2004) investigated the effect of different impactor shapes: flat, hemispherical, 
ogival and conical ended (see figure 2.11). The force-time histories of different impactors at 
high velocity impact on carbon epoxy laminates were compared. This research showed that 
the hemispherical impactor produced the largest peak force and shortest contact duration. 
Also, flat and hemispherical impactor produced similar energy dissipation and failure 
mechanisms within the composite specimens. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.11 Impactor shapes (a) Flat (b) Hemispherical (c) Ogival (d) Conical 
(Mitrevski et al 2004) 
Specimens impacted by the conical impactor absorbed the most energy and produced the 
largest penetration depth. The damage threshold load (DTL) was highest for the 
hemispherical impactor followed by the ogival and conical impactors respectively (Mitrevski 
et al 2004). 
 
Research carried by Zhou et al (1995) found that for the impact with hemispherical impactor 
on various types of GFRP laminates initiated matrix cracking first, followed by fibre fracture. 
With the flat indentor there was widespread stress concentration underneath the impactor and 
thus ply shear-out was found to be the dominant failure mechanism with this particular 
geometry.  
 
Research carried out by Mines et al (1999) founded that under static conditions the flat and 
hemispherical impactors produced larger delamination areas compared to a conical impactor 
for laminates of varying thickness and they suggested that the damage caused by conical 
impactor is more localised.  
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2.8 Compression after Impact  
2.8.1 Introduction  
After low impact has taken place it is important to investigate how the composite laminate 
behaves under compressive or tensile loads. Generally some composite laminates that are in 
commercial use in their lifetime will suffer impacts either during manufacturing, maintenance 
etc., so it is important to know what level of damage tolerance the composite laminate can 
sustain after an impact event. In general, compression after impact (CAI) in particular has 
gained much attention especially from the aircraft industry to characterise the structure’s 
performance after damage occurrences. A number of approaches have been considered in the 
literature. These will now be discussed. 
 
2.8.2 Types of CAI Fixtures 
2.8.2.1 NASA CAI Fixture 
The NASA fixture (shown in figure 2.12) consists of four separate assemblies and the 
specimen is simply supported from four sides, each clamping onto an edge of the specimen 
and thus allowing the specimen to stabilise against buckling. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.12 NASA compression after impact fixture (NASA 1983) 
The fixture consists of top plate and support fixture and in between it can accommodate the 
loading specimen. The specimen height varies from 254 to 318 mm and width from 127 mm 
to 178 mm. The impactor diameter is 12.7 mm. The mass is set to 4.5 kg and the drop height 
to 0.61m which allows attaining maximum energy of 27 J. Loading is set at 1.27mm/min 
(NASA 1983). 
Specimen Location  
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2.8.2.2 Boeing CAI Fixture 
The Boeing fixture was developed by the Boeing Company in year 1988 (see figure 2.13). 
According to Boeing CAI standard (Boeing 1988) the specimen dimensions should be 152 
mm x 102 mm with a thickness between 4 mm to 5 mm and with layup (45/0/-45/90)ns. 
Hemispherical impactor with 15.75 mm diameter and mass which varies from 4.5-6.8 kg 
impacts prior to compression. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.13 Boeing compression after impact fixture (Boeing 1988) 
The specimen is clamped by all four sides in the steel frame from the top. The top of the 
loading plate sits over the top edge of the test specimen to provide simple support to the 
loading specimen (Boeing 1988). It is supported by a cut-out frame square size of 127 x 76 
mm. The loading rate is set at 0.5 mm/min. The vertical sides of the fixture have knife-edge 
like supports. The unsupported gauge length is 5 mm. The fixture design is very flexible and 
can be adjusted such that it can accommodate small variations in specimen width and 
thickness. The side supports can be fixed to different positions along the base plate. Major 
advantage of these rigs is that specimens with different dimensions as well as curved panels 
can be tested accurately. Boeing version has been standardized by ASTM whereas the NASA 
version has not.  
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2.8.2.3 BAE Systems CAI Fixture 
A new CAI rig was designed and built by BAE Systems for testing for large dimension 
specimens and panels thus allowing analysing larger damage regions and attainment of higher 
impact energy (figure 2.14). 
 
 
Figure 2.14 BAE Systems compression after impact fixture (Habib 2001) 
It consists of both top plate and bottom plate which are clamped with no side supports but 
only front and back supports so it can accommodate specimens and adjust the dimensions. 
As the top plate has no guides it can cause early buckling. The rigs and fixture is capable of 
accommodating test specimens of variable thickness and width (Habib 2001).   
 
2.8.2.4 Airbus CAI Fixture 
Airbus has developed their own CAI design in Europe (AIRBUS AITM 1-0010). Figure 
2.15 show Airbus compression after impact fixture. According to Airbus standards for CAI, 
the specimen dimensions should be 100mm x 150mm with a thickness approximately 4 mm 
and with layup (45/0/-45/90)ns. This is quite similar to Boeing CAI rigs. The prescribed 
thickness is 6.35 mm for lay-up (45/0/-45/90)
 ns. The impactor diameter is 16 mm. The mass 
ranges from 1 to 3kgs or 4 to 6 kg. The energy levels obtained varies from 9 to 40 J.   
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Figure 2.15 Airbus compression after impact fixture (AIRBUS, AITM 1-0010) 
Support is given at four sides by a steel frame of size 125x75 mm. End loading rate is 0.5 
mm/min and the loading rate is adjusted such that the failure is achieved very quickly. The 
specimen clamping arrangement differs from the Boeing CAI rig. The top clamping plate is 
smaller than the specimen width. There are two side support knife edges and the side supports 
run the full height of the specimen.  The compressive load area on the top is smaller than the 
bottom area. Clamping arrangement is important for the design for the CAI test as it 
eliminates misalignment.  
 
2.8.2.5 CAI Fixture Summary 
Table 2.2 shows the summary of the various geometrical, support conditions and loading 
parameters of various major compressions after impact fixtures. 
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Table 2.2 Summary of compression after impact fixtures 
 
2.8.3 Parameters affecting the compressive strength  
Compressive strength of the impacted laminates is affected by various parameters such as the 
impactor diameter, thickness of the laminate, material strength, incident impact energy levels, 
boundary conditions, and degree of delamination. To understand the effect of impact damage 
it is important to know the residual strength of the composite laminate, where residual 
strength is defined as the ratio of average strength of the damaged specimen to that of the 
undamaged specimen of the composite laminate. 
 
The post-impacted compressive strength of thin composite laminates was investigated by 
Sanchez-Saez et al (2005). They used three different laminates, cross ply, quasi-isotropic and 
woven laminate (see figure 2.16). The strength of the damaged laminate was normalised with 
respect to the strength of the undamaged laminate. 
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             Figure 2.16 Normalised compressive strength vs impact energy 
                                (Sanchez-Saez et al 2005) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.17 Effect of impactor diameter on the compressive residual strength  
                              (Koo et al 2013) 
For all the layups, there is a reduction in normalised strength with increased impact energy. 
The cross-ply laminate shows the greatest reduction in normalised strength at 4J impact. This 
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reduction is due to the 900 orientation of the inner plies which makes the centre of the 
laminate less stiff, and thus the laminate fails under a much lower load. The smallest 
reduction in normalised strength is observed in quasi-isotropic laminate and this may be due 
to +450/-450 plies, which protect the load bearing 00 plies against the impact damage 
(Sanchez-Saez et al 2005).   
Recent research investigated by Koo et al (2013) suggested that the impactor greatly affects 
the residual strength of the composite laminates. From figure 2.17 it is clear that as the 
diameter of the hemispherical impactor nose is increased approximately from 15.8 mm to 
25.4 mm under constant impact energy of 23 J and impactor mass of 5 kg then the residual 
strength decreases drastically. This decrease in residual strength was due to the increase in 
damage area due to the increase in the impactor radius. These results were found to differ 
from the results obtained by Shim et al (2005) who concluded that the area of damage 
increases with the decrease of the impactor radius. Koo et al (2013) study showed that this 
difference arose from the different boundary conditions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.18 Effect of thickness: CAI strength vs. total impact energy (Aoki et al 2009) 
The effect of thickness has been investigated by Aoki et al (2009) for quasi-isotropic 
laminates; the results are summarised in figure 2.18. Each ply thickness is approximately 
0.145 mm. The nominal thickness for 16 ply is 2.3mm, 24 ply is 3.4 mm, 32 ply is 4.7 mm 
and 64 ply is 9.3 mm. The reduction in CAI strength with impact energy is higher for the 
thinner laminates.  
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The presence of delamination significantly reduces the residual strength and the damage 
tolerance of the composite structure and thus makes composite susceptible to premature 
failure upon compressive loading (Short et al 2001, 2002). Another study by Wang et al 
(2005) indicated that the related multiple delaminations lead to a higher reduction in 
compressive strength than the single delamination. Delaminations were incorporated at 
different locations of the laminate to study this effect. From the trend in figure 2.19 it can be 
clearly seen that as the number of delaminations increases the compressive failure load of the 
composite laminate decreases. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.19 Effect failure load on multiple delaminations (Wang et al 2005) 
2.9 Damage Assessment Techniques  
There are various types of techniques to locate the damage in composite laminates. Non-
destructive techniques (NDT) are extensively used on composite structures to detect the 
delaminations, manufacturing flaws and adhesive debonding. In industries, NDT is applied 
during manufacturing as well as during in-service maintenance. The most widely used NDT 
method is the ultrasonic testing but with the advancement of technology various other NDT 
methods have gained importance in the composites industry for example computed 
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tomography, shearography and thermography (Zhou et al 2000; Abrate 1998). We will 
discuss some of the damage assessment techniques that have been used in the literature.  
 
2.9.1 Computed Tomography  
2.9.1.1 Introduction  
The word "tomography" is derived from the Greek tomos (slice) and graphein (to write). 
Physicist Cormack (1963) conducted first experiments using reconstructive tomography on 
research in medical applications by developing a unique method of calculating radiation 
absorption distributions in the human body. Kuhl and Edwards (1963) introduced the 
concepts of emission computed tomography. In 1972 the first practical implementation of 
computed tomography was achieved by Hounsfield (1973), who is recognised as the inventor 
of computed tomography. His research team collaborated with British firm EMI Ltd. and 
originally computed tomography was known as the "EMI scan". With the new developments 
in the medical research area it became popularly known as computed axial tomography which 
was limited to acquiring images in the axial plane. But later with the development of multi-
detector CT scanners with near isotropic resolution, it was possible to produce data that could 
be reconstructed in any plane with minimal loss of image quality (Hounsfield 1973). 
 
Computed tomography can be defined as the collection of slices/data by transmission or 
reflection on the object or specimen by cross-sectional imaging. Object projections can be 
obtained by using various types of computed tomography techniques. Computed tomography 
(CT) refers to the cross-sectional imaging of an object from either transmission or reflection 
data. The process involves reconstructing an image from its cross-sectional projections 
(Slaney et al 1984). CT has become an important tool in medical science with many 
applications such as detecting cancer, heart scans, full body scans, fracture, brain problems 
like tumors, bone trauma and complex fractures (Abel et al 2012).  
 
There has been a rapid advancement in the technology mainly in terms of better 
computational algorithms to construct the image from the projection data. This has resulted in 
better image quality through a greater number of pixels and higher spatial resolution offering 
increased clarity, number of grey shades and higher contrast resolution (Slaney et al 1984) is 
possible now. In recent years X–ray CT has also found increased use in non-medical 
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applications, especially for Non-Destructive testing of materials (Summerscales 1990; 
Schilling et al 2005; Scott et al 2010). 
 
2.9.1.2 Types of Computed Tomography  
There are various types of tomography depending on the type of technique used to obtain the 
projections, i.e. X-ray Computed Tomography, Ultrasound Computed Tomography and 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI). 
 
All of these different tomographic techniques are essentially based on the same principle that 
is to reconstruct the cross-sectional image using some material parameter such as the 
attenuation coefficient. Computed tomography scanner uses X-rays to produce tomographic 
images at specific areas of the scanned object allowing user to view the scanned area in three 
dimensions. As X-rays are non-diffracting whereas sound waves are diffracting, the 
reconstruction algorithms are developed differently for X-rays and sound waves. Thus the 
selection of techniques depends upon the kind of the object or materials to be analysed and its 
interaction with matter through which they pass. 
 
Both 2D and 3D reconstructions can be generated for both MRI and CT. In CT the contrast in 
images can be done only by using X-ray attenuation while MRI can generate cross-sectional 
images in any plane and uses electromagnetic waves produced due to magnetic resonance of 
the nucleus in an atom which are used to obtain the projections and images. In MRI there is a 
variety of parameters that can be altered for the best contrast for specific region of interest 
thus providing enhanced images. MRI is best suited for medical applications and has found 
its applications in cases when a patient is to undergo the examination several times 
successively in the short term (Dalvi et al 2007) as compared to CT which is limited by the 
hazard of exposing patient to the ionizing radiation. 
 
2.9.1.3 Advantages and limitations over other conventional techniques  
X-ray computed tomography can be used for detailed damage characterisation of composite 
laminates. The technique can be used to identify and locate both manufacturing and in-
service defects. When a beam of X-rays strikes glass/epoxy laminates the composite laminate 
undergoes an absorption which depends upon the following parameters. 
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1. Nature of the materials that is densities of fibre and polymer matrix (linear absorption 
 coefficient); 
2. The thickness of the laminate; 
3. The incident intensity of the radiation. 
Conventional radiography or optical microscope gives information of the surface topography. 
Delamination is difficult to detect because when the beam strikes the surface of the composite 
material it reflects a plane projection so cracks perpendicular to the beam are able to escape 
without detection (Kapdia, TWI Ltd.). However computed tomography with 3D partition has 
the advantage of viewing the defect at different angles of rotation. By this it is possible to 
know the absorption density of any point within a given volume which is not applicable in 
other conventional techniques. CT is more powerful as compared to scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) as with CT we can obtain 3D volumetric data that greatly enhances 
material differentiation. CT investigates and identifies fractures, structural damage, crack 
area, crack density initiation and propagation developed through in-service loadings. 
 
However there are certain limitations associated with the use of computed tomography 
sources for observing micro-level damage in composites. The major limitation is the sample 
size and shape. The specimen size has to be small in order to fit into the specimen holder. The 
small size limits the possibility of thorough investigation of damage in composite material. 
Also the complex shapes are difficult to mount for the tomographic scan so special rotating 
mounts with the new design are required for specific projects (Symons et al 2000).  
 
2.9.1.4 Theory of Computed Tomography 
The absorption of X-rays by composite materials depends on the energy of the photons, the 
electronic configuration, the thickness and the density and volume fraction of matrix and 
fibre content of the composite specimen. When X–rays pass through different types of 
composite laminate they lose their intensity and get attenuated. This can be represented by 
the attenuation coefficient or linear absorption coefficient µ of the material. The Lambert-
Beer’s law states that slices of equal thickness and equal material (same density) in the beam 
path will absorb the same amount of radiation (Standard Guide for CT, 1995). So when the 
X-rays pass through a component, depending on the internal geometry and the type of 
constituents, they will get attenuated to varying degrees.  
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The change in intensity of X-ray beam or the linear absorption coefficient is given by 
(Standard Guide for CT, 1995). 
xeII µ−= 0  
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Rearranging equation (2.1) we get 
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In this equation (2.1) )(sµ  is the linear absorption coefficient at every point on the X-ray 
path. Rearranging equation (2.2) with respect to incremental angle θ  and position n, we get 
final equation,  
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From equation (2.2) and (2.3), Io is the intensity of X-rays originating from the source. Is is a 
measurement of the intensity during the orientation of the detector with respect to the object 
with the incremental angle θ  and position n and ),( yxsµ is the 2D distribution of the linear 
attenuation coefficient for the object and ds is an element of the distance along the X-ray path 
through the object with respect to an angle θ  and position n. 
 
During the rotation, the attenuation of the intensity of the X-ray beam is measured in finite 
number of angular increments. If the specimen exhibits a complex geometry or consists of a 
high density material, smaller angular increments can be used. The process is continued until 
the data from 1800 of specimen rotation have been recorded. For complex shapes and 
geometries 3600 sweep is required. Data is analysed by the computer that carries the image of 
the object. The grey level of each pixel in the image matrix corresponds to the different 
attenuation of the X-rays. Increasing the number of grey scales simplifies detection of even 
small changes in attenuation. Each pixel actually contains information about a 3D volume 
element often referred to as voxel. Defects such as matrix cracks, delamination, fibre rupture 
and variations in the density could be detected with CT Technique (Zhou et al 2000). 
2.9.1.5 Industrial and Research Applications  
Damage assessment using CT is important compared to the usual NDT techniques because of 
higher X–ray absorption coefficients of the materials to be analysed. The greater attenuation 
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difference between the constituents makes it easy to identify material integrity, defects and 
access manufacturing quality such as void contents and fibre distribution in MMC and 
ceramic matrix composites (Geandier 2003, Justice 2003).  
 
In recent years X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) has found lots of application in industrial 
research. Euro Copter Deutschland (ECD) was the first helicopter company which applied 
CT as a non-destructive inspection method for the testing of helicopter composite 
components (Oster 1997). The company was able to utilise CT as a means to investigate and 
analyse the delamination and damage behaviour of the test specimen. After the successful 
detection and investigation of the damage characteristics of the composite materials, the 
company has applied CT in different applications in design and development, series 
production and maintenance of helicopter main rotor blades (Oster 1997). ECD used a 
medical scanner and investigated the effects of fatigue, bending behaviour on composite 
structures such as delamination, fibre cracks, failure of adhesive joints and low volume fibre 
fraction. Figure 2.20 shows the tomographic medical scanner and a typical specimen being 
evaluated.  
 
 
. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.20 Tomographic medical scanner (Oster 1997) 
 
More recently with increase in developments in CT with the contrast and geometric 
resolution the researchers have focused their attention for studying damage in polymeric 
matrix composites plies.  
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Figure 2.21 Cropped computed tomography volume showing segmented cracks, 
delaminations and fibre breaks with the fibre orientation within each ply ahead of the 
notch (a) 2D view (b) 3D view (Wright et al 2008)  
  
Damage in notched Carbon/Epoxy Composite laminate has been investigated using Ultra 
High Resolution Computed Tomography (Wright et al 2008). The laminate plates with a 
(900/+450/-450/00)s  lay-up configuration were subjected to applied loads. With the application 
of computed tomography the 3D rendering of damage regions near the damaged notch of 
composite laminate has been undertaken. Fibre orientation of each plies, cracks, 
delaminations and fibre breaks at notch tip are observed, as shown in figure 2.21 (a) and (b). 
00 plies underwent fibre breakage cracks that follow the fibre direction within that ply and 
900 plies suffered intra-laminar cracks while -/+450 plies suffered both extensive intralaminar 
and interlaminar cracks and delamination. These differences were not previously observed in 
non-destructive testing. X-ray CT can be used to provide detailed investigation of 
propagation of damage mechanism and its correlation with matrix-fibre breakage (Wright et 
al 2008).  
 
In another case study (Dunkers et al 1999), an investigation of the effect of impact damage on 
epoxy/unidirectional E-glass composite laminates was carried out by slicing sections at 
different depths using computed tomography. This research lead to understanding the 
(a) (b) 
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behaviour of damage mechanisms inside composite laminate subjected to impact damage. 
Figure 2.22 (a) shows the volumetric presentation of the epoxy/unidirectional E-glass 
composite. The composite cross-section is shown along the x-z plane. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.22  View of impact damaged epoxy/unidirectional E-glass composite at a depth 
(a) Laminate cross-section along the x-z plane (b) Top surface (c) 337 µm from surface 
(d) 460 µm from surface (e) 550 µm from surface (f) 652 µm from surface (Dunkers et al 
1999) 
Top Surface 
Bottom Surface 
  (a) 
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  (b) 
  (c) 
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Figures 2.22 (b)-(f) show the impact damage of the epoxy/unidirectional E-glass composite to 
detect the surface crack using computed tomography (Dunkers et al 1999). The x-axis is the 
00 unidirectional fibre direction.  The damage at the top surface of the composite laminate is 
shown by the arrow in figure 2.22 (b) while figure 2.22 (c) shows a slice of the impact 
damage composite laminate 337 µm below the surface of the composite laminate. Arrows  1 
and 2 show fibre tow crack paths and propagation while arrow 3 indicates polyester crossing 
threads that primarily function as holding the top layer together.  The black lines in the 
figures indicate the path and direction of the fibre tows. Figure 2.22 (d) shows impact damage 
at 460 µm below the surface of the composite laminate.  Arrow 1 shows the initiation of the 
crack at the interface and crack propagation along the fibre tow and resin boundary. Figure 
2.22 (e) shows impact damage at 550 µm below the surface of the composite laminate. The 
crack extends to 1.8 mm long as shown by arrow 1. Arrow 2 indicates the presence of 
polyester stitching. Figure 2.22 (f) shows the presence of delamination at the interface of 
fibre and matrix region during impact damage at a depth below the surface of composite 
laminate and extensive size and widening of the crack is seen at the bottom of the fibre tow of 
the composite laminate and the delaminated area.  The delamination is about 1.9 mm wide 
and 0.50 mm high and 652 µm from the surface. Thus the computed tomography is important 
for the study of  impact damage as we get information of behaviour of how the damage 
initiates and propagates from the surface to bottom by the fibre glass tows path and how the 
interface crack that is at the boundary of fibre and matrix leads to delamination. Thus the 
damage in composite laminates can be understood clearly by tomography reconstruction and 
re-slicing of impact damage through the thickness of the composite. This re-slicing of the 
image data reveals the progression of cracking and delamination within the composite 
(Dunkers et al 1999). 
 
There are very important applications of CT in defence research work of different 
metallic/non-metallic materials. Recently, the Army Research Laboratory investigated the 
behaviour of ceramic matrix composites for armour material applications. In figure 2.23 (A) 
the CT image at 18.18 mm from section surface of impacted titanium carbide (TIC) disk is 
shown clearly visualising the crack damage (William et al 2001). 
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     Figure 2.23 (A) CT image at 18.18mm from section surface (William et al 2001) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.23 (B) CT of the top and the front slice from different distances of titanium 
carbide (TIC) during impact (William et al 2001) 
                       
In figure 2.23 (B) the material is sectioned into different slices in order to investigate the 
damage behaviour. The image shows the path and direction of initiation and propagation of 
the crack damage from left to right. The figures 2.23 (B) - (a), (b), and (c) are top slice and 
front slice views with different distances from the impact face. At greater depth from the 
impact face the behaviour of the crack changes in shape, size and dimensions (William et al 
2001). Extensive crack behaviour can be seen at 5.97 mm from the impact face location 
however the damage patterns seem to be following the point of initiation and propagation 
with the increasing depth of the damage from the impact face front slice locations. The series 
of side views shows how damage in the thickness direction changes with distance from the 
line of impact. The sectioned surfaces are an excellent way to visualise damage. 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
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In another case study (Symons et al 2000) the impact behaviour of the composite laminate for 
medium to severe levels of impact was examined using computed tomography. The images in 
figure 2.24 (a) and (b) show four slices through the centre of the damaged zone taken at 0.58 
mm intervals. Figure 2.24 (a) shows cross-sectional views. Here barely visible damage can be 
seen at a medium energy level while figure 2.24 (b) shows a more severely impacted 
specimen (Symons et al 2000). It is clear that in the moderately impacted specimen damage 
starts from the surface and propagates inside through the thickness of the laminate but no 
extensive damage is found at the bottom of the plies while with severe level of impact the 
upper plies as well as bottom plies have been broken severely. Extensive delamination can be 
observed in all successive four slices of the composite laminate. Clearly damage can be seen 
by visual inspection on the surface of the specimen. This information together with fatigue 
test data can be used for inspection of in-service components and can provide the threshold 
and damage tolerance limit of the composite laminate in-service (Symons et al 2000). 
 
 
Figure 2.24 (a) X-ray computer tomography showing four slices and cross-sections of 
                             medium damage (Symons et al 2000) 
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Figure 2.24 (b) X-ray computer tomography showing four slices and cross-sections of 
                             severe damage (Symons et al 2000) 
 
The application of CT in composites can help determine fibre defects, in-homogeneities and 
crack behaviour. Figure 2.25 show 3D volumetric reconstruction (Schilling et al 2005) of 
GFRP specimen in which we could see fibre tows/bundles and voids present in the composite 
laminate. In order to see the direction and path of unidirectional fibre tows (bundles) the 
matrix is rendered invisible while the fibre tows are shown in light grey. Voids are also seen 
clearly which helps us to understand the in-homogeneity of composite laminate.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.25 Three-dimensional volumetric models of S-glass unidirectional fibre 
bundles (lighter grey) and voids (darker grey) and the matrix is rendered invisible 
(Schilling et al 2005) 
Fibre Bundle/Tows 
Voids 
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Damage mechanisms such as delamination, micro-damage and lateral damage in bolted 
Graphite/Epoxy specimens have been studied (Schilling et al 2005). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.26 Bearing failure damage around the bolt hole in a graphite/epoxy laminate 
                 (Schilling et al 2005) 
 
The reconstructed volume and two smaller sections of this research are shown in figure 2.26, 
revealing delamination and lateral deformation. The investigation showed how the composite 
laminate undergoes delamination near the edge of the bolt hole and indicates the unstable 
behaviour due to fibre crushing. Using CT techniques the damage is reconstructed in the 
three-dimensional model as shown in figure 2.26, permitting the lateral deformation and 
delamination around the bolt hole to be seen from different sections and locations.  
 
2.9.2 Ultrasonic Method 
Ultrasonic method is a widely used method for the detection of delamination, flaws, fibre 
matrix failure and debonding in composites materials (Zhou 2000). Ultrasonic usually have 
the frequency range of 1 -20 MHz. C-scan is a two-dimensional presentation of ultrasonic 
data where colour represents the signal data at a point. Depending upon the probe position the 
amplitudes are recorded. D-scan is a three-dimensional presentation of data and is similar to 
C-scan. In this echo time of flight is recorded depending upon the probe position. There are 
different types of ultrasonic techniques used for various applications. 
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• Water Immersion Coupled Ultrasonic technique.  
• Direct Contact Ultrasonic technique 
• Non-contact Ultrasonic technique. 
There are two methods using water immersion coupled ultrasonic technique:  
• Pulse-Echo method 
• Transmission method 
The overall ultrasonic data processing and analyses can be done in three basic steps. 
• Image Domain 
• Time Domain 
• Frequency Domain  
Direct Contact Ultrasonic 
In this method there is a contact between probe and specimen. C-Scan is produced by x-y 
representation of the amplitude or time of flight of ultrasonic waves through the material 
whereas D-scan can be produced only with the time flight data. Time of flight data can be 
obtained using pulse-echo method or double transmission. A D-scan is a three dimensional x-
y-z representation of the structure where on the z-axis the relative time of flight is shown 
(Summerscales 1990). 
Non-contact Ultrasonic  
Non-contact ultrasonic scanning is a technique used for material characterisation during and 
after manufacturing process. This method does not require traditional ultrasonic coupling and 
mechanical contact and is adapted for surface wave testing in MHz frequencies that enable 
impact damage/defect detection in surface plies of the composite materials (Djordjevic 2000).  
2.9.3 Radiography Technique 
Radiography is another important technique used widely. The basic principle is that 
specimens are subjected to X-ray electromagnetic beams with wide range of wavelengths 
(Abrate 1998, Matthews 2000). The X-rays penetrate through the composites, thus producing 
photographic images of the internal structure of the specimen. Figure 2.27 shows a typical 
radiography image for impact damage for carbon fibre composite laminate. 
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Figure 2.27 Radiography technique used to detect impact damage on carbon fibre 
composite laminate (Capriotti et al 2000) 
Capturing of fine photographic images of the internal structure of the specimen depends upon 
the correct adjustment of voltages, currents, film to focus distances and exposure times 
(Capriotti et al 2000).  
2.9.4 Visualisation Technique 
Impact damage can be also be detected by visualising the translucent materials such as glass 
epoxy composite with the use of strong backlighting. Other composites that are opaque such 
as carbon epoxy composites cannot be detected by the visualisation method but internal 
impact damage can be detected by using various ultrasonic techniques. They have the 
advantage that they are able to predict the extent of the impact damage and its exact location.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.28 Visualisation technique for impact damage of glass fibre composite laminate 
 
 
   Near-Edge 
Impact Damage 
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Figure 2.28 show near-edge impact damage on glass fibre composites using visualisation 
technique. The size and shape of impact damage and matrix crack can be detected by visual 
observation. Several researchers have used this simple technique effectively especially on 
glass fibre composites for understanding the morphology of impact damage and impact 
damage development (Zhou 2000, Abrate 1998). 
2.10 Finite Element Modelling of Impact of Composites 
In the last few decades, finite element simulations have become a very important tool to 
predict damage initiation and propagation in composite laminates under low velocity impact. 
Various software such as Abaqus/Explicit, LS-Dyna, Patran/Nastran etc., have become 
available in order to conduct such numerical simulations. Finite element simulations tools 
accurately model the composite laminates. Various options are available for performing low 
velocity impact simulations such as defining the loading and contact conditions and various 
composite failure criteria can also be incorporated into the models. Simulating the impact 
damage accurately may significantly reduce the experimental testing costs on composites.   
 
Numerous low velocity impact models have been investigated using the finite element 
approach and then validating the results with experimental work. Wu and Chang (1989) 
conducted a study on transient dynamic analysis of laminated composite plates subjected to 
transverse impact. Research investigated the displacements, the transient stress and the strain 
distributions through the thickness of laminate during the low velocity impact. 
Lakshminarayana et al (1994) simulated and accurately predicted low-velocity impact 
damage using Abaqus. Ganapathy et al (1998) conducted failure analysis of laminated 
composite shell panels subjected to low velocity impact. Furthermore, Cho and Zhao (2002) 
studied the effects of geometrical and material factors on the mechanical behaviour of 
composite laminates under low velocity by implementing a finite element program developed 
in the laboratory. Aslan et al. (2002 and 2003) conducted comparisons of finite element 
simulations and experimental analysis to investigate the effect of the thickness, impactor 
mass and velocity for low-velocity impact on composite laminates. The research concluded 
that as the thickness of the laminate is increased the peak force in an impact event increases 
and the contact time is significantly reduced. Tiberkak et al (2008) investigated the effect of 
transverse/normal shear stresses and matrix damage in different plies under low-velocity 
impact by using the finite element approach. 
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Sosa et al (2012) conducted a study on modelling the damage in fibre reinforced composite 
laminates subjected to low velocity impact. The research investigated prediction of the 
delamination, the damage initiation and damage propagation. In another recent study, Kreculj 
et al (2013) studied the effect of impact damage on laminated composite aircraft structures. 
The research concluded that the most common impact damage mechanisms occurring in 
composite laminate are matrix cracking, fibre failure and delamination. Various failure 
criteria for composite materials including Tsai-Wu, Chang-Chang and Hashin were 
implemented in order to predict the extent of damage, fracture and failure of composite 
structures. The finite element simulations accurately predicted the experimental results.  
In order to predict the impact damage composite failure theories have to be incorporated into 
the finite element models. Numerous failure criteria have been developed for composite 
materials for different applications but the most widely used for impact damage on 
composites is Hashin type failure criteria. Hashin proposed a set of failure criteria for 
predicting failure of unidirectional composites based on each failure mode. Hashin failure 
criteria involves both fibre and matrix failures with four different failure modes that are fibre 
tension, fibre compression, matrix tension, and matrix compression (Hashin and Rotem, 
1973; Hashin, 1980).  Usually Hashin criteria are implemented in two dimensions but the 
criteria can be extended to three dimensions.  
In order to predict delamination, the cohesive modelling approach has recently become very 
popular for impact problems. Delamination is simulated using cohesive elements at the 
interfaces of the composite plies. The cohesive modelling approach allows selection of 
cohesive interface surfaces within a finite element mesh and application of traction-
separation failure criteria at these interfaces. Cohesive elements act like nonlinear springs 
linking the nodes at interfaces.  
In this thesis elastic simulations have been conducted on near-edge and on-edge impact. The 
mathematical formulations of Abaqus/Explicit code and contact algorithm are described in 
Appendix B. Abaqus/Explicit code is used. The contact between the impactor and laminate is 
defined using a contact algorithm.  
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2.11 Effects of low and high velocity impacts to commercial aircraft 
2.11.1 Stress Waves 
During impact initial incident energy is lost and is utilised in creating the damage, 
overcoming the frictional forces, noise and vibration of the entire system and some part of 
energy is lost in generating the stress waves. Stress waves are complicated phenomena in 
composites due to limitations such as internal defects, delamination, voids and impact 
damage in composites (Sansalone et al 1987). Wave propagation and impact in composite 
materials have been studied extensively previously using analytical and computational 
techniques (Moon 1973). Propagation of stress waves depends upon various parameters such 
as intensity and the angle of impact, boundary conditions and material properties i.e., 
laminate modulus, Poisson’s ratio and the density (Ghomi 2011). 
During the impact the stress waves are transmitted through the composite laminate at the 
location just under the impactor. Three different types of stress waves are generated and 
propagated i.e., dilatational or pressure wave (P-wave), distortional or shear wave (S-wave) 
and Rayleigh or surface wave (R-wave). All these stress waves travel with different speeds 
and can be longitudinal or compressive motions depending upon the type and the intensity of 
impact. P-waves and S-waves travel through the plate and surface waves (R-wave) travel 
away from the impact location. R-waves travel along the surface and include both 
longitudinal and transverse motions. R-waves decreases exponentially in amplitude as the 
distance from the impact surface increases. S-waves travel as a shear or transverse wave, so 
motion is perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. P-waves travel as a pressure 
wave and the motion is parallel to the direction of wave propagation. P-waves propagate 
fastest followed by S-waves and finally slowest for R-waves. The particle motion of R-waves 
is larger than that of P-waves and S-waves, thus causing more damage to laminate (Impact-
Echo Instruments (2001)). 
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Figure 2.29 Distribution of stress waves during on-edge and near-edge impact (Impact-
Echo Instruments (2001)) 
Figure 2.29 shows a surface stress wave (R-wave) generated during edge impact which 
travels along and away from the edge impact location while P-waves and S-waves travel 
through the plate with spherical wave fronts. In S-waves, the particle motion moves 
perpendicular to the wave propagation while for P-wave the particle motion moves parallel to 
the wave propagation. The boundary conditions greatly affect the nature of the wave 
mechanics during edge impact. Scattered stress waves reach the edge of fixed end boundary 
and then are reflected. At boundary edges, P-wave is reflected at different oblique angle thus 
distributing pressure wave around the boundary edges. This indicates more energy is 
absorbed by the laminate through these stress waves thus leading to more damage on this 
unconstrained area (Ghomi 2011). 
2.11.2 Crashworthiness of aircraft         
The term “crashworthiness” in aircraft design can be defined as a measure and ability of the 
aircraft structure to show impact resistance and protect the occupants from injury during a 
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survivable crash. Crashworthiness is an important parameter to include in different design 
stages during the manufacturing of the aircraft (Maia 2005). The design of an aircraft 
structure should be such that it satisfies the requirement of crashworthiness. One of the most 
important part of the aircraft design phase is the different types of impacts that an aircraft can 
undergo during its flight path. Figure 2.30 shows the different types of centre and edge 
impacts that a commercial aircraft can undergo during its flight life span.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.30 Crashworthiness of aircraft at high velocity impact (Brown 2006) 
These potential impact threats can be considered as impactors. Impactor types can be 
hailstone, tyres, bird impacts, runway and engine debris etc (Brown 2006). Crashworthiness 
experiments are difficult, time consuming and expensive to conduct as they require similar 
impact and structural conditions as would occur in real impact event during plane crash. 
Finite element analysis is a useful tool to predict the structural responses and provides design 
guidance for aircraft regarding crashworthiness. 
This research covers the damage response of a composite laminate to low velocity impacts on 
the centre, on-edge and near-edge. In some real case scenarios, centre and edge impacts can 
occur at a very high velocity. Some case studies can be related to edge impacts for example 
near-edge impact can be related to space shuttle Columbia, which crashed during the shuttle 
re-entry into the earth just minutes before the final landing. This example can be related to 
near-edge impact of the shuttle wing. Figure 2.31 (a) shows the foam striking fibreglass 
composite panel near the leading edge. 
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Figure 2.31 Foam is striking fibreglass composite panel near the leading edge 
                             (Columbia Accident Investigation Board 2003) 
During launch a large piece of foam insulation from Columbia's external fuel tank struck 
underside the leading edge of the left wing (see figure 2.31 (b) and (c)) at approximately 530 
mph, damaging the Shuttle's thermal protection system as shown in the figure. Initial research 
conducted by Columbia Accident Investigation Board showed that the foam impacted on a 
section of a fibre glass reinforced leading edge panel at approximately 530 mph. Tests 
showed visible and significant impact damage near the edge of the panel leading to damage 
propagation to failure (Columbia Accident Investigation Board 2003). Figure 2.32 and 2.33 
shows two types of on-edge impact leading to crash. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) (c) 
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Figure 2.32 On-edge impact on Boeing 737-33V HB-III aircraft wing (Federal Aircraft 
                     Accident Board 2003) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.33 Bird striking the leading on-edge impact of the wing (Phoenix Airport Bird 
Control Services)   
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Figure 2.34 Centre impact on the Airbus A380-842 aircraft wing (Australian Transport   
Safety Bureau 2010) 
Figure 2.32 shows the impact of hailstone striking on to the edge of the wing (Federal 
Aircraft Accident Board 2003). Figure 2.33 shows the bird striking and penetrating into the 
leading edge of the wing (Phoenix Airport Bird Control Services) while figure 2.34 shows 
centre impact of debris from the turbine engine penetrated on to the leading edge of the wing 
(Australian Transport Safety Bureau 2010). In all these cases the hail, debris and bird strike 
can be considered as impactors striking on the edge of the wing panel. Thus all these cases 
can be considered to be related to centre and edge impacts. In real case scenarios, the edge 
impacts can be a combination of both on-edge and near-edge impact. The probability and 
frequency of these edge impacts is highest during aircraft take-off and landing.  
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2.12 Literature Conclusion 
This chapter outlined the importance of composite structures in the aviation industry and the 
effect of impact damage on the structural integrity of the composite structure. The following 
observations can be drawn from the literature review. 
 Various manufacturing techniques have been discussed. For this work, quasi-isotropic 
lay-up of E-glass fibres was available. So, the manufacture of the laminates was 
carried out using the VARTM technique; the procedure is detailed in Appendix C.   
 Various methods of impact testing for low velocity impact have been used in 
published research on impact of composite laminates, with drop-weight impact testing 
being the most used method. An impact test rig was available for drop-weight testing, 
and the drop-weight impact machine had suitable software available. The testing was 
carried out using this rig, modified for different impact locations as described in 
chapter 3. 
 The literature review has demonstrated that the residual strength of damage laminates 
is an important parameter for design of composite structures. In this work, the residual 
strength of the damaged laminates was tested in both compression and tension. The 
methods of detection of impact damage have been discussed. The laminates used in 
this project were transparent so visualisation of the damage could be carried out. X-
ray Computed Tomography was available and a preliminary study using this 
technique has been carried out. 
 Finite element simulations are developing into an important method to predict impact 
damage. In this project, a preliminary finite element study has been carried out which 
could be developed to include fracture mechanisms in future work.   
 Impact damage of composites is a growing concern for the aerospace industry. New 
effective tools and methods have to be explored and developed in order for industries 
to be fully confident about the full implementation of composite materials.  
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3.1 Introduction  
The objective of the study is to investigate low velocity impact behaviour of a composite 
laminate during near-edge and on-edge impact events. Drop weight edge impact tests were 
performed and load, velocity, displacement and energy history were recorded during the 
impact events. The laminates were prepared as described in Appendix C. The experimental 
investigation will permit both a quantitative and qualitative assessment of the damage 
behaviour of near-edge and on-edge impact phenomenon. In particular, the progressive 
damage process observed in the composite laminate during the impact event will be 
considered. In the following sections we will discuss the results obtained during this 
experimental investigation.  
 
3.2 Experimental Test Methodology 
In this project glass/epoxy composites laminates were used. Drop weight low velocity impact 
machine (Instron) was used to investigate and understand the effect of thickness, absorbed 
energy and failure damage/modes involved in the impact process of near-edge and on-edge 
impact.   
 
3.2.1 Impact Conditions 
Low velocity impacts tests are usually simulated experimentally as normal impacts as this is 
the most favourable condition of impact. But generally low velocity impacts are out-of-plane 
in nature. This type of impact is very complicated as the type of impact damage is not visible. 
Figure 3.1 shows the different low velocity edge impact conditions used in this research.  
Figure 3.1 Edge impact conditions (x is 00 fibre direction) 
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3.2.2 Impact Test Method  
The impact tests were carried out using a CEATIS Dartvis 6790 drop weight impact testing 
machine with computer data acquisition unit DAS4000, which has the capability of a 1MHz 
sampling rate. The piezoelectric dart striker provides force measurement with respect to time. 
The velocity of impact is measured using a triggered photocell and the control includes a 
pneumatic anti-bounce mechanism. The velocity, displacement and energy are calculated by 
the software programme installed in the impact machine. The drop weight impact machine is 
shown in the figure 3.2. Drop weight impact machine allows the free fall of the impactor on 
to the composite laminate. At the point of contact the gravitational potential energy of the 
impactor is converted into kinetic energy. So it can be written as during point of contact  
                                        Kinetic Energy = Gravitational Potential Energy  
      or                                           
2
1
mv2   = mgh                                                       (3.1) 
      or                                                
2
1
v2  = gh                                                         (3.2) 
     or                                                    ghv 2=                                                       (3.3) 
Where m = mass of the impactor 
           v = velocity of the impactor 
           h = height of the impactor from the composite specimen 
           g = gravity   
From the equation (3.1) – (3.3), we can find the incident velocity v if we know mass m and 
height h (see table 3.1). The tests were carried out for 5 different incident energy levels: 1J, 
2J, 3J, 4J and 5J. The impactor mass was constant, 0.74 kg, with variable height. Therefore 
the impact velocity is controlled to produce the correct incident energy. The conditions used 
are shown in table 3.1  
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Table 3.1 Details of low velocity impact under different incident energies 
Low velocity impact testing machine details are given as follows: 
1. Striker load cell range : 24 kN  
2. Piezoelectric dart striker provides force measurement with respect to time. 
3. Measure of velocity by trigger photocell.  
4. Pneumatic anti-rebounce mechanism as it passes the photocell 
5. It can measure:   
• Maximum impact velocity up to 3.7m/s 
• Maximum energy up to 30J 
• Maximum height up to 700mm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 Low velocity impact testing machine 
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3.2.3 Rig Design for Edge Impact 
The drop weight machine is generally used for face or central impact rather than on-edge 
impact. So the aim was to find the optimum structural configuration for edge impact under 
known loading and boundary conditions.  
 
3.2.3.1 Issues in design 
Several issues were considered during the prototype design of the edge impact experiments. 
Rigs were designed according to maximum loading conditions of the impact machine. The 
following issues were identified in the design process.   
• Control of the multiple impacting of the striker due to increase of height of the 
clamped rig fixture for the on-edge impact. 
• Shape and contact of the striker with the laminate for near-edge impact. 
• Type of impactor shape and its contact with laminate for on-edge impact. 
• Effect of boundary conditions that is the constraints of the laminate during edge 
impact. 
• Effect of damage width during compression and tension after impact.   
3.2.3.2 Design for Near-edge Impact 
Figure 3.3 shows (a) the top view (b) side view and the design for near-edge impact. The 
laminate is fully constrained around a half-circle window of radius 20 mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
    (a)                
40mm 
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 (b)                                       
Figure 3.3 Rig design for near-edge impact a) Top view b) Side view 
The 20 mm diameter tup arises from the original design of this rig for central impact in a 40 
mm diameter window. Rigs are designed such that both thin and thick laminates can be 
adjusted. 
 
3.2.3.3 Design for On-edge Impact  
Figure 3.4 shows the design of a rig for an on-edge impact. The fixture was designed so that 
it can be clamped on the impact machine. The screws were tightened with a torque wrench to 
a set load.     
 
    
      
 
 
 
Figure 3.4 Balanced boundary condition rig design for on-edge impact 
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The impact machine will work when the minimum pressure is above 140 kPa and does not 
exceed the maximum pressure of 690 kPa. By default, the impact machine is set with air 
pressure of 580 kPa and all the experimental tests are performed under this air pressure. 
Figure 3.5 shows the implementation of the rig design.   
                                           
    Figure 3.5 Implementation of rig design for on-edge impact 
The design for both on-edge and near-edge impact makes the laminate fully constrained 
around a half-circle window of radius 20 mm. This rig was developed from the original 
central impact rig to reproduce similar boundary conditions. Clamping pressure using the 
nuts (see figure 3.5) was applied until the laminate was fully constrained without damage, 
using a torque wrench. 
3.2.3.4 Impactor Shapes for Edge Impact     
Figure 3.6 (a) show the impactor shape for centre and near-edge impact while figure 3.6 (b) 
show the impactor shape for an on-edge impact. The shape of the impactor for on-edge 
impact was chosen to ensure even impact at the edge of the laminate. The diameters of both 
impactors are 20 mm. The impactor diameter was required for this Instron impact machine. 
For the near-edge and on-edge impact the same impactor diameter was used as for the central 
impact. The length of the near-edge impactor is 15 mm. The impact experiments were 
performed with same impactor diameter; this was done to compare the different types of edge 
impact under similar parameters and conditions.       
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                     (a)                                                               (b)                    
Figure 3.6 Impactor shapes for edge impact a) Centre and near-edge impactor                      
                  b) On-edge impactor 
 
3.2.4 Material and Geometrical Parameters 
3.2.4.1 Ply Architecture 
Lay-Up: Two laminate thicknesses have been used that is 2mm and 4mm. Each ply is 
approximately 0.25mm thick. The lay-up was [00/+450/900/-450]s for the 2mm thickness and 
[00/+450/900/-450]2s for the 4 mm thickness. 
 
3.2.4.2 Manufacturing Method 
Appendix C provides the manufacturing and technical details of the composite laminate used. 
Multiaxial E-Glass Fabric is used for the project. Multiaxial fabric is made up of four layers 
of fibres stitched together with a light thread and the epoxy matrix is infused into the fibres.  
 
3.2.4.3 Specimen Geometry 
After the composite has been manufactured, the next stage is cutting. All test specimens were 
cut from the laminates using a cutting machine with a diamond saw. During the cutting of 
specimen to the desired size industrial oil lubricant is added in order to reduce frictional heat 
and ensure smooth cutting. 
      20mm 
      20mm 
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Figure 3.7 Dimensions of test specimen 
The dimensions of the specimens were cut such that fixture could accommodate and perform 
impact tests and compression tests after impact as per the design developed by Prichard and 
Hogg (1992) at Queen Mary, University of London. The dimensions of the cut specimen are 
shown in figure 3.7.  
 
3.3 Results and discussion 
In this section we will discuss the experimental results obtained from the drop weight impact 
with respect to various parameters. 
 
3.3.1 Reproducibility 
All tests were carried out at ambient temperature, between 22 and 24 0C. An important aspect 
of experimental testing is that the results are repeatable. Three tests were carried out for each 
condition and excellent reproducibility was obtained. An example of this reproducibility is 
shown in figure 3.8 representing the force/time results for 3-J on-edge impact to a 4-mm 
laminate.  
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Figure 3.8 Comparison of experimental results for identical conditions:  Force/time 
traces for 3-J on-edge impact to 4-mm laminate 
 
3.3.2 Force-Time Results  
3.3.2.1 On-Edge Impact  
Figure 3.9 shows the force-time graphs during on-edge impact of composite laminates. These 
curves for the thin laminates show very high level of oscillations indicating progressive 
impact damage. Regular discontinuities in all the 1J results were found which are believed to 
arise from vibration of the specimen. The force/time results for 1J impact energy may be 
invalid and not included in figure 3.9; the results are valid for 2-5J impacted specimens only. 
The maximum impact force for these energy levels lies between 4000 to 8000 N. At 
approximately 0.05 to 0.1 ms initial contact occurs and the damage has initiated.  
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Figure 3.9 Force-time curves: On-edge impact (thin laminates) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.10 Force-time curves: On-edge impact (thick laminates) 
The impact force increases rapidly after initial contact and there is a region of oscillations 
that are of high frequency between the times at around 0.1 to 0.7 ms during on-edge impact at 
all the energy levels. The time duration of the whole on-edge impact phenomenon for the 
composite laminate was around 0.8 ms. Thicker laminates show higher impact force 
indicating higher stiffness as can be seen from figure 3.10. The maximum impact force at 
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various energy levels lies between 7000 to 9000 N. The discontinuities in the 1J results are 
fairly regular, but the first discontinuity arises at a similar load level to other results; the 
validity of the 1J results is questionable. At approximately 0.1 ms initial contact occurs and 
the damage has initiated. After damage initiation the impact force increases with oscillations 
in the force-time graphs similar to those in thin laminates. The time duration of the whole on-
edge impact phenomenon for the composite laminate was around 0.8 ms. However thicker 
laminate showed lower oscillations than the thin laminates during on-edge impact which may 
indicate less damage or less vibrations. The small vibrations visible in the curves may arise 
from out-of-plane vibrations. These vibrations were observed in the finite element 
simulations (see chapter 6). 
 
3.3.2.2 Near-edge Impact 
Figure 3.11 shows the force-time graph during near-edge impact of composite laminates. 
These curves for the thin laminates are very smooth with few oscillations indicating lower 
growth of damage. The maximum impact force at various energy levels lies between 1000 to 
2500 N. Initial contact is indicated between 0.1 to 0.2 ms. The impact force increases 
constantly after about 0.5 ms and the force-time graph is smooth indicating lower growth  of  
impact damage. The time duration of the whole edge impact phenomenon for the composite 
laminate was around 2.5 ms. After reaching the peak value of impact force there is an 
constant drop of the impact force value from time 1.2 ms to about 2.5 ms for all energy 
levels. Figure 3.12 shows the force-time curves for the thick laminates which are smooth 
curves but with some oscillations indicating the growth of some delaminations. The 
maximum impact force at various energy levels lies between 1500 to 3500 N. Initial contact 
is indication between 0.02 to 0.1 ms. The impact force increases rapidly after initial contact 
and reaches maximum at approximately 0.6 ms for all energy levels. The time duration of the 
whole near-edge impact phenomenon for the composite laminate was around 1.7 ms. After 
reaching the peak value of impact force there is a constant drop of the impact force value 
from time between 0.6 ms to 1.6 ms for all energy levels. 
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Figure 3.11 Force-time curves: Near-edge impact (thin laminates) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.12 Force-time curves: Near-edge impact (thick laminates) 
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3.3.3 Edge Impact Summary Results  
3.3.3.1 Damage Initiation 
During impact the most important parameter for detecting the damage in the laminate is the 
damage initiation. Damage initiation can be defined as the first data point where the force 
values drops and recovers for further damage propagation. The results for on-edge impact are 
shown in table 3.2 which provides a summary of the damage initiation approximate values 
for the on-edge impact for the two thicknesses. The results are plotted in figure 3.13 (a). 
Taking the scatter into account, figure 3.13 (a) indicates that the damage initiation force is a 
constant value between 1 or 2 and 3 J for both thicknesses. Above 3J the value increases with 
higher values for the thinner laminate. 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.2 On-edge damage initiation force data for thin and thick laminates 
 
Figure 3.13 (a) On-edge impact damage initiation force vs incident impact energy 
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 The results for the near-edge impact are shown in table 3.3 which provides a summary of the 
damage initiation values for the two thicknesses; note that there is uncertainty regarding the 
validity of the 1J result for the thin laminate. The results are plotted in figure 3.13 (b) which 
shows near linear increase in values over the whole range of impact energies, with thin 
laminates having higher values than thick laminates. 
 
Table 3.3 Near-edge damage initiation force data for thin and thick laminates 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.13 (b) Near-edge impact damage initiation force vs impact energy 
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3.3.3.2 Peak Force 
The peak force is the maximum contact force between the impactor and the composite in an 
impact event which is important in analysing the severity of the edge impact damage in the 
composite laminate. Peak force is captured from the maximum value of data point in force-
time curves for different impact energy levels and thicknesses. The peak force measurements 
are important in providing damage information about the different types of impact.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.4 On-edge impact peak force data for thin and thick laminates 
 
                    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.14 Peak force vs incident impact energy-On-edge impact 
Table 3.4 show the data for the on-edge impact. The result for 1J edge impact is included 
since this result is believed to be valid. The peak force measured for all edge impact tests is 
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plotted as a function of incident impact energy in figure 3.14. Taking into account the scatter 
bands, the rate of increase of peak force with incident energy appears the same for both 
thicknesses of laminate. There may be a trend towards the same values for the two 
thicknesses at higher impact energies, but this trend cannot be confirmed from these results. 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.5 Near-edge impact peak force data for thin and thick laminates 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.15 Peak force vs incident impact energy-Near-edge impact 
Table 3.5 shows the peak force data for the near-edge impact. The peak force measurements 
for the thin and thick laminates for near-edge impact are compared in figure 3.15. Taking into 
account the scatter bands, the rate of increase in value of peak force is the same for the two 
thicknesses. 
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3.3.3.3 Discussion: Force-Time Results 
During the low velocity impact, the initial contact between the impactor and composite 
laminate transfers the impactor incident energy to the composite laminate and this transferred 
energy is then used for the damage initiation and its progression. The impact response of 
laminated plates is commonly described in terms of force-time curve. The shape of the force-
time curves usually indicates the damage initiation and its propagation. Contact force 
histories as a function of time for the on and near-edge impacted specimens are compared in 
figure 3.16 (a)-(b) impact. The contact force rise is much higher for on-edge impact than for 
near-edge impact.  
We will now discuss the results of on-edge impacted specimens at 5J. From figure 3.16 the 
force-time history provides important information concerning damage initiation and growth. 
Point P1 in on-edge impact indicates the limit of elastic response at this point the load reaches 
the first peak value and damage has been initiated. At P1 point three different types of stress 
waves are generated and propagated i.e., pressure wave (P-wave), shear wave (S-wave) and 
Rayleigh or surface wave (R-wave). There is a first sudden drop in the force, indicating the 
initialisation of delamination and loss of stiffness from unstable damage development 
(Davies et al 2000). Between points P1 and P2 shear waves are more dominant and 
oscillations can be seen indicating that the laminate suffered multiple delaminations and 
reduction in stiffness of the composite laminate (Shyr et al; Schoeppner et al 2000).  The S-
wave is converted into P-wave just before reaching point P2. The P-wave is more dominant at 
this point and has reached the edges of the boundary. Delamination areas are created at point 
P2 for both thin and thick laminates. After reaching peak force P2, there is a sudden drop in 
the impact force from point P2 to P3. At this stage the pressure wave is reflected from the 
constrained boundary edges and the damage is in the propagation stage. The delamination is 
expanding. At point P4 reflected P-wave coincides with the existing surface waves and shear 
waves and thus more energy is absorbed, creating the damage. At point P4 the velocity of the 
impactor reduces abruptly and approaches towards zero. Thus at P4 the energy absorbed by 
the laminate reaches its maximum. 
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Figure 3.16 Force/time comparison of near-edge and on-edge 5J impact  
Figure 3.16 shows that the impact response of the near-edge impacted laminate is almost 
sinusoidal that is the force–time curves exhibits a relatively smooth and symmetrical 
appearance without the evidence of sharp peaks for both thin and thick laminates. This lower 
peak force gives a clear indication of lower damage in the plane of the laminate as compared 
to on-edge impact. For near-edge impact the force-time curves for thick laminate contain 
some small oscillations at higher energy levels. The minor peaks in the curve are primarily 
due to elastic wave responses and vibration of the specimen (Schoeppner et al 2000). The 
impact duration for near-edge impact is much higher than on the edge impact. This arises 
since the bending stiffness of the laminate is much lower for near-edge impact. The similarity 
in response from the two thicknesses for on-edge impact, at this higher impact energy is 
indicated, but cannot be confirmed.  
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3.3.4 Force-Displacement Results 
3.3.4.1 On-Edge Impact 
Force-displacement curves are useful for analysing energy absorbed by the displacement of 
the composite laminate during impact. During the impact event, the impact force and 
displacements are measured as soon as the impactor comes in contact with the composite 
specimen. 
 
Figure 3.17 shows the force-displacement curves during on-edge impact of composite thin 
laminates. Note that the 1J results are omitted due to the vibrations observed. The force-
displacement curves for on-edge impact show very high level of oscillations indicating 
vibration of the specimen. These oscillations are of high frequency between displacements in 
the range around 0.05 to 0.25 mm for all the energy levels. The sharp drop in the peak force 
represents the damage progression and loss of stiffness of the composite laminate. Peak drop 
represents damage is accumulated and the energy is absorbed through impact. 
 
In thick laminates after damage initiation the impact force increases with oscillations in the 
force-time curves similar to those in thin laminates but thicker laminate showed lower 
oscillations than the thin laminates during on-edge impact because they are stiffer. The 
displacement for thin and thick laminate lies in the range 0.14 to 0.24 mm and 0.38 to 0.60 
mm respectively (see figure 3.18). It is seen that for both thin and thick laminates force-
displacement curves have lots of high frequency vibrations during the initial elastic phase 
while less vibration is seen during the inelastic recovery phase. 
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            Figure 3.17 Force-displacement curves for on-edge impact (thin laminates) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.18 Force-displacement curves for on-edge impact (thick laminates) 
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3.3.4.2 Near-edge Impact  
Figure 3.19 shows the force-displacement curve during near-edge impact of thin composite 
laminates. During near-edge impact, force-displacement curves are relatively smooth and 
monotonic as compared to on-edge impact which showed large vibrations and fluctuations.  
Minor peaks are developed during the elastic phase of the force-displacement curve while the 
inelastic recovery phase is much smoother.  These trends can be seen at all the energy levels. 
  
The maximum impact force lies between 1000 and 2500 N. Damage initiation for near-edge 
impact starts from displacement at 0.1 to 0.5 mm. The impact force increases constantly after 
displacement of 0.5 mm. The maximum displacement lies in the range of 0.5 to 2.8 mm. 
After reaching the peak value of impact force there is a monotonic drop of the impact force 
value for all energy levels at approximately the same rate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.19 Force-displacement curves for near-edge impact (thin laminates) 
 
The results for the thick laminates show similar trends (see figure 3.20). However the elastic 
phase of the curves shows show more marked minor peaks. These peaks probably indicate 
the growth of delaminations since peaks arising from vibrations are expected to be less 
prominent for the thicker laminates. The oscillations are present up to the peak force. The 
recovery phase is much smoother with very little oscillation. The maximum impact force lies 
between 2000 and 3500 N. After reaching the peak value of impact force there is a monotonic 
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drop of the impact force value for all energy levels, at similar rates. The displacement at 
various energy levels lies in the range between 0.4 to 1.4 mm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.20 Force-displacement curves for near-edge impact (thick laminates) 
The force-displacement curves provide useful information regarding energy absorbed by the 
laminate during impact. Thus elastic phase of the curve indicates that the part of this energy 
is mostly used in deformation of the laminate while in inelastic or the recovery phase the 
remaining energy is absorbed as damage.  
3.3.5 Comparison of Near and On-edge Impact with Centre Impact  
In this section near-edge and on-edge impact is compared with centre impact. As discussed in 
the literature review extensive research had been carried out on centre impact and so this 
comparison of near and on-edge impact with centre impact will provide useful information 
how the composite laminates behave in different types of impact conditions. Two results 
from two impact incident energies 2J and 4J are discussed.  
On-edge, near-edge impact are compared with centre impact with respect to two thicknesses 
2 mm and 4 mm. Figure 3.21 (a) shows force-time curve for 2J impact. We will first consider 
the case of thin laminate (2mm). It is clear from the curves that the maximum impact force 
for the centre impact is very similar to near-edge impact but much smaller then on-edge 
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impact. On-edge impact has the highest impact force which is almost three times the impact 
force value as compared to near and centre impact. However the impact duration for the 
centre impact is higher than that for near-edge impact, and far greater than in the case of on-
edge impact.  
Figure 3.21 (b) shows force-time curves for 4J impact. Similar trends are seen in force-time 
curve as the incident energy is increased from 2J to 4J for on-edge, near-edge and centre 
impact.  
Thickness has a greater effect on the impact force and impact duration for the centre and 
near-edge impacts compared to on-edge impact. The impact duration for centre and near-edge 
impacts decreases as we increase the thickness from 2mm to 4mm since the thinner laminate 
is more flexible; the maximum impact force is approximately doubled for the thicker 
laminate. On-edge impact shows some reduction in the impact duration and increased impact 
force with increasing thickness.  
For near-edge and centre impact, the different mechanisms of damage growth can be 
compared for the different impact locations. Centre impact has higher area of potential 
damage around the impact point. At lower impact energies, the damage is greater for the 
centre impact. However, near-edge impact causes more delaminations, which become 
unstable at higher impact energy levels. Thus at higher impact energy, damage for near-edge 
impact may be greater than for centre impact. 
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Figure 3.21 Comparison of force/time curves for on-edge, near-edge and  
                         centre impacts a) 2J b) 4J 
 
(a) 
(b) 
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3.3.6 Effect of Various parameters with respect to thickness 
Composites absorb large amount of energy where some part of the energy is dissipated in the 
form of friction heat and other part of the energy is used in developing the damage resulting 
in fracture areas and reduced strength and stiffness of the laminate. The magnitude of the 
impact forces and displacement are directly proportional to the impact energy and increase in 
energy absorption can be linked with increase in damage accumulation. The absorbed energy 
is calculated by integrating the force displacement curve. Energy dissipation due to friction 
due to edge impact in the laminate and impactor are relatively small and may be assumed 
negligible. 
 
In this section we will discuss in near and on-edge impact with respect to various parameters 
such as  
• Normalised vs incident impact energy 
• Damage width       
These parameters are compared with respect to thickness.  
 
3.3.6.1 Normalised vs Incident Impact Energy               
Normalised absorbed energy can be defined as the impact energy absorbed by the laminate 
(area under the force-displacement curve) divided by the incident impact energy. The 
normalised absorbed energy indicates the damage accumulated during the impact event. The 
values of normalised absorbed energy for edge impact are shown in figure 3.22. It was found 
that thick laminates absorb higher normalised absorbed energies during on-edge impact as 
compared to thin laminates. At higher incident energy the values of normalised absorbed 
energy are similar for both thin and thick laminates and are close to one. The 1J on-edge 
result is included here, but may not be accurate because of the oscillations observed in the 
force/time curve. 
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Figure 3.22 Normalised absorbed vs incident energies: On-edge impact 
 
Figure 3.23 Normalised absorbed vs incident energies: Near-edge impact 
The normalised absorbed energy results for near-edge impact are shown in figure 3.23. It is 
clear that the thick laminate absorbs higher amount of energy as compared to thin laminate 
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for near-edge impact. Values for both thick and thin laminates increase with increasing 
incident impact energy and are approaching one. Thus increasing the thickness of the 
laminate higher energy is absorbed and thus offers better resistance to impact damage and 
that accounts for the variation in the failure mechanisms of the same material at different 
thicknesses.  
3.3.6.2 Damage Width  
Damage width can be defined as the maximum length of the damage zone from visual 
inspection measured along the edge of the laminate. The damage width of the composite 
laminate is examined for successive energy levels and the two thicknesses. Figures 3.24 and 
3.25 compare the relationship between damage width and impact energy for the on-edge and 
near-edge impact for the two thicknesses. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.24 Damage width vs incident impact energy: On-edge impact 
From figure 3.24 it is clear that as the energy level increases the damage width increases 
linearly for thin and thick laminates. Thin laminates show higher damage width as compared 
to thick laminate. At 1J incident energy the damage width for thin laminate is almost double 
as compared thick laminate whereas at 5J the damage width for thin laminate is around three 
times that for thick laminate. This difference arises from the large decrease in stiffness for 
thin laminates.  
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Taking into account the scatter bands, the rate of increase in damage width is linear for both 
values of thickness. However, the rate of increase is higher for the thinner laminates. These 
measurements are not expected to be affected by stress waves since the wave motion arising 
from on-edge impact is very high. The high difference with thickness for high impact energy 
arises from the damage mechanism of fibre failure; the amount of fibre failure is higher for 
the thinner laminate and this difference increases at higher values of impact energy. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.25 Damage width vs incident impact energy: Near-edge impact 
Figure 3.25 shows the relationship between the incident energy and damage width for the 
near-edge impact. The damage width for near-edge impact thin laminate is larger at all 
energy levels. However the difference is smaller than that found for on-edge impact. At 5J 
the damage width almost coincides for thin and thick composite laminate.  
The difference with thickness in damage width for near-edge impact is highest for the mid-
range of impact energies. At low impact energy, the damage width is small and hard to 
measure. At higher impact energies the width is restricted by the boundary conditions which 
are within 10 mm of the edge of the damaged zone. Three types of waves are generated i.e.,P-
wave, S-wave and R-waves which are reflected due to constrained boundary conditions (for 
more details refer to literature review section 2.11). Most of this damage is delamination 
growth, which will be influenced by the stress waves at high values of impact energy. 
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Thus from these results, it is found that damage width on-edge impact is higher than near-
edge impact and damage width increases as the thickness of laminates is decreased. The 
damage width is influenced by the thickness and also the incident energy level. The influence 
of thickness is more marked for an on-edge impact.  
 
3.3.7 Discussion 
Force/time and force/displacement histories are useful to compare structural responses of the 
composite laminate from different types of impact. The high fluctuation during the elastic 
loading phase indicates force–displacement curves have a stiffness reduction due to impact    
(Wardle et al 1983; Belingardi et al 2002). The maximum displacement is obtained when the 
laminate starts oscillating at the first fundamental mode of vibrations and at this time the 
maximum amount of energy has been transferred to the laminate from the impactor.  
 
Research done by Breen et al (2006) investigated the effect of impact velocity for central and 
near-edge impact on thick laminates (up to 12 mm). That work cannot be directly compared 
to the work here due to differences in lay-up and impact velocity. Localisation occurred in 
that work, which did not occur in the work here. However, the same trends in impact duration 
and displacement with impact velocity have been found, and lower impact duration was 
found for the thinner laminates as found here. Similar differences in impact damage were 
found comparing central and near-edge impact, with more bending and thus longer 
delaminations found for near-edge impact. Finite element analysis was used in Breen’s work, 
but his models were unable to reproduce the precise lay-up, unlike the finite element models 
developed in this work (see chapter 6). 
 
Thinner laminates show lower impact forces but higher displacements while thick laminates 
due to their higher bending stiffness are less likely to experience displacement due to bending 
but are more likely to experience shear displacement directly under the nose of the impactor. 
For centre, near-edge and on-edge impacts, the effects of laminate thickness and incident 
impact energy showed the expected trends. The thicker laminates had lower impact duration 
than thinner laminates for all types of impact. The impact duration was lower for the on-edge 
impact. Impact duration always increased with higher impact energy but the increase was 
very small for the near-edge impact. In particular, a higher proportion of energy is absorbed 
for higher incident energy. Energy absorbed by on-edge impact is higher as compared to 
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centre and near-edge impacts. On-edge impact experience large amplitude oscillations during 
the entire loading phase. These oscillations may be attributed to oscillations or the 
propagation of damage.  
 
3.4 Impact Damage Assessment  
The assessment of the edge and centre impacted laminates can be done using visualisation 
and optical microscopy techniques. However they provide limited information about internal 
damage, matrix/fibre damage but better insight into external impact damage.  
 
3.4.1 Visualisation Technique 
 
The figure 3.26 shows the near-edge impact damage from 1 to 5J incident impact energy for 
the 2mm thickness. Similar results were found for the 4mm thickness. From the figure 3.26 
we can see that there is a linear increase in the near-edge impact damage as the incident 
impact energy increases. The values of aspect ratio for near-edge impact are given in table 
3.6. Initially, at lower energy levels there is change in the aspect ratio but at higher incident 
impact energy the aspect ratio appears to be same.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.26 Near-edge impact damage-incident energy levels 1-5J thin laminate 
 
 
 
 
Table 3.6 Damage width aspect ratio for near-edge impact damage (thin laminate) 
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Figure 3.27 shows the centre impact damage at 2J and 4J incident impact energy for 2mm 
laminate. The damage area for 2J impact is 100 mm2 approximately while for the 4J impact it 
is 500 mm2. Clearly, the damage area is increased five times as the incident impact energy is 
increased from 2J to 4J.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.27 Centre impact damage-incident energy levels 2J/4J thin laminate 
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3.4.2 Optical Microscopy 
On-edge and Near-edge impact damages are observed under the optical microscope. Figures 
3.28 represent the near-edge impact damage at incident energy levels of 2J and 4J for the thin 
and thick laminate. The presence of delaminations at 2J energy level can be seen clearly in 
near-edge impact and delaminations tend to increase at higher energy level. While the 
damage induced by on-edge impact shows different behaviour with respect to near-edge 
impact and seems to dissipate a large amount of energy by matrix/fibre crushing as clearly 
seen from the observation of the damage. The damage consists of matrix/fibre cracks in the 
lower layers, some delaminations and fibre debonds/fracture. In near-edge impact, the 
delaminations initiate and propagate in the +450/-450 plies and in the middle layer. On-edge 
impact laminate shows multiple delaminations and an extended fracture area throughout the 
thickness. 
 
Overall observation with respect to thickness indicates that in the thin laminates larger 
amount of fibres are broken for both near and on-edge impact. Fibre fractures tend to be 
initiated around the edge impacted area, where high contact internal damage stresses between 
the impactor and the specimen occur. While it seems that the thicker laminate showed lower 
delaminations as compared thin laminate for both near and on-edge impact but however the 
matrix damage information is not available through this technique. From figure 3.28 (a,b) we 
can say that the near-edge impacted thin and thick laminates the delamination starts initiating 
and propagating at the interface plies while for on-edge impact multiple delaminations can 
see and seems to spread widely at different layers of the interface.  
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Figure 3.28 Optical microscopy techniques - Edge view 
(a) Near-edge impact (b) On-edge impact 
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 3.5 Conclusion  
The significance of impact location has been highlighted by these results. Centre and near-
edge impact produce similar responses, but it is notable that the centre impact results in an 
area of damage surrounding the impact area (see figure 3.27), while the near-edge impact has 
damage surrounding the impact area along one edge of the laminate (see figure 3.26). The 
main difference between these impact locations is in the impact duration. Typically, the 
impact duration for centre impact is double the duration for near-edge impact under the same 
conditions. This difference probably arises from the lower stiffness of the centre impact since 
it is more remote from the boundary conditions. At higher impact energies the impact width 
for near-edge impact may be restricted by the presence of the boundary conditions which are 
within 10 mm from the edge of the impact damaged zone. This restriction and the associated 
wave reflections may increase the level of damage at higher energy levels for near-edge 
impact. Both the force/time and force/displacement curves show discontinuities which can be 
associated with the formation of damage and energy absorption. The expected trends with 
thickness have been found for both centre and near-edge impact, with lower impact force and 
higher impact duration for the thinner laminate. 
 
On-edge impact, as might be expected, behaves very differently to impacts on the plane of 
the laminate. The stiffness of the laminate to the impact on the edge is much higher than for 
impacts on the plane. The impact duration is lower, around half that for the near-edge impact. 
Both the force/time and force/displacement curves show significant discontinuities, indicating 
the formation of damage as the force is increasing and after maximum force. The 
discontinuities in the 1J results are very regular and may arise from vibration of the 
specimen; these results may be invalid. Values of normalised energy absorbed are generally 
higher for on-edge impact despite the higher stiffness. This must indicate differences in the 
damage processes. The effect of thickness was much less apparent for on-edge impact, with a 
measurable increase in peak force for the thicker laminate (see table 3.4) but no measurable 
change in impact duration. At the highest energy level the values of peak force for the two 
thicknesses are nearly identical; this must arise from interaction with the boundary conditions 
at this energy level. The lack of discernible effect of thickness on impact duration must arise 
since this effect would be small for this stiff direction for both thicknesses. 
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4.1 Introduction 
In this chapter the three-dimensional nature of edge impact damage and its evolution is 
investigated and the extent of intra and inter laminar damage is explored using computed 
tomography. Visualisation of edge impact damage in 3D at a micro-level is captured. The 
objective of this chapter is to experimentally investigate the damage during on-edge and near-
edge impact. 
 
4.2 Experimental Details  
Glass/epoxy laminates with near and on-edge impacts at 2J and 4J on composite specimens 
with thickness of 2mm (0/45/90/-45)s and 4mm (0/45/90/-45)2s have been investigated. The 
aim is to investigate the search areas of potential edge impact fibre/matrix damage using the 
different tools. Also it should be noted that every impact has a different impact history so in 
this chapter the comparison of near-edge and on-edge impact damage is not feasible due to 
the type and nature of the impact but the same techniques and steps to evaluate the damage 
behaviour of both configurations are used. Similar approach can be used for all the other 
energy levels for varying thicknesses. 
 
4.2.1 Specimen Mounting Design and Preparation  
 
To perform the computed tomography experiment, the coupon size glass/epoxy laminates are 
cut from original size of 89x55 to 89x10 mm2. The cutting of the laminate captured the 
damage area since the cutting was orthogonal to the damage width. Figures 4.1 (a) and (b) 
show the sample holder and specimen dimensions respectively. The three glass/epoxy 
composite specimens with same thickness of 4 mm, undamaged and 2J and 4J impacted, are 
clamped from top and bottom with space of 2 mm in between. Composite laminate with near-
edge impact zone is shown in figure 4.1 (c) with zoom area with Z-axis as 00 fibre direction 
while X-axis as 900 fibre direction.     
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Figure 4.1 Sample preparations for X-ray scanning (a) Sample holder (b) Specimen 
dimensions (c) Damage zone (zoom area) 
 
The rotation stage is fitted with a kinematic mount containing three V-blocks. The sample 
laminate can be fitted very easily in these mounting disks and this allows placing them in 
identical positions. The mounting plate is such that it can accommodate specimens with 
different thickness. At the rotation stage the specimen is mounted such that the scanned 
volume is at a considerable height. In order to have high resolution the specimen has to be 
mounted close enough to the source to obtain the necessary geometric magnification. The 
edge impacted laminate was positioned close to the X-ray source.  
 
4.2.2 Computed Tomography (CT) facility 
 
The MuCat scanner is a modified version of the existing available medical CT scanners. 
Dr.Graham Davis developed the MuCat scanner at QMUL for research into various medical 
applications. The MuCat scanner is a research tool with higher spatial resolution and greater 
sensitivity to differences in the intensity of X-ray beams. This enables the viewer to 
distinguish between old bone, new bone and ceramic sponge. MuCat scanners are set with an 
acceleration voltage from 0 kV to 225 kV ultra-focus X-ray generators. These scanners are 
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placed in a shielded cabinet. The camera is manufactured by Spectral Instruments company. 
Voltage is applied such that it controls the maximum energy of the X-ray spectrum and to 
maximise the contrast between glass/epoxy laminates (see figure 4.2).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a)                                                          (b) 
Figure 4.2 CT experimental set-up (a) X-ray target with filter and sample holder (b) 
image intensifier (CCD 485 sensor) 
Computed tomography device has parallel fibre-optic coupling system and has a sensor with 
100 µm thick columnated scintillator. The fibre-optic faceplates have to be selected to have 
minimum distortion as most types of distortion cannot be corrected after acquisition. Two 
Physique Instrumented M-531 linear motion stages are used. The first controls the source to 
specimen distance and specimen height and the second is used to translate the camera to 
achieve the high resolution imaging. As the camera moves, the image is read out from the 
serial register of the CCD. The image is read such that the rate of movement of charge across 
the CCD exactly matches the motion of the image. The time taken for the image to move the 
length of the CCD is known as the exposure time. Thus to set the X-ray exposure time both 
motion rate and readout rate has to be adjusted. Physique Instrumented M-061 model is 
utilised for the rotation stage. It is .tom file voxel size is 15.0 with a voltage of 60.0 and 
current 0.27. Four blocks of 1601 projections are created which is a large file. 
 
4.3 2D-Computed Tomography Edge Impact Damage Image Analysis 
The following section will discuss the generation of initial results for on and near-edge 
impacted laminates. Damage images will be saved in high resolution mode.  
 
 
 
X-Ray Target 
with filter 
Image 
Intensifier 
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4.3.1 Tomographic Edge Impact Files 
Tomographic input file contains all data necessary for tomographical reconstruction. The 
datasets are collected from the computed tomography. These datasets are collected at each 
slices of the edge impacted laminate and are saved as a tomography (.tom files) files as a 
single data. These files contains the three dimensional datasets for edge impacted laminate 
and provides information about the fibre/matrix behaviour in XY, YZ and XZ planes. These 
.tom files are then imported into the Drishti Importer software where a two dimensional slice 
of a model file is created. The 2D files are further converted and saved into different format 
which is referred by “Filename.plv.nc”. The final processed stack is then exported as a single 
volumetric file for a Drishti tool for rendering which allows displaying tomography set with a 
full 3-D visualisation effect and thus capturing the opacity and histogram of the edge 
impacted laminate.  
 
4.3.2 Calibration of 2D radiographic images 
Two dimensional radiographic images are captured to locate the damage in glass/epoxy 
laminates in XY, YZ and XZ planes. Each 2D radiograph provides average depth and view of 
the specimen in a particular direction. Different sections and slices of radiographic images are 
recorded as the composite specimen revolves slowly to 3600 revolutions. It should be noted 
that Z is the 00 fibre direction, X is the transverse direction, 900 fibre direction while Y is the 
through thickness direction. Thus figures 4.3 (a)-(c) show 2D-three orthogonal slices from the 
reconstruction in XY, YZ and XZ planes of undamaged glass/epoxy specimen of 2 mm 
thickness.    
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Figure 4.3 Two dimensional slices of 2mm undamaged glass/epoxy laminate 
reconstruction (a) XY plane (b) YZ plane (c) XZ plane 
 
4.3.3 Damage Detection in XY, YZ and XZ planes 
4.3.3.1 On-Edge Impact  
In order to determine the crack geometry and its propagation a slicing of successive sections 
through the specimen is required. Three levels of grey colour can be identified in the images, 
representing three different densities. Dark grey/black colour represents the resin matrix 
while the white/white grey colour represents the highest density of fibre tows/bundles. 
Figures 4.4 (a)-(c) show on-edge 4J impacted (2mm thickness) with three orthogonal slices in 
XY, YZ and XZ planes from the tomography reconstruction with varying grey levels. The 
various fibre bundles are embedded in epoxy matrix. Large number of damaged fibre/matrix 
and crack paths can be found as shown in figure 4.4. In the XY plane, the on-edge impact 
damage opening can be seen. In the YZ plane, the matrix crack path is visible and in the XZ 
plane, multiple fibre fracture and deformation can be seen.  
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Figure 4.4 Two dimensional slices of 2mm on-edge 4J impact from the 3D 
reconstruction in the composite structure (a) XY plane, (b) YZ plane and (c) XZ plane  
 
4.3.3.2 Near-Edge Impact  
Figure 4.5 (a)-(c) shows near-edge impacted three orthogonal slices in XY, YZ and XZ 
planes. Figure 4.5 (c) shows the fibre breakage at the point of contact in XZ plane. In XY 
plane the delamination location can be detected. In YZ plane the matrix crack can be seen 
clearly. Thus different damages are seen in all the three different directions.  
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Figure 4.5 Two dimensional slices of 2mm near-edge 4J impact from the 3D 
reconstruction in the composite structure (a) XY plane, (b) YZ plane and (c) XZ plane 
 
4.4 3D-Edge Impact Rendering Results     
4.4.1 Undamaged Laminate 
4.4.1.1 Fibre Bundles/Tows  
Figure 4.6 (a) shows the volumetric model of fibre bundles using Drishti Tool for the 
undamaged 4mm thick laminate. The matrix is invisible and the distribution of fibres can be 
clearly seen. Figure 4.6 (b) shows the inside view of the 4mm thick laminate.  
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Figure 4.6 (a) and (b) Three-dimensional volumetric models of undamaged E-glass fibre 
bundles with 4mm thickness  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.6 (c) Three-dimensional fibre rendering area for undamaged 4mm                                         
laminate 
3D-Fibre 
Rendering 
Area 
(a) 
(b) 
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Figure 4.6 (c) shows the histogram for the whole laminate. The visibility of fibres can be 
achieved by considering the area shown in this figure 4.6 (c) making fibre visible and matrix 
invisible.   
 
4.4.1.2 Undamaged Matrix 
Figure 4.7 (a) shows the volumetric model of matrix distribution. The fibre is now rendered 
invisible and the distribution of matrix can be clearly seen. It should be noted that the 
direction and distribution of matrix is with respect to the laminate stacking sequence. The 
matrix rendering analyses the location, size, and geometry of the damage zone in three 
dimensions. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.7 Three-dimensional matrix rendering for undamaged 4mm laminate  
(a) Laminate matrix (b) Histogram - Matrix rendering area  
3D-Matrix 
Rendering Area 
(a) 
(b) 
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Similarly the visibility of matrix can be achieved by considering the area shown in figure 4.7 
(b). The results of the next section are obtained by the same approach. 
 
4.4.2 Near-Edge Impact 
4.4.2.1 Damage Profile Generation 
Profile generation determines the intensity profile along the path length. Depending upon the 
edge impact damage the intensity profile can be generated at that particular location. Any 
number of points can be added along the damage path that is from 0 to 100. The results in the 
following sections will generate many profiles along the damage path to capture the various 
internal damage states.  
 
4.4.2.2 Shear Damaged Fibre Bundles 
Figure 4.8 shows the shear damage fibre bundle for near-edge 4J impact and thickness of 
4mm. Three points are added along the shear damage fibre bundle path to capture profile 
curves along this path. All profiles show the intensity (number of pixels) as a function of the 
path. Another profile data is generated for the undamaged fibre path length and is denoted by 
B. This is to compare the damaged fibre and the undamaged fibre path profiles. Point 0, 1 and 
2 are shown in figure 4.8. Damage path curve A from point 0 to 1 shows a peak curve of 
value of approximately 12599 indicating shear failure of the fibre. The empty area around 
this peak indicates the fibre removal between these two points. Similarly between the points, 
1 to 2 (see figure 4.8) the peak value 18899 and the rest of the area around this curve is empty 
and thus the intensity of pixels is zero. For undamaged profile path B the peak value is  
between 15933 and 44849. This is far higher than for the damaged profile data. This indicates 
the higher intensity of pixels and absorption coefficient for the undamaged fibre bundle. 
Higher frequency of pixels along this path is seen due to higher absorption coefficient of fibre 
bundles. Every single fibre has different pixel magnitude and thus has different profile data.  
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Figure 4.8 Near-edge 4J impacted with thickness 4mm-shear damaged fibre bundles 
with opacity and profile data 
 
4.4.2.3 Displaced Fibre Angle and Path Length  
The damage arising from the bending in the impact event may be characterised by the angle 
of displaced fibres. To test this method, two fibre angles have been measured. The angle was 
measured under the impactor for the near-edge impact (see figure 4.9). The angle of fibre 
disorientation measured at point B was found to be about 35o. This is a potential method to 
quantify the severity of impact damage. 
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Figure 4.9 Near-edge 2J impacted with 2mm thickness (a) Displaced fibre angle and  
path length (b) Histogram and profile data 
 
The displaced fibre length is approximately 12172 microns (12.172 mm). The profile data is 
generated along this curve. The numbering starts from point 0 with approximate value of 
33065 and starts decreasing along this path showing fibre cracks while point from 1 to 2 
shows higher intensity profile data indicating multiple fibres along this path and reaches a 
peak value of 48284.  
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4.4.2.4 Fibre/Matrix Damage Area and Load Path 
The damage area is examined under the impactor. Figure 4.10 shows the near-edge 4J 
impacted with laminate thickness of 2 mm. Fibre breakages are clearly seen in figure 4.10. 
The fibre break can be divided into two parts the right hand part which is denoted by A and 
left hand part is denoted by B. We will consider path A first. The path A of fibre breakage 
has a length of 5988.56 microns (5.988 mm). For fibre bundle 1 all fibres in the bundle are 
broken and for fibre bundle 2 multiple fibres break while other fibres are displaced from their 
original position. Along path A twelve points and an intensity profile is generated along this 
path. Profile data shows high pixel intensity with a minimum value of 7049 and a maximum 
of 57008. The minimum value seen between the points 0 and 1 indicates shear cracks and 
fibre breaks while the maximum value is seen in between the points 3 and 4.  Points 8 to 12 
have higher intensity values.  
 
Similarly in figure 4.11 path B has thirteen points and an intensity profile is generated along 
this fibre path. Zoom area is shown in figure 4.11. Profile data shows intensity profile with 
the minimum value of 6742 to maximum value of 53943. Minimum value is seen at points 8 
and 9 due to the transition from the 1st fibre bundle to the 2nd while the maximum value is 
seen in between the points 11 and 12. Other points indicate higher absorption coefficient of 
the fibres.  
 
In figure 4.12, the fibre area is invisible and matrix area visible, at the same position as figure 
4.11. We can see clearly the near-edge impact matrix damage location. Shear matrix cracks 
are clearly seen around this area.   
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Figure 4.10 Near-edge 4J impacted with thickness 2mm-fibre bundle damage load  
path with profile data for point A  
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Figure 4.11 Near-edge 4J impacted with thickness 2mm-fibre bundle damage load  
path with profile data for path B and matrix damage at point A 
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Various matrix damage positions are seen in figure 4.12 (a). In some areas delamination starts 
and the matrix is completely removed while in other areas the matrix damage initiated. 
Matrix damage propagates along the path length from point 0 to 13 of path B. Beyond the 
point 13 of path B the matrix damage spreads across the whole bottom of the laminate. Top 
ply captures this behaviour clearly. Delamination can be seen to develop around the matrix 
damage as shown in figure 4.12 (b).  
 
Figure 4.12 Matrix damage and delamination location for near-edge 2J impacted with 
thickness of 2mm (a) Matrix damage locations (b) Delamination near matrix damage 
area 
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4.4.2.5 Delamination and Matrix Damage Areas 
Figure 4.13 shows the matrix damage for near-edge impact 2J and 4mm thickness. Fibres are 
rendered invisible. The white regions in the laminates are the development of delamination as 
shown in figure 4.13.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.13 Delamination and matrix damage location with opacity and profile data  
for near-edge 2J impacted with 4mm thickness  
 
The paths A, B and C show the matrix damage profile for the path from 0 to 1. The intensity 
values are very low for path A which is 3259. For path B it is 2607 and for path C it is 4563 
indicating matrix damage has taken place. The matrix damage is generally seen on the top 
plies around the point of contact while delamination is just under the top plies and also seen 
on the bottom plies, see figure 4.13. The histogram is also shown for different opacity levels 
for matrix rendering for accurate prediction of delamination and matrix damage.        
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Another way to capture the hidden delamination and matrix damage is to embed the fibre 
phase. To do this the transfer function in the histogram is expanded to maximum in which it 
captures the whole laminate under consideration. This technique is also helpful to get an 
overview of the internal damage which cannot be seen by the above mentioned technique. 
We will consider the same case and from figure 4.14 we can see that with the black and white 
damage profile of the fibre embedded in the matrix. Paths A and B show the underlying 
matrix damage and delamination. However this does not provide an accurate picture of the 
damage as both the fibre and matrix are rendered together. The lower values in the profile 
data show that damage and delamination have started in these potential areas.  
 
However the colour profile data with matrix rendering only provides different information 
that is not captured in black and white rendering. Figure 4.15 shows the matrix damage and 
delamination for the near-edge 2J impact with 2mm thickness. Delamination can be seen 
clearly at interfaces 00/450 and -450/-450. Path A has a length of 5296 and path B has length 
of 7778 microns. Shear matrix damage is also seen for the thin laminate with the matrix 
damage path length of 14118 microns for path C. The zoom area of path C is shown in figure 
4.15. Underlying matrix damage of 2976 microns and shear matrix cracks of 543 microns can 
be seen clearly. The captured image consists of grey intensity that corresponds to different 
densities within the composite laminate. Voids however are difficult to detect in composites 
due to the matrix embedded in the fibres. However using the Drishti tools one can determine 
the voids by rendering the fibres invisible and matrix visible. Shear cracks were determined 
using this approach. The path is created between the region of interest and the area under the 
peak curve of the histogram determines the density of the specimen. If there are no or very 
low peaks or no change in the grey levels in that path it can be assumed as voids. High 
opacity points and levels are required to capture these results as shown in figure 4.15. 
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Figure 4.14 Delamination and matrix damage location with different opacity and   
transfer function – 4J impact and 4mm thickness 
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Figure 4.15 Matrix damage and delamination rendering for the near-edge 2J impact 
with 2mm thickness 
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4.4.2.6 Matrix Damage 
Figure 4.16 shows the near-edge 2J impact damage with 4mm thickness. For path A the fibre 
is rendered then no fibre damage is observed but as we embed the matrix the matrix damage 
is observed as shown in path B in figure 4.16. The matrix damage path length is observed 
from number 0 to 8. As we can see from A and B that the path length is the same but the 
matrix/fibre rendering is the only difference. Thus damage is captured as we embed the 
matrix in the fibre bundle. The lower figure shows the isometric view of the 4mm thick 
laminate and shows that the fibre is embedded in the matrix. Profile data is captured showing 
high fluctuations which are due to the different areas having different absorption coefficients. 
The maximum value of the intensity is 14440 and the minimum value is 0.  
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.16 Near-edge impact 2J impacted with 4mm thickness-matrix damage with  
damage profile data 
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4.4.2.7 Matrix Damage Propagation  
Figure 4.17 shows the near-edge impact with 4mm thickness. The behaviour is well captured.  
Path A shows that both the matrix and the fibre phases are embedded together and path B 
shows that no fibre cracks are observed. For path B the rendering shows that the underlying 
material is the fibre and the top layer is the matrix as can be observed from figure 4.17.  
 
Figure 4.17 Near-edge 4J impact with 4mm thickness–matrix damage propagation 
Thus at path A, although we can see the damage in pale yellow, we cannot figure out the 
exact nature of the damage while along path B no information about matrix behaviour is 
given. Picture C in figure 4.17 gives an accurate representation of matrix damage. Thus path 
D is defined from damage path number 0 to 11 and has the damage path length value of 
18610.62 microns while path E is defined by the path number from 0 to 12 and has the 
damage path length value of 10722 microns. Along path E near-edge impact damage takes 
place and the damage progresses further to the area of path D where the matrix removal takes 
place. There is some matrix damage removal near the edge of the laminate. The matrix 
damage profile data is captured for the path E thus at points 2 to 8 we can see the value 
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approaching to zero indicating the matrix removal followed by points 10 to 12 while for path 
D the similar profile is observed from point 4 to 11 as shown in figure 4.17.     
 
4.4.3 On-Edge Impact 
4.4.3.1 Through Thickness Multiple Fibre/Matrix Damage Zone 
Figure 4.18 shows the on-edge impacted with 4J with 2 mm thickness. During the on-edge 
impact damage the top ply bulges out and deplys from the other plies. Under this area fibre 
and matrix are crushing. Understanding the through thickness damage requires the section of 
the laminate to be cut into different sections in order to investigate the different types of 
damage that occur during edge impact. In order to study the underlying damage, the section is 
cut through-thickness from point A to B. The through-thickness behaviour is shown in figure 
4.18.  
 
Analysing this section will require two transfer functions. First transfer function will render 
matrix behaviour and the other transfer function will render fibre behaviour. This is done to 
capture different damage at the specific locations as shown in the histogram. The first 
histogram in figure 4.19 shows the matrix rendering which is done half way and the other is 
the fibre rendering which is fully done. For the histogram of matrix distribution, the matrix is 
only visible on the top plies and the fibres bundles are invisible in this region as seen in figure 
4.19. This has been undertaken to understand the matrix distribution and the damage 
propagation during the on-edge impact. Matrix distribution is captured between points 0 to 9 
(see figure 4.18 and 4.19) with the length of 8922 microns. The on-edge impact damage 
opening was captured with the shear matrix/fibre damage opening of 21.160. Similar 
behaviour, which has not been quantified, was observed for the 2J on-edge impact. 
Delamination opening is seen with the damage path length of 1494 microns. The fibre de-
bonding is shown in figure 4.18 with de-bond length of 1113 microns. Shear failure was 
observed at angle of 450 to the direction of impact. Matrix crushing is seen at the point of 
contact and this will be discussed in more detail in the following section. For the matrix 
damage the pixel intensity has the value of approximately 10531 while for the delamination 
the pixel intensity has the value of 52346. Profile data clearly shows delamination is taking 
place at this point while matrix damage is taking place at the other point.  
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Figure 4.18 On-edge 4J impacted with 2mm thickness-through thickness multiple 
fibre/matrix damage zone  
                     
A
B
B A
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Figure 4.19 On-edge 4J impacted with 2mm thickness - different damage view and  
matrix distribution and embedded fibre histogram with profile data 
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4.4.3.2 Fibre/Matrix Fracture Zone 
Figure 4.20 shows the front plies fibre and matrix fracture zone for the on-edge 4J impacted 
with thickness of 2 mm. The length of the matrix fracture is approximately around 13402 
microns while for the fibre fracture zone length is approximately of 15805 microns. The 
fracture zone of matrix is much smaller than the fracture zone of the fibre. From the damage 
profile data it is clear that both types of fracture approaches the value of 0  around the middle 
of the profile indicating the removal of both the fibre and matrix around this area which is 
referred as an empty zone area. The maximum intensity value of the matrix zone is 47390 
and for the fibre zone it is the much higher value of 56372.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.20 On-edge 4J impacted 2mm thickness-fracture fibre/matrix zone on the 
front plies 
 
Matrix Fracture 
Fibre Fracture 
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Along the profiles there is a zero phase indicating the removal of the matrix and fibre as the 
absorption coefficient is nearly zero at this point. Profile data helps to understand the 
behaviour of damage in detail. The profile values for fibre are always higher than the matrix 
due to the fact that every single fibre has different absorption coefficient and inhomogeneous 
state while matrix has a more homogenous state and thus low values are captured. 
 
The bottom or the back plies have 00 and 450 plies removed around this area and is left with 
the 900 ply as shown in figure 4.21. Path A shows the bundle fibre damage path length with 
value of 12335 microns while the path B shows the crushed matrix damage path length with 
the value of 10754 microns. Profile data clearly shows that the damaged fibre bundle has the 
maximum intensity value of 54204. Between points 7 to 8 no fibre is present and matrix 
damage dominates as the value of the intensity approaches zero. The crushed matrix has the 
maximum value of 46770 and high frequency peaks are seen in this range due to matrix and 
fibre crushing behaviour. 
 
Two transfer functions are used. The green colour shows the fibre rendering and the yellow 
colour shows the matrix rendering. The opacity levels are adjusted accordingly to capture the 
on-edge impact fracture damage data as shown in figure 4.21. The on-edge impact causes 
misalignment of the surface fibres and matrix crushing. Many fibres are broken to a 
considerable depth under the impactor. The misalignment caused by the impactor is expected 
to be always greater than any inherent fibre misalignment. 
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Figure 4.21 On-edge 4J impacted 2mm thickness-fracture fibre/matrix zone on the 
back plies with the transfer functions and opacity levels 
 
A B 
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4.5 Conclusions 
For the near-edge impact fibre fracture is observed for the top 00 ply for the two tows nearest 
the edge. Further fibre fracture then occurs on the +450 ply. Delamination is most found at 
the 00/450 interface and at the mid-section of the laminate, at the peak value of shear stress 
arising from the bending. For the on-edge impact, fibre fracture is observed through the entire 
thickness at the point of impact. Further fibre fractures in the 450 plies are observed 
throughout the area of examination. The amount of fibre fracture is far higher for the on-edge 
impact. Matrix damage for the on-edge impact is confined to a small area around the point of 
impact. Matrix damage for the near-edge impact is observed throughout the area of 
examination. This matrix damage leads to the growth of delaminations. The amount of matrix 
damage is far higher for the near-edge impact. 
 
The same damage mechanisms are observed for on-edge impact for 2J and 4J impact energy, 
but with increasing severity at the higher energy level. At the higher energy level fibre/matrix 
crushing is observed, while at the lower energy level there is less crushing but more 
delaminations. Increasing the energy level for on-edge impact would probably lead to a 
similar trend, with more fibre/matrix crushing and less delamination. There is insufficient 
data from this study to produce a damage map but this data could contribute to future 
production of a damage map for on-edge impact. 
 
This research can be compared with the other literature where similar damage mechanisms 
were observed under different impact conditions. Ullah et al (2012) investigated transversely 
fractured specimens of glass fibre reinforced polymers (GFRP) using computed tomography. 
These fractured specimen images were reconstructed in images in both 2D and 3D. Inter-ply 
and intra-ply damage at various locations across its width were extracted. Tomographic 3D 
images were used to detect laminate cracks and damages. Matrix cracks were developed first 
followed by delaminations and tow debonding; a similar pattern was observed in near-edge 
impact. Research by Ullah et al (2011) showed that the delaminations normally appeared near 
the matrix cracks area, which suggested that the formation of the cracks initiated 
delamination, similar to the observations for near-edge impact.  
 
Later, Ullah et al (2014) investigated the damage behaviour of fabric-reinforced composites 
under dynamic bending using micro-CT scanning. Reconstructed 3D images of the carbon 
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fibre reinforced polymers (CFRP) specimens under bending and impact were investigated. 
Matrix cracks, delaminations and tow debonding were the primary damage modes that were 
detected at the specimen’s impact location, whereas at the bending location, these modes 
were coupled with fibre fracture. Similar observations were observed in on-edge impact 
experiments where specimens suffered both matrix cracks, delaminations coupled with fibre 
fracture (Ullah et al 2014), as observed in this work. 
 
Perret et al (2012) investigated an aircraft composite fuselage structure subjected to a 
compressive load. X-ray computed tomography was utilised to investigate the failure 
mechanisms during buckling test of a composite fuselage. At some locations no 
delaminations were detected while at other locations some delaminations were initiated and 
some of them were found to be fully delaminated. Similar damage mechanisms have been 
observed in this work for both the near-edge and on-edge impact where delaminations could 
be detected for both the on-edge and near-edge impact. For near-edge impact the 
delaminations were confined under the area of the impactor but some delaminations were 
invisible, whereas the delaminations were observed clearly around the area of on-edge 
impact. 
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Residual Properties of 
Glass/Epoxy Laminate subjected 
to On-edge, 
Near-edge and Centre Impact 
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5.1 Introduction - Aim and Objectives 
Impact damage has an adverse effect on the residual compressive strength and overall 
damage tolerance of composite structures. Impact reduces the residual strength/stiffness of 
composite structures and introduces several design problems. Results showed in the previous 
chapters indicate that the impacts on the edge of the laminate may lead to more severe 
damage than impact on the laminate plane. The presence of delamination can adversely affect 
the residual strength of the composite laminate. In this chapter the residual strength and 
failure mechanisms of the composite laminates subjected to compression and tension after 
impact will be investigated. The objective of this testing was to test the hypothesis that the 
different modes of testing would reveal the different failure mechanisms that had occurred for 
the different impact locations. 
 
5.2 Compression after impact (CAI) - Centre, Near-edge and On-edge impact 
5.2.1 Experimental Details  
5.2.1.1 Compression After Edge Impact Testing Machine  
Compression after impact tests were conducted on Instron 6025 mechanical test machine. For 
strength determination a load cell of 100kN was used with crosshead speed of 0.5mm/min. 
The CAI test set-up is shown in figure 5.1 (a) and (b). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 (a) 
 
Vertical Guides 
Upper Part 
Clamping Block 
Lower Part 
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Figure 5.1 Compression after impact test rigs (a) CAI test rigs and fixtures (b) 
Compressive load on impacted test specimen 
The QMUL fixture was developed by Hogg et al (1992). This fixture required further design 
changes such that the CAI experiments could be performed for laminates after edge impact. 
The new design allowed both thin and thick laminates to be tested. The specimen is clamped 
on the top and bottom undamaged ends.  
5.2.1.2 Specimen Boundary Conditions  
Boundary conditions were changed due to the nature of the edge impacted specimen. Anti-
buckling guides were placed either side of the damage as shown in Figure 5.2. The specimen 
in-plane dimensions were kept the same at 55 mm by 89 mm.  
 
 
 (b) 
Instron Machine- 
Compressive Load  
Compression 
After Impact  
 
Test Rig 
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Figure 5.2 Constrained and unconstrained areas for edge impact 
Specimens must be aligned properly in the vertical direction in order to prevent any bending 
and out-of-plane buckling.  
5.2.1.3 Testing Parameters 
Compressive tests were carried out at a constant crosshead-displacement rate of 0.5 mm/min. 
Three tests for each laminate impacted with centre, near and on-edge impact for both values 
of thickness and varying values of impact energy. Three non-impacted specimens were also 
tested. CAI machine calculates the force-time curve for each test. The maximum residual 
strength of the specimen can then be obtained by:  
hw
F
c
×
=
maxσ                                                                                                                             (5.1) 
Where σc is the ultimate compressive residual strength (MPa), Fmax is the maximum force 
prior to failure (N), w is the width of the specimen (mm) and h is the thickness of the 
specimen (mm). 
Unconstrained 
Impact Area 
89 mm 
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5.2.2 Results and Discussions 
5.2.2.1 Effect of Compressive Load-Displacement  
The compressive load-displacement is defined here as the maximum compressive load 
reached at a specific displacement. Thus figure 5.3 (a) and (b) show the comparison of load-
displacement curves for the different incident energy levels from 1 to 5J for the different 
types of impact. It can be seen from figure 5.3 that the thin and thick laminates show different 
trends for compressive load with respect to displacement for centre, near and on-edge 
impacted specimens. The compressive load reaches its maximum value and the specimen is 
buckled under higher compressive load in all cases. Centre and near-edge impacts in figure 
5.3 show less variation in compressive load at different energy levels as compared to on-edge 
impact. 
Figure 5.3 Comparison of compressive load vs displacement of composite laminates 
subjected to on-edge, near-edge and centre impact at various impact energies (a) Thin 
laminates (b) Thick laminates  
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The results shown in figure 5.3 are the representation of a single data specimen, which is the 
mid-range response for that condition. It provides useful information regarding how 
specimens behave for varying impact energy levels with respect to thickness and under 
different types of impact.  
5.2.2.2 Effect of Thickness  
Peak failure load is measured as the maximum compressive load sustained by a damaged 
specimen. Beyond these limits, the specimens buckle under compressive load. Figure 5.4 
shows the comparison of failure loads as a function of various incident impact energies 
subjected to on-edge, near-edge and centre impacts. The thin laminates show different trends 
as compared to thick laminates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.4 Comparison of failure load vs impact energy of composite laminates 
subjected to on-edge, near-edge and centre impact at various impact energies (a) Thin 
laminates (b) Thick laminates  
(a) (b) 
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Table 5.1 Peak load for thin and thick laminates 
The trends for low impact velocity and thin laminates are hard to deduce due to the 
experimental difficulties. The results for the thick laminates show clearer trends. All values 
of failure load are higher for the on-edge impact. The values for the near-edge and centre 
impact cross over at 3J, for both thin and thick laminates. At lower impact energy levels, the 
centre impact has a higher area of damage. Thus the residual strength is lower than for the 
near-edge impact. At higher energy impact, above about 3J, the near-edge impact zone 
approaches the boundary conditions, causing more damage with the reflection of surface 
waves. Thus the percentage reduction in failure load over the whole impact energy range is 
highest for the near-edge impact as shown in table 5.1. 
The effect of thickness is clearly seen from comparing values shown in table 5.1. All values 
of failure load for the thick laminate are around three times the corresponding value for thin 
laminates. The values of percentage reduction for the thick laminate are around 50% greater 
than the values for the thin laminate for on-edge and near-edge impact, but around double for 
centre impact. 
5.2.2.3 Normalised residual strength 
Normalised residual strength provides us the information of the load bearing capacity of 
composite laminate during impact and without impact. Normalised strength is the ratio 
between the average strength of the damaged specimen divided by that of the undamaged 
specimens during compression after impact tests. Figure 5.5 shows the normalised strength of 
the composite laminates during buckling with the various types of impact and all laminates 
undergo increased reduction in residual compressive strength at higher energy levels 
irrespective of thickness. Marked difference in the residual strength of near-edge impact is 
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seen when we double the thickness at energy level from 3J to 5J. At impact energy of 5J, the 
reductions in the compressive residual strength in near-edge impacted laminate for thin and 
thick laminate are approximately 26% and 35% respectively, while for centre impact it is 
21.5% and 30.5% respectively and finally for on-edge impact it is 17.5% and 20 % 
respectively. However, at initial stage of lower energy levels at 1J all the residual 
compressive strengths lie between 10% to 15% in both cases of thin and thick laminates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.5 Normalised residual strength vs incident impact energy 
The near-edge impacted laminate shows the greatest reduction of the normalised strength 
followed by centre impact and on-edge impacted specimens in both cases of thickness. The 
compressive damage progression of near-edge impacted specimen is governed by the bending 
deformation thus creates a ground for the initiation of the delaminations. The delamination is 
initiated when the impact force reaches critical value (Syr et al 2003). Delaminations in near-
edge impacts occur just below the contact area of the impactor (see figure 4.12). Fewer 
delaminations are seen in the centre impacted specimen because of the damage controlled by 
the material boundary conditions (Reis et al 1997). Thus the initiation of delamination at low 
energy level creates interlaminar matrix cracks in upper plies (Aymerich et al 2007). This 
matrix cracking in the upper plies is thought to be caused by contact stresses during near-
edge impact. With the increasing incident impact energies larger delaminations start 
developing and reside at the plies interface of the near-edge impacted specimen (Abrate 
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1998). During buckling composite laminate reduces its residual strength and increases shear 
cracking and enhance the growth of the delamination (Sanchez-Saez et al 2008). Interlaminar 
shear and tensile matrix cracks start spreading in the different plies and at the interface of 
near-edge impacted specimen. Thus during near-edge impact shear matrix cracks develop at 
the boundaries of the contact area between the impactor and laminate and causing shear 
deformation (de Freitas et al 2000). However thicker laminates show similar trends but 
greater resistance to the buckling because of the smaller damage area and higher stiffness of 
the composite laminate due to its increased thickness.  
5.2.2.4 Damage assessment     
The specimen geometry, loading conditions and damage width significantly affects the 
impact response in CAI tests of the composite laminates. Figure 5.6 (a)-(b) shows the side 
view of near and on-edge impacts at 5J and 3J for thin and thick laminate.  
 
Figures 5.6 (a) show the compression after near-edge impact for thin and thick laminates. The 
effect of thickness can be clearly seen under compression in the near-edge impact; as the 
thickness is doubled the damage is also almost doubled. Near-edge impact area is shown for 
both thin and thick laminates. For the thin laminate just under this area the damage becomes 
narrower and further damage initiation starts under compression followed by the damage 
propagation. As the damage progresses further the shear damage starts developing and starts 
expanding toward the bottom of the laminate while for the thick laminate more extensive 
shear damage is seen under compression as shown in figure 5.6 (a).  
Figures 5.6 (b) shows the compression after on-edge impact for thin and thick laminates. Also 
the effect of thickness can be clearly seen under compression in the on-edge impact; as the 
thickness is doubled the damage is also almost doubled. For the thin laminate just under the 
impact area the damage becomes very streamlined and progresses further under compression 
leading to more extensive damage. For the thick laminate the damage is more intensive and 
streamlined but damage has become double that of the thin laminate as shown in figure 5.6 
(b).  
The magnitude and intensity of the damage are different for the directions of impact. The 
impact damage zone is more intense for on-edge impact (see chapter 3 for more details). For 
near-edge impact, the impact damage leads to matrix cracks and multiple delaminations. 
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Under compressive load this damage propagates through the matrix cracks leading to further 
delaminations through the thickness. For on-edge impact, the impact damage causes more 
fibre failure across the whole thickness. Under compressive load this damage propagates at a 
high rate in a more streamlined manner. Near-edge impacted laminates fail through global 
buckling centred on the damaged zone. On-edge impacted laminates fail in a brittle manner 
from the growth of the damage. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
(a) 
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Figure 5.6 Damage side view of near-edge and on-edge compression after impact at 4J 
a) Near-edge impact thin and thick laminate b) On-edge impact thin and thick laminate  
 
 
 
(b) 
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5.3 Tension after impact (TAI) - Centre, Near and On-edge impact 
5.3.1 Experimental Details  
5.3.1.1 Tensile Testing Machine  
Tensions after Impact (TAI) tests were conducted to investigate residual tensile strength after 
impact damage, using an Instron 6025 mechanical test machine. For strength determination a 
load cell of 100kN was used with crosshead speed of 0.1mm/min. The TAI test set-up is 
shown in figure 5.7.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.7 Tension after impact test experiment set-up 
5.3.1.2 Specimen Preparation and Boundary Conditions  
To conduct TAI tests, specimens are placed in the tensile testing machine. The specimens are 
loaded step by step up to failure loads in axial direction. The load-deflection curve is detected 
by the inbuilt software as the test is progressed and data is collected in the PC attached with 
the test machine. The area of the damage zone was unconstrained. Thus the 89 × 55 mm2 
specimens were cut with a diamond saw and the dimensions were reduced to 89 × 25 mm2 
(see figure 5.8 (b)). Undamaged specimens were also cut to the same dimensions. This width 
was required to allow testing. The damage width was always less than 20 mm (for more 
details please see chapter 3). The tabs were bonded to the specimen with an epoxy resin. The 
test specimens are firmly gripped with jaws of the tensile machine which ensure uniform 
tightening on the tabs during the tensile test. In order to avoid slipping between tabs and jaws 
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of the machine slower crosshead speed of 0.1 mm/min was used as shown in figure 5.8 (a). 
The tabs edges were completely fixed, and tensile load was applied in plane direction. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.8 Tension after impact test rigs (a) TAI gripping jaw (b) Specimen dimensions 
5.3.2 Results and Discussions 
5.3.2.1 Effect of Tensile Load-Displacement Curve and Thickness  
Tensile strength is measured as the maximum tensile strength sustained by undamaged and 
damaged specimen with respect to % strain. Figure 5.9 shows tensile strength of thin 
laminates at energy levels at 2J with respect to % strain for near-edge, on-edge and centre 
impact composite laminates. It is important to note that the strain values are inaccurate since 
slipping occurred in the grips. Thus stiffness cannot be reliably compared. 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
25 mm 
89 mm 34 mm 
27.5 mm 
27.5 mm 
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Figure 5.9 Comparison of tensile strength vs % strain of composite laminates subjected 
to on-edge, near-edge and centre impact at impact energies of 2J and 4J respectively (a) 
Thin laminates (b) Thick laminates  
Maximum tensile strength of the on-edge impacted specimen is 211.6 MPa with strain 6.9% 
while for near-edge impacted specimen is 239.5 MPa with strain between 11.5% and finally 
centre impacted specimen the tensile strength is 271.2 MPa with strain between 9.9% at 2 J 
respectively.     
Table 5.2 shows the effect of tensile residual strength with respect to thickness at incident 
energy level 4J. The thin laminates show a variation in the results indicating unstable 
behaviour while thick laminates show more stable behaviour and higher tensile strength at 4J.  
Thus we can deduce from table 5.2 that thicker laminates show higher tensile strength 
(approximately 1.5 times) than thin laminates. The strain at failure is approximately 1.6-2.6 
times that of the thinner laminate. From this, it can be deduced that there is sharp reduction in 
tensile strength as the thickness of the composite laminates is reduced to half for all types of 
impact. Thus it indicates that thickness has a considerable effect on the residual tensile load 
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carrying capacity of the composite laminates. However it is seen that in thick laminates, the 
incident impact energy level has little effect on reduction of the tensile strength as compared 
to thin laminates. The higher tensile residual strength of the near-edge impact is due to the 
reduced fibre failure and higher matrix cracking while with on-edge impacted specimen the 
reduced tensile strength is due to fibre breakage found at several interfaces in the plane of the 
laminate and in the area of impact. When subjected to the same impact load, the centre and 
near-edge impacted laminates retain more of the load as compared to on-edge impacted 
specimen. 
Table 5.2 Tensile strength load and % strain with respect to thin and thick laminates at 
4J. 
The depth of the dent was measured for the 4J on-edge impacted thin and thick laminates. 
The maximum depth for the thin and thick laminates was 3 mm and 1.5 mm. Assuming that 
these values of dent depth are equivalent to a change in cross-section of the laminate, the 
expected values of strength for the thin and thick laminates would be 248 MPa and 334 MPa. 
These values far exceed the values measured for the damaged specimens, 153 MPa and 240 
MPa. Results from the TAI tests for the on-edge impact cannot be attributed to the presence 
of the dent.   
5.3.2.2 Comparison of Results 
Comparing the residual strength of both  near-edge  and on-edge impacted composite 
laminates it is clear that the compressive strength for near-edge impact is much lower than 
on-edge impact while the tensile strength for near-edge impacted specimen is much higher 
than for on-edge impacted specimens. Thus on-edge impact specimen fails in tensile mode 
while near-edge impact fails in compressive mode. This is due to the fact that compressive 
strength of the material depends upon the matrix behaviour. Since near-edge impact has 
larger area of damage, the damage starts occurring in the matrix phase so the bond in the 
epoxy matrix is broken in a more structured way. For on-edge impacted, the specimens 
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behave differently in tensile mode as failure is mostly driven through the fibre fracture and 
laminate fails at an early stage during damage progression which is through the fibre cracks 
instead of matrix cracks. The centre impacted specimens behave in more stable manner as 
compared to near-edge and on-edge impact because of the uniform boundary conditions from 
all sides leading to better load carrying capacity. 
 
5.3.2.3 Damage Assessment     
Figures 5.10 to 5.12 show the damage progression and damage pattern during tension after 
edge impact of thin and thick laminates. Figure 5.10 shows the tension after on-edge impact. 
The multiple fibre damage is clearly seen mostly on the upper and the bottom plies. The 
fibres are broken in these areas. Figure 5.10 (b)-(c) shows the comparison between the thin 
and thick laminate. The damage pattern is the same for both the thin and thick laminates. 
Both suffer extensive shear damage and the fibres are broken just under the point of on-edge 
impact. 
 
The near-edge impact has different damage pattern as compared to on-edge impact. Figure 
5.11 (a)-(b) shows the tension after near-edge impact for both the thin and thick laminates. 
The damage pattern is identical for both thicknesses. Here also extensive damage takes place 
just under the area of near-edge impact for both the thin and thick laminates. All the fibres are 
broken in the through thickness-width direction of the near-edge impacted specimens. For on-
edge impacted laminates tested in tension the entire specimen between the grips whitens (see 
figure 5.10 (b) and (c)). Failure occurs by the growth of a shear cracks. For near-edge impact 
the damage is confined to the centre of the specimen around the impact damaged area (see 
figure 5.11). Failure occurs via a splitting process. 
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Figure 5.10 Different views of tension after on-edge impact at 4J (a) On-edge view- 2mm 
thickness (b) Thin laminate (c) Thick laminate  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.11 Different views of tension after Near-edge impact at 4J (a) Thin laminate (b) 
Thick laminate  
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It is seen that the TAI strength reduction is characterised by the increase in the damage size 
and area. Figure 5.12 (a)-(b) shows side view comparison of the near-edge and the on-edge 
tension after 4J impact. Effect of thickness can be seen from the figure 5.12 (c)-(f). It is clear 
that a similar damage pattern is seen for near-edge impact for both thicknesses (see figure 
5.12 (c) and (e)). For on-edge impact (see figure 5.12 (d) and (f)) as the thickness is doubled 
more severe and extensive damage with broken fibres through the thickness of the specimen 
can be seen. It is noted that for near-edge and on-edge impact, a damage zone appears to have 
grown from the impact area. The area of delamination around the damage zone appears to be 
greater for the near-edge impact. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.12 Damage side view of composite laminates subjected to tension after impact 
at 4J (a) Thick laminate: On-edge impact (b) Thick laminate: Near-edge impact (c) 
Thin laminate: Near-edge impact (d) Thin laminate: On-edge impact (e) Thick 
laminate: Near-edge impact (f) Thick laminate: On-edge impact 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) (e) (f) (c) d) 
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5.4 Conclusions 
Residual strength of composite laminates has been carried out at three different impact 
locations. The impact response arising from on-edge impact was found to be very different 
from impacts on the plane of the laminate. The different failure mechanisms were highlighted 
from comparison of results from compression after impact and tension after impact tests. For 
the CAI tests, all values of failure load are highest for on-edge impact. Comparing the failure 
loads for central and near-edge impact show the amount of damage arising from the impact, 
and the interactions with the boundary conditions. The effect of thickness is clear since all 
values of failure load for the thick laminate are around three times the corresponding value 
for the thin laminate. For the TAI tests, all values of failure load are lowest for on-edge 
impact. The effect of thickness is less marked with the values for the thick laminate about 
50% greater than the corresponding values for the thin laminate. The contrasting results from 
the CAI and TAI test highlight the different failure mechanisms for the different impact 
positions.    
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6. Finite element analysis 
6.1 Introduction  
This chapter investigates the damage behaviour of composite laminates subjected to edge 
impact using finite element simulations. The same parameters have been used in the 
simulations as extracted from edge impact experiments. Laminate was modelled with 
thickness of 2mm and incident impact velocity of 2.85m/sec, equivalent to 3J impact energy. 
All the units used in Abaqus edge impact simulation are consistent in SI units. 
Finite element simulations model for impact phenomena can be divided into three different 
sections:  
• Pre-Processor 
• Main Programme 
• Post-Processor  
As impact is a complicated and complex process, basic understanding of various impact 
parameters should be considered when modelling the impact. Figure 6.1 shows a description 
of the computational processes and parameters involved during impact simulation. 
 
For accuracy of the results various parameters such as mesh density and element type are 
considered carefully. Since this project aims to validate experimental results, the variables are 
selected so that an accurate comparison can be made. The various parameters are:  
• Element type 
• Mesh density  
• Boundary conditions 
• Impactor size diameter 
• Impactor mass  
• Impactor velocity 
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Figure 6.1 General description of the computational processes for impact 
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Modelling of the edge impact was approached by considering the following steps:  
1. Modelling Geometry: The impactor and the laminate were modelled with similar 
geometric details used in the impact experiments. This is an important step in order to 
the validate the experimental results. 
2. Material properties: Material properties for the laminate and impactor were defined 
in Abaqus/Explicit. More details of the laminate properties can be found in Appendix 
C. The impactor was modelled as a rigid body. 
3. Boundary conditions: Initial conditions for the impactor such as impact velocity, 
acceleration, boundary conditions were defined at the reference node and the laminate 
was constrained around the boundary edges of the laminate. 
4. Contact conditions: The contact algorithm was defined in Abaqus/Explicit using 
master-slave algorithm for simulating edge impacts.  
5. Mesh Density: Correct element type and mesh density were defined for the edge 
impact for the accuracy of the results.   
6. Simulation: The job is run in Abaqus/Explicit code. Results were extracted and 
compared with experimental results. 
The following sections will now discuss more details about the modelling and simulation 
of edge impact. 
 
6.2 Geometry Details 
The following section will describe the geometry modelling for the impactor, followed by 
further details required for modelling the composite laminate for both near-edge and on-edge 
impacts.  
 
6.2.1 Impactor Modelling 
Impactor can be considered as a 3D discrete rigid body and is modelled with 3D rigid 
elements. The centre of gravity of the impactor is chosen as the reference point to define the 
impactor mass, velocity, boundary conditions and rigid boundary elements as shown in figure 
6.2. For both near-edge and on-edge impactor discrete rigid elements have to be defined with 
body elements and the reference point as shown in figure 6.3. 
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Figure 6.2 On-edge and near-edge impactor: Reference points and masses 
 
Figure 6.3 On-edge and near-edge impactor: Boundary elements and reference point 
The boundary conditions for the near-edge and on-edge impactors are modelled at the 
reference point node. They are defined in different directions with respect to the global co-
ordinate system, see figures 6.4. The two translational and three rotational degrees of freedom 
are constrained except displacement along the y-axis, U2, for the on-edge impact and 
displacement along the z-axis, U3, for the near-edge impact. 
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Figure 6.4 On-edge and near-edge impactor: Boundary conditions and impact velocity 
The incident impact velocity for the edge impact simulation is given as v=2.85 m/s depending 
upon the direction of impact the sign has to be changed. Values assigned in the simulation are 
the same as measured in the experiments. The movement of the on-edge impactor is in 
negative y-direction and that of the near-edge impactor is in negative z-direction as shown in 
figure 6.4. 
Figure 6.5 shows the meshing for both the near-edge and on-edge impactors. As both the 
impactors are of curved and round shape, the sweep meshing technique is utilised to obtain 
uniform meshes, see figure 6.5.  
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(a) 
                                                       
 
 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.5 Modelling of impactor shape for a) Near-edge b) On-edge 
 
6.2.2 Laminate Modelling 
The glass/epoxy laminate is modelled using Abaqus 6.6. To model composite laminate the 
first step is to create partition. Partition is done in order to define the composite lay-up, the 
plies, plies orientation, material properties, thickness, number of integration points for each 
ply and to have uniform structural mesh around the critical areas. Following sections will 
discuss in detail the laminate modelling for both the near-edge and on-edge impact models. 
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6.3 Modelling Approach 
6.3.1 Material Properties  
The glass/epoxy material properties used for simulation are given in table 6.1. In this model, 
these properties are elastic, without the inclusion of failure mechanisms. The elastic 
composite materials properties of the glass/epoxy composite laminate were provided by the 
Saint-Gobain company. For more details please see Appendix C.  
 
 
 
Table 6.1 Glass/Epoxy material properties (Appendix C) 
6.3.2 Modelling Composite 
The laminate was modelled for both the near-edge and on-edge impact. Thin laminate (2mm) 
is divided into 8 partitions in order to create eight individual plies. Partition of each plies is 
such that every ply has a thickness of 0.00025 m. CSYS method (Abaqus Manual 6.10) 3 
point and rectangular datum is used to define the composite laminate axis where x-axis is 
aligned in 00 ply, y-axis is aligned as out of plane direction and z-axis is aligned through 
thickness direction as shown in the figure 6.6. The laminate is modelled initially with 
unidirectional 00 plies. Figure 6.6 shows the partition and global coordinates for laminate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.6 Partition and global co-ordinates for laminate 
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6.3.2.1 Section Assignment 
Each ply is now assigned with composite material properties using section assignment 
method available in abaqus 6.6 and as shown in figure 6.7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.7 Plies section assignment 
6.3.2.2 Co-ordinate Axes and Orientation 
Once the plies are assigned material properties the next step is to define the orientation of the 
fibres within each ply of a composite layup. Initially by default we consider the laminate to 
have 00 fibre directions with respect to the reference coordinate system for each ply that is 
partitioned. In order to have layup of [0/90/45/-45]2 datum created in section has to be 
selected. The selected datum defines the orientation of the fibres within each ply relative to 
the ply’s coordinate system. The four ply orientations 00,450, 900,-450 with respect to the 
selected datum are shown in figure 6.8. 
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Figure 6.8 Ply orientations 00,450, 900,-450 
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6.3.3 Boundary Condition and Meshing 
The laminate is constrained around the edge of the laminate. The encastre boundary method 
available in Abaqus is chosen. This condition enforces constrains for both translational and 
rotational degrees of freedom around the edge of the composite laminate during impact as 
shown in figure 6.9.  
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.9 Laminate boundary conditions 
In order to mesh the laminate global seeds are assigned of approximated size of 0.0004 m and 
structure technique is used for meshing the laminate. The composite plates are modelled with 
3-D stress hexahedral element using reduced integration (C3D8R) with eight nodes brick 
elements. The plate is modelled at the ply level, with one layer of elements per ply; a typical 
mesh for a 2mm plate contains 24,000 elements. For on-edge impact relax stiffness hourglass 
method is used for the elements in order to reduce the distortion created by impact while for 
near-edge impact enhanced hourglass method is used for the elements in order to capture the 
desired damage behaviour. Figure 6.10 shows the laminate meshing. The same meshing 
conditions is used for both the on-edge and near-edge impact laminate.    
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Figure 6.10 Laminate meshing 
6.3.4 Contact Interactions 
Abaqus/Explicit provides two algorithms for modelling contact. The first is general contact 
and the other one is surface to surface contact method to define contact between all regions of 
a model and impactor. In order to simulate impact, the general contact method is used for 
both the near-edge and on-edge impact analyses. The interaction between the impactor and 
the laminate surface is carefully selected and it is assumed that there is no friction between 
the impactor and the plate. We simulate the model by considering laminate as deformable 
body while impactor as rigid body. Impact velocity and density for rigid body are defined by 
reference nodes parameter. The contact should be such that the rigid impactor must be 
allowed to contact not only with the external surfaces of the laminate but also with its internal 
surfaces. By default, general contact in Abaqus/Explicit allows contact between all exterior 
surfaces in a laminate including a surface with itself. In the edit included pairs dialog box, 
choose the pairs that are to be included for general contact algorithm as shown in figure 6.11. 
Interaction properties must be defined in order to enforce the contact between the rigid 
impactor and the composite laminate. In interaction properties choose mechanical behaviour 
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and select the normal contact method in order for impactor to bounce back after impacting 
with the laminate. Abaqus/Explicit uses sophisticated search algorithms for tracking the 
motions of the surfaces. Balanced master-slave algorithm is considered by default method for 
this simulation. For on-edge and near-edge impact the same general contact conditions are 
used.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.11 Contact algorithms for edge impact 
6.3.5 Impact Damage History and Field Outputs 
In history and field outputs the user has to define output variables required for validation with 
experimental edge impact results. In Abaqus/CAE field output request, the force and 
displacement is requested. In history output, the different sets created for the laminate model 
are selected. Sets should be selected around the critical or impact areas in order to extract the 
forces and displacements.  
 
6.3.6 Impact Simulation 
Abaqus/CAE was used as the pre-processor to create the input files that defines the geometry, 
loading conditions materials and the post-processor to process the results. The modelling of 
the contact-impact problem is governed by the fact that the impacting body and the target 
must not fully penetrate but bounce back. Simulation of the impact is investigated on the 
basis of the following assumptions:  
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• Impactor is assumed to be rigid. 
• Ignoring the gravity force during the time period.  
• Neglecting the damping effect in the composite structure. 
• There is no friction between the impactor and composite structure. 
Impact simulation approach is based on the central finite difference algorithm. During impact 
simulation the kinetic energy of impactor is converted into work done. Work is done by 
contact force and displacement of impactor. The contact force and acceleration are 
determined by displacement of the impactor. Displacement of impactor is determined mainly 
by structural deformation of the plate.  
 
6.4 Results 
6.4.1 Comparison of Edge Impact Experiments and Simulations 
The accuracy of the simulations can be explored by comparison of force/time and 
displacement/time results; the comparisons are made for the impact event, up to maximum 
force or displacement. 
 
6.4.1.1 Near-Edge Impact     
Results for near-edge impact are shown in figure 6.12 (a) and (b). The near-edge comparisons 
show very good agreement for the maximum force and displacement. The values of impact 
event time are in very good agreement. Figure 6.12 (a) shows the variation of force with time 
and figure 6.12 (b) shows the variation of displacement with time. The experimental results 
initially show higher stiffness than the finite element simulations followed by apparent 
stiffness reduction, which is expected to arise from failure processes. The finite element 
results show near linear response as would be expected for these elastic simulations.  
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Figure 6.12 Comparison of experimental and predicted results for 3-J near-edge impact 
on 2-mm thin laminate (a) Variation of force with time (b) Variation of displacement 
with time 
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6.4.1.2 On-Edge Impact     
Results for the on-edge impact are shown in figure 6.13. The on-edge comparison show good 
agreement for initial stiffness. Figure 6.13 (a) shows the variation of force with time and 
figure 6.13 (b) shows the variation of displacement with time. The predicted maximum force 
is in good agreement with the experimental results, but the experimental values of force 
increases at a faster rate, at times corresponding to the lower values of displacement. These 
differences must be associated with the onset of failure processes. The overall agreement 
between the results of the on-edge impact is reasonable for these elastic simulations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.13 Comparison of experimental and predicted results for 3-J on-edge impact 
on 2-mm thin laminate (a) Variation of force with time (b) Variation of displacement 
with time 
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6.4.2 Stress Contours 
Around the impact, the region of high stress is larger for the on-edge impact. Higher stresses 
arising from interaction with the boundary conditions at the edge of the plate are found for 
both types of impact. Figure 6.14 (a) shows side view of near-edge impact simulation. 
Simulation shows higher bending and flexural stresses as expected from the experimental 
results. For the near-edge impact, these high stresses exist all around the edge; for the on-
edge impact they are only found on the edge of the plate below the impact (see figure 6.14 
(b)). 
 
 
 
Figure 6.14 Different views of (a) Near-edge and (b) on-edge impact-initial contact and 
after 0.01 ms 
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Figure 6.15 Predicted contours of von-mises stress on the top 00 ply for3-J impact on 2-
mm thick laminate. (a) Near-edge impact (b) On-edge impact 
(a) 
(b) 
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Further stress contours were examined just after impactor contact to find maximum values for 
comparisons with the observed failure failures. As described above, all simulations are for 3-J 
incident energy impact on the 2-mm thin laminate. The response of the whole plate to the 
impact event can be assessed from the in-plane contours of Von-Mises stress in the top 00 
ply. This is the impacted ply for the near-edge impact; for on-edge impact, identical results 
are found for the opposite, lower, 00 ply. The contours are shown in figure 6.15. The 
maximum stresses within the individual plies were examined; the directions of the stresses 
are all with respect to the fibre direction in that ply. For near-edge impact, maximum stress in 
the fibre direction is found in the lower 900 ply with respect to the impact. For on-edge 
impact, the maximum fibre stress is found in all the 450 plies. On-edge impact may lead to 
fibre failure in more plies. Delamination is expected to arise from transverse fibre stress and 
shear stress. For both the types of impact, maximum values of transverse fibre stress were 
found for the 450 plies. For the on-edge impact, maximum shear stress is also found for the 
450 plies, but for the near-edge impact maximum shear stress is found for the 00 impacted ply. 
On-edge impact may lead to more extensive delamination. 
6.4.3 Discussions 
These preliminary finite element models do not include the failure mechanisms; the entire 
impact event has not been captured. The predicted force/time and displacement/time results 
are extracted, and are compared with the experimental results as discussed in section 6.4.1. 
Abaqus/Explicit captures the reaction force/time values by summation of all the reaction 
forces at the boundary conditions of the laminate only. Reaction forces are zero in the 
unconstrained areas of the laminate. As expected for these simulations assuming elastic 
material properties, displacement and force traces are all smooth and monotonic. 
 
Examination of the stress contours has indicated that failure processes, including fibre failure 
and delamination, would be expected to be more severe for on-edge impact; the same 
comparison was found experimentally. The simulations can also be used to explain the 
fluctuations observed in the experimentally recorded force/time traces for on-edge impact. 
Out-of-plane vibration is clearly visible in this impact simulation. The frequency of the 
vibrations is approximately the same as that observed for the fluctuations in the force/time 
traces. We postulate that such out-of-plane lateral plate vibration is the cause of these 
fluctuations in load. So comparing FEA and experimental results it is clear that the expected 
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trends are in line with information gathered from FEA results. It provides a good overview 
and expected damage and force/displacement trends for both the on and near-edge impact 
results.  
6.5 Development of Future Impact Damage Models 
To analyse the strength of any laminated composite strength theories are required. Failure 
analysis is a tool for predicting the strength of a composite laminate containing several plies 
with different orientations and under complex loading conditions. Two finite element 
modelling approaches for impact problems have become very popular in academic research 
and industry. The first approach is using Hashin damage failure criteria for composites and 
the other approach is cohesive modelling approach. Hashin damage criteria provides greater 
insight to the tensile and compressive damage behaviour of fibre and matrix. The second 
approach, cohesive modelling, is more complex and uses one or two layers of elements per 
ply to represent each individual ply layer and each layer is bonded using cohesive elements. 
Individual plies with cohesive elements form a laminate stack. Cohesive modelling helps to 
model delamination. In the following sections we will discuss the future development of 
models for both near-edge and on-edge impact using these approaches. 
 
6.5.1 Hashin Damage Criteria 
There are numerous failure criteria for composite materials for different applications but the 
most widely used for impact on composites are the Hashin damage failure criteria. Hashin 
proposed a set of failure criteria for predicting failure of unidirectional composites based on 
each failure mode. An example of Hashin damage is shown in figure 6.16 in which the steel 
ball penetrates through the composite laminate. Matrix and fibre damage including reflection 
of stress waves can be seen clearly. 
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Figure 6.16 Projectile impact on a carbon fiber reinforced plate (Simulia 2007) 
The near-edge and on-edge elastic models could further be developed to include Hashin 
damage failure criteria using the similar approach as described in the Simulia (2007) paper. 
This modelling approach will provide useful information regarding the reflection of stress 
waves, matrix and fibre damage, and locate the areas that are under high under compressive 
and tensile stresses. However this technique is limited to fibre and matrix damage as 
delamination is very difficult to predict using this technique.  
 
In Abaqus Hashin damage criteria includes damage initiation and evolution. Damage 
criterion investigates four different damage modes: fiber tension, fiber compression, matrix 
tension, and matrix compression (Hashin and Rotem, 1973; Hashin, 1980). Usually Hashin 
criteria are implemented in two dimensions but the criteria are extended to three dimensions 
for complex problems. There are two approaches to simulate Hashin damage in Abaqus: 
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firstly using continuum shell and plane stress elements and secondly using 3D solid elements 
with VUMAT subroutine. The preselected default output in Abaqus does not include the 
damage output variables such as damage initiation and evolution so it is important to create 
sets and define them with output variables to extract the Hashin damage results. In 
Abaqus/Explicit by default, an element is removed from the mesh when either of the damage 
variables associated with fibre failure modes such as tensile or compressive reaches the value 
of 1.0. When damage in the matrix (tension or compression) or fibre (compression only) 
reaches unity, the stiffness component of that element is reduced to zero in all directions. 
When damage in the fibre tension direction reaches unity the element is deleted from the 
analysis. 
 
6.5.2 Cohesive Modelling 
The second approach for impact problems is cohesive modelling. Cohesive elements act like 
nonlinear springs and link volumetric finite elements which, when applied at the composite 
interfaces, will simulate delamination. Failure criteria are applied at these interfaces. Thus in 
academic research cohesive models are used to model delaminations for an accurate 
prediction of impact damage. An example of impact using cohesive layers at the interface is 
shown in figure 6.17 (Lopes et al 2009).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.17 Simulation of 40J impact on a 32-ply composite laminate (Lopes et al 2009) 
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In figure 6.17 delamination and matrix and fibre damage can be seen clearly. Similar 
approach can be utilised for near-edge and on-edge models which could determine the 
sequence of delamination growth at different interfaces during edge impact. Cohesive layer 
of elements exists between interfaces of each ply in a laminate as these are the resin rich 
areas and thus promote delamination. After the job has run the visualisation post-processor 
allows the individual plies and interfaces be seen using CAE/visualisation which could 
provide useful information of the delamination and initiation and growth direction. 
 
Failure laws in cohesive modelling consist of two parts:  
• Damage Initiation Criterion. 
• Damage Evolution Law. 
 
Abaqus provides four damage initiation criteria: maximum stress, maximum strain, quadratic 
stress, and quadratic strain criterion. Once the damage initiation criterion of the cohesive 
element is met with the value of 1 or higher, the stiffness of the cohesive element is degraded. 
Abaqus/Explicit allows modelling of progressive damage and failure in cohesive layers using 
traction-separation behaviour. As the tractions approach value zero the opening increases thus 
creating damage/separation between the interfaces. Once the damage initiation criteria are 
reached, the traction displacement is degraded linearly. The damage evolution law describes 
the degradation of the material stiffness and propagation of delamination. A scalar damage 
variable is used as a damage parameter and can vary from 0 to 1, where 0 is for an 
undamaged and 1 is for a fully damaged material.  
 
6.6 Overall Conclusions 
Edge impact simulations were performed on 2mm thickness laminates with incident velocity 
of 2.85 m/sec2 and incident energy of 3J. Widely spread stresses over the unconstrained area 
of the laminate were found for near-edge impact while high intensity stresses were located 
just under the area of impactor for on-edge impact. The simulations can also be used to 
explain the fluctuations observed in the experimentally recorded force/time traces for on-edge 
impact. Out-of-plane vibration is clearly visible in this impact simulation. The frequency of 
the vibrations is approximately the same as that observed for the fluctuations in the force/time 
traces. We postulate that such out-of-plane lateral plate vibration is the cause of these 
fluctuations in load. Models were then compared with force/time and displacement/time 
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curves. Both on-edge and near-edge impact were in very good agreement with the force/time 
and displacement/time experimentally measured values. These elastic simulations could not 
be expected to exactly match the experiments. Nevertheless, the validity of our approach has 
been demonstrated from the good agreement between predicted and measured maximum 
values of force and displacement, and the very good agreement for the impact time. Future 
simulations using two approaches i.e., Hashin damage failure criteria and cohesive models 
will lead to understanding of the sequence of damage events and development of an edge 
impact damage physical model. This chapter provides an initial overview of the impact 
damage processes for on-edge and near-edge impact. 
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7.1 Introduction  
In chapters 3 to 6, the results of this research were presented and discussed in detail. The 
experiments included edge impacts, compression and tension after impact and damage 
assessment techniques. These experiments were performed to meet the aims and objectives of 
this research. This chapter discusses the causes and dangers of edge impacts and how the 
impact location can affect damage tolerance during the life span of an aircraft. Further 
discussions will compare the results extracted from this research with other existing 
literature.  
 
7.2 Dangers of Edge Impacts 
Aircraft are designed to resist all ranges of impacts during operational flight cycles but there 
is still an on-going threat for the different types of impact. The greatest dangers for impact 
damage to an aircraft are during flight taxiing, take-off and landing and the probability of 
edge impacts is highest during this period. Once the aircraft has taken off safely and attained 
certain altitude the probability of low velocity edge impacts becomes less but the edge impact 
threat is still prevalent, for example edge impacts during lightening strike and hailstorms. 
These edge impacts can be termed as high velocity edge impacts. But the damage incurred by 
these impacts can be detected due to the visibility of the external damage and using NDT 
techniques. Aircraft nowadays are designed to resist these impacts. 
 
The real threat of edge impact is during the ground handling and taxiing of an aircraft as 
impact can occur on the leading edge of the wing or fuselage sections. During this period 
minor damage may go unnoticed and generally is not recorded in the NDT inspection sheets. 
It is important to capture such damage, as delamination might have originated during these 
impacts which, during operational flight cycles, may lead to brittle failure. In this research the 
tomographic views of the near-edge and on-edge impacted laminate showed that for low 
energy impacts, delamination and matrix cracks are the initial damage mechanisms while at 
higher incident impact energy levels the damage is a combination of delamination, fibre and 
matrix failure. Similar damage patterns are seen in several references (see chapter 2 for more 
details) leading to the conclusion that low energy impacts events are a large threat. Edge 
impacts during manufacturing of composite spars are potentially more dangerous. Tools 
dropping or minor accidental impacts on the spars can go undetected which during 
operational flight cycles can initiate damage leading to failure. Currently, the major concern 
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in the aircraft industry for impact damage is the impact location. Generally impact tests are 
performed as centre impacts, and enough information is available in the literature to 
understand the damage process and the theory involved. But limited literature is available for 
edge impacts. Recently, there is growing interest in edge impacts (Rhead et al 2010, Gozluklu 
et al 2013, Ostre et al 2014). More impact and residual strength tests are being carried out to 
understand the damage processes from impact at an edge of the laminate. The following 
sections will now discuss the different types of potential accidental edge impacts locations 
occurring during ground service handling, spar manufacturing and in-flight service of 
aircraft. 
7.3 Edge Impact Locations 
Impact location is an important parameter to determine the damage incurred by a composite 
laminate. The impact scenarios addressed in this dissertation are focused on low velocity 
impacts at the edges of the composite laminates. An impact location determines the critical 
inspection areas that might have suffered causing significant levels of internal damage that is 
not visually detected. The impact data collected during these drop weight impact experiments 
provides an initial basis for the consideration of aircraft design and handling at different 
stages during the manufacture of aircraft. Now we will discuss various edge impact location 
areas during aircraft operational service and manufacturing of wingbox.   
 
7.3.1 Ground Handling Accidental Low Velocity Impacts 
Accidental impact location depends upon the direction of impact. Accidental impact can 
include debris such as rocks, runway pavement, dropped tools, fasteners and ground service 
equipment. Accidental low velocity impact damage to an aircraft can be caused by contact 
with various ground service equipments. As the aircraft is surrounded by different vehicles 
and equipments such as landing gear checks, NDT inspection equipment etc., mishandling 
can lead to impact edge damage when the aircraft turns towards the take-off location area. 
The probability of edge impact during this time is highest because of the multiple vehicles 
and equipments that can be a source of impact. Some airports have small turn around areas 
where the probability of edge impacts becomes higher. An example of such can seen in figure 
7.1 (a) and (b) which is an example of an on-edge impact during aircraft towing. Figure 7.1 
(a) shows that the tailing edge of the aircraft strikes the edge shelter roof leading to impact 
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damage and figure 7.1 (b) shows a pilot error causing the aircraft leading edge of the wing to 
strike a stationary aircraft tailing edge, leading to on-edge impact damage.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1 (a) and (b) On-edge impact damage during aircraft towing (Blohm 2007) 
Another example of edge impact damage locations caused by ground operations is shown in 
figure 7.2 (a) and (b). Figure 7.2 (a) shows the near-edge impact damage on the thrust 
reverser of the aircraft during ground operations and figure 7.2 (b) shows the near-edge 
impact damage caused by runway debris during taxiing of the aircraft. Similarly figure 7.3 (a) 
and (b) shows an example of centre impact. Figure 7.3 (a) shows centre impact by tyre 
separation debris and figure 7.3 (b) shows centre impact on the wing flaps caused by ground 
hail. Ground service vehicles can be another source of high energy and low velocity impacts. 
Impact location in this case is difficult to predict as they may be combination of edge and 
centre impacts as shown in figure 7.4 (a) and (b). Figure 7.4 (a) shows the cargo vehicle 
hitting the lower part of the fuselage and figure 7.4 (b) shows the cargo vehicle hitting the 
edge of the fan case. These vehicles have high mass leading to higher impact damage. These 
examples show that the edges of the composite components suffer significant damage. The 
repairs of these components are time consuming and costly.  
 
 
 
 
(a) (b) 
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Figure 7.2 Near-edge impact areas (a) Near-edge impact damage to thrust reverser 
during ground operations (b) Near-edge impact damage during by runaway debris 
during taxing (Blohm 2007) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3 Centre impact (a) Tire separation debris (Lufthansa 2007) (b) Ground hail  
(Berner 2007) 
 
(a) 
(b) 
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Figure 7.4 Ground service vehicle edge impacts (a) Fuselage (b) Fan case (Blohm 2007) 
7.3.2 Wing Spar Manufacturing Accidental Impact Areas   
Nowadays, many new aircraft wings include composite materials to reduce costs and improve 
mechanical properties. However, the majority of accidental or minor impacts occur during 
manufacturing of the aircraft wings. Figure 7.5 shows a typical wingbox and its components. 
The aircraft wingbox is a combination of both metallic and composite materials. The areas of 
the wingbox such as front spar and rear spar, upper and lower covers are made of composite 
materials while ribs and rib posts are made of metallic components which are then attached to 
the front and rear composite spars. There is a high probability of edge impacts occurring 
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when attaching the upper and lower cover using metallic fasteners to the front and rear spars. 
The fasteners can be a source of impact during the manual handling which can lead to edge 
damage.  
 
 
Figure 7.5 Typical aircraft wingbox (Maropoulos et al 2014) 
A typical rear C-spar is shown in figure 7.6. This rear spar is made up of carbon/epoxy 
composite material. The rear spar consists of top/bottom flanges and the web. There are 
certain areas of the spar where the probabilities of impacts are highest. Figure 7.6 shows the 
different areas where the impacts can happen during manual handling. The top and bottom 
flanges in figure 7.6 are protected by impact absorbing covers, as these areas of the spar are 
likely to have on-edge impact. Near-edge impact is likely to occur around the cut-outs, 
small/large open holes and near the front edge of the spar. The spar web is most likely to 
have centre impacts during manual handling. Centre and near-edge impacts can occur very 
close to each other and could lead to the combination of impact damage. This research 
provides the initial insight of the damage processes arising from individual impacts; it would 
be interesting to investigate in future research combining different types of impacts. Other 
potential areas of impact include the corners of the spar which can lead to angle edge impact 
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damage. With the higher usage of composite materials in the manufacturing of aircraft wings, 
strict guidelines are in place to protect from the potential impact threats during the 
manufacturing of spars but still accidental impacts occur.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.6 Carbon/Epoxy rear C-spar assembly: Impact location areas (GKN 
Aerospace 2013) 
7.3.3 In-Flight Service Edge Impacts  
In-flight service impacts can happen during the aircraft take-off, altitude cruising and landing. 
During aircraft take-off a flock of birds could come in the path of the speeding aircraft (see 
figure 7.7). Bird strikes involve high kinetic energy and thus become a source of high energy 
impact leading to severe damage to the aircraft. Multiple impacts by flock of birds around the 
same time at different locations of the aircraft create multiple stress waves which could 
generate the delamination and matrix cracks. The impact damage in these cases could be 
combination of on-edge, near-edge and centre impact. There are some critical areas of the 
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aircraft where the impact damage is highest for example bird strike on the aircraft jet engine 
fan blade which is still an on-going problem in aviation industry. Figure 7.8 shows the bird 
strike probabilities at different locations of the aircraft. The aircraft engine is likely to have 
more impacts followed by the leading edge of the wing and windshields.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.7 Flock of bird strikes during aircraft take-off (Daily Mail 2014) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.8 Locations of bird-strike damage (Boeing Magazine 2011) 
Once the aircraft has taken off and attained high altitude, weather is the biggest threat. The 
source of impact at this altitude could be lightning and hail storm. Lightning strike is high 
velocity impact. An example of near-edge impact due to lightning strike is shown in figure 
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7.9. Lightning strike has damaged the near-edge of the fan reverser which is made of 
composite laminates. Impacts by lightning can be avoided by avoiding the thunderstorm path.  
Figure 7.9 In-flight near-edge lightning strike on aircraft fan reverser (Blohm 2007) 
 
Another source of impact during flight is hail strike. Hail can strike the aircraft with high 
velocity on critical areas of the aircraft. Aircraft are designed for all these types of high 
energy impacts but multiple impacts at critical locations could potentially damage the 
composite components leading to emergency landing or crash. An example of multiple on-
edge hail strikes is shown in figure 7.10. Smaller hail can potentially damage the leading 
edges of the wings, inlets, windscreen and jet engines of the aircraft. 
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Figure 7.10 In-flight hail on-edge impacts on the aircraft wing and engine (Fawcett and 
Oakes 2006) 
Aircraft are currently developed to make the nose section, leading edges of the wing and parts 
of the jet engine to withstand all these impact loads. However, there is still limitation of 
complete usage of composites in aircraft components due to high costs, time consumption 
and complex repairs of composite components. All examples discussed in this section 
conclude that edge impacts locations are critical in determining the severity of impact 
damage in the critical areas of the aircraft during ground and in-flight service.  
7.4 Review of Edge Impact Results 
This section will discuss the results obtained from this research at different impact positions 
and compare them with the literature.  
7.4.1 Low Velocity Edge impacts 
Three impact positions, on-edge, near-edge and centre were compared. The damage level can 
be predicted from force/time and force/displacement curves (Cantwell et al 1983). Damage 
initiation can be predicted from the first peak of the force/time and force/displacement curves 
(Abrate 1991,1998). Near-edge force-time curves showed smooth curve and small peaks 
indicating less damage. Multiple large fluctuations due to the propagation of elastic waves 
were detected for on-edge impacts indicating multiple delaminations and fibre/matrix 
damage. The peak force is critical in determining the damage severity of composite laminates 
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(Davies et al 1994). The maximum peak load was followed by the post peak region in which 
extensive damage developed around the impactor region.  
 
From the edge impact experiments results it was clear that that there were three main factors 
that influence the damage process. These three principal modes of failure were: 
• Matrix Cracks  
• Delaminations  
• Fibre Failure 
 
Matrix Cracks  
For near-edge impact matrix cracking occurs just under the impact position. The matrix 
cracks were detected using computed tomography. The top plies were in compression while 
the bottom plies were in tension. Shear stresses were detected in the middle ply. The on-edge 
impacts suffered matrix crushing just under the position of the impactor. It was observed that 
matrix cracks within the plies occurred first followed by the through thickness shear stresses. 
These matrix and shear cracks initiate delamination. For near-edge impact, interlaminar shear 
stresses were detected due to the bending of the laminate, as observed elsewhere (Park et al 
2000). For on-edge impact, due to high localised stresses, fibre/matrix failure occurs just 
under the impactor, as found by Richardson et al (1996). 
 
Delaminations 
Delamination can affect the strength and stiffness of the composite laminate. From the results 
it was clear that the edge impacts could lead to edge delamination due to highly localised 
interlaminar stresses at the free-edge of the laminate; similar behaviour has been reported in 
the literature (Sihn et al 2007). Near-edge impacts suffered widespread delaminations and 
were detected in +450/-450 plies while on-edge suffered multiple delaminations in almost all 
the plies. For near-edge impact the delamination occurred in the through thickness direction 
of the laminate. For the thicker laminates delamination occurred just under the point of 
contact surface while for the thin laminates delamination occurred both on the top and the 
bottom face of the plies due to their higher bending stresses, as also reported by Pagano et al 
(2000). 
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Fibre Failure  
On-edge impact suffered high fibre breakage compared to near-edge impact just under the 
location of the impactor. Large amount of matrix/fibre fracture was observed for the on-edge 
impact, particularly at high incident impact energies. Displaced fibres were observed for 
near-edge impact at lower impact energies.  
 
Finite element simulations showed that near-edge impact suffered intralaminar damage and 
higher tensile stresses in the bottom plies while the top ply suffered higher compressive 
stresses in the contact surface. Simulations showed that impact damage for both on-edge and 
near-edge is mainly propagated by the transverse shear stresses. From the results, it was 
observed that during the near-edge impact the matrix failure in tension is the first and most 
critical failure mechanism of the plies. Near-edge impact was more susceptible to 
delamination, especially at the top ply and the interfaces of the plies. From the experiments 
and simulations it is clear that the on-edge impact response time duration is very small 
compared to near-edge impact. The peak force of the near-edge impact was much lower than 
the on-edge impacts and the trends of the curves obtained in the simulations agree with the 
experimental results for both near-edge and on-edge impacts. 
Effect of thickness is an important parameter for understanding the damage process during 
edge impacts. At higher impact energies and velocities more damage is done to thinner 
laminate than to the thicker laminate for both types of edge impacts. From the results 
different trends in damage processes for near-edge and on-edge were observed for both the 
thin and thick composite laminates. As the critical peak force to create impact damage is 
directly proportional to laminate thickness (Davies et al 1994), the thicker laminate requires 
higher impact energy to cause damage (Stavropoulos et al 1997). The results for the thick 
laminates showed reduction in impact time and maximum displacement compared to the 
thinner laminate. The peak force is almost doubled for the thicker laminate; the increase in 
peak force with incident energy appears higher at lower incident energy. More energy is 
absorbed by the thicker laminate. A higher proportion of the incident energy is absorbed for 
higher energy impacts. For on-edge impacts the impact time decreases slightly for the thicker 
laminate. The value of peak force is increased for the thicker laminate, and the values appear 
to converge at higher incident energies.  
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7.4.2 Computed Tomography  
Computed tomography technique has been successfully implemented to explore three 
dimensional views of the inner workings of biological properties (McElrone et al 2013). 
Using a similar approach, the internal damage of the composites has been investigated and 
the internal damage of the near-edge and on-edge impacted specimens was captured. A 
computer algorithm converts the large number of 2D projections to 2D slices. From these 
slices the three dimensional structure of the edge impacted laminate were reconstructed. On-
edge and near-edge impacted damage were captured in three dimensions using the Drishti 
visualisation tool. The changes in number of pixels were investigated. The three phases: 
matrix phase, fibre phases and matrix/fibre phases were studied extensively to get an overall 
picture of the edge impact damage. Similar techniques are reported in the literature (Abel 
2012). The fibre bundles, fibre cracks, displaced fibres were all fully captured using this 
technique. It was observed that the major damage mechanisms during edge impacts were 
shear damage and cracks at the interfaces of the plies. Matrix cracks were observed.  Similar 
observations were made by Young (2009). Localised fractures of the on-edge impacted 
specimens were observed around the impact area. The fractured area was investigated first 
with the matrix phase and second with the fibre phase.  It was observed that both the phases 
had similar contribution for the fracture area, as observed elsewhere (Crupi et al 2011). When 
the fibre was rendered invisible then the distribution of the matrix was mainly confined 
around the fibre bundles. From the results the shape and size of the matrix could be seen 
clearly, as observed in the work of Andersson (2011). Similarly when the matrix was 
rendered invisible we could see the fibre bundles and the potential damage areas of the fibre 
after the edge impact. Interface cracks were seen around the areas of fibre bundles. Two types 
of fibre breaks were observed: 
 
• Shear cracks 
• Fibre/matrix multiple crack load path 
Load path was determined by the fibre/matrix crack interfaces. For on-edge impacted 
specimen splitting cracks along matrix/fibre interfaces were observed. Splitting cracks were 
driven by ply interfaces and the two types of cracks were observed: first the shear cracks and 
second the fibre breaks. Multiple fibre breaks were clearly visible. Shear cracks were found 
to be symmetric in position and direction. For near-edge impact the matrix crack formation 
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occurs at the front ply that is at the point of contact between the impactor and the laminate 
prior to fibre breakages, as reported in the literature (Scott 2010). Some fibre breaks were 
observed for the near-edge impact. Lots of displaced fibres were found for the near-edge 
impact and this could potentially lead to delamination because as the fibre displaces its 
position the matrix bonds are broken which can create peanut type delamination (Abrate 
1991). 
7.4.3 Residual Strength  
The real strength of the composite laminate is measured from the damage tolerance to the 
edge impact damage. After edge impact, under compressive or tensile load, the strength will 
depend upon the type of edge impact, damage size, location and the laminate thickness. It 
was observed from the results that compression after near-edge impact suffered shear failure 
and fibre kinking; similar failure mechanisms were observed by Yuan (2000). Delamination 
played an important role in propagating the internal damage under compression after impact. 
Delamination between the plies was observed in near-edge impact. For near-edge impact 
internal delamination is mainly driven by shear stresses. The reduced compressive strength of 
the near-edge impacted laminate was directly related to the extent of the internal 
delamination, as found in the literature (Wiggenraad et al 1996; Park et al 2000). On-edge 
impact damage caused stress concentrations at the free edge of the laminate leading to both in 
plane and out-of-plane shear stresses in the region close to the point of impact thus creating 
fibre micro-buckling initiation at the edge; similar failure has been observed in the work of 
Edgren (2003). Higher residual strength was found in compression for the on-edge impacted 
laminates compared to the near-edge impacted laminates. 
 
For tension after edge impact as the displacement is increased the load increased linearly until 
final fracture. When the fibres are broken there is a decrease in tensile strength. This 
reduction in the tensile strength depends upon the damage locations and the damage size of 
the composite laminate. Lower tensile residual strength for the on-edge impacted laminate 
was found; this is due to increased damage sizes and more fibre breakage compared to the 
near-edge impact, as observed in the literature (Li et al 2000). During tension after on-edge 
impact fibre cracks can be seen on the front and on the back face side of the specimen; 
similar cracks running perpendicular to the fibre direction have been found (Hoogsteden 
1992).  
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The effect of thickness was also investigated.  In the compression test, thinner laminates were 
found to have much lower reduced residual strength compared to thicker laminates for the on-
edge, near-edge impacts and centre impact. This was due to the fact that the thicker laminates 
tend to have lower bending moment and thus higher residual strength than thin laminates 
under compressive load, as reported in the literature (Tai et al 1999). Residual tensile strength 
of thin laminates was reduced at higher incident energy levels. Thin laminates experience 
complete fibre breakage and fracture while for thick laminates less fibre breaks and fracture 
were observed. 
7.5 Conclusions  
The dangers of edge impact during aircraft taxiing, take-off, in-flight and landing have been 
discussed. The severity of the edge impacts depends upon the edge impact location and 
various real case studies of edge impacts have been discussed. The impact response arising 
from on-edge impact was found to be very different from impacts on the plane of the 
laminate. These observations were successfully explored using X-ray computed tomography. 
The different failure mechanisms were highlighted from comparison of results from 
compression after impact and tension after impact tests. Damaging fibre failure, caused by 
accidental low velocity impact on the edge of a composite laminate, is not readily detected in 
conventional compression after impact tests. 
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8.1 Introduction 
In this section we will discuss about major findings, conclusions, recommendations and 
future research on the edge impact of composite structures. 
 
8.2 Concluding Remarks 
The causes and dangers of low velocity edge impacts have been discussed extensively in this 
research. The type of edge impact, impact location, the damage size and the laminate 
thickness all influence the damage initiation and damage evolution of the composite 
laminates. These parameters determine whether the damage can be visually inspected or 
requires non-destructive techniques for further investigations. The results presented in this 
research provide a good initial overview of the edge impact damage process for both the on-
edge and near-edge impact. This research has shown that the edge impact damage zones have 
a very complex geometry. 
 
Near-edge, on-edge and centre impacts have been investigated experimentally. Preliminary 
observations of the damage showed the severe nature of the damage arising from on-edge 
impact while for the near-edge impact the damage was found around the area of impact. 
Force-time histories at different incident impact energies and thicknesses were compared for 
on-edge and near-edge impacts and then later compared with centre impacted specimens. The 
experimental results showed that the impact damage increases as the incident impact energy 
increases irrespective of thickness. Thin laminates showed higher damage compared to thick 
laminates for all types of impacts. It has been found that both the on-edge and near-edge 
impact suffer delamination. Near-edge impact suffered shear failure/fibre kinking and 
delamination in-between the mid -450/-450 plies. This internal delamination in near-edge 
impact is mainly driven by shear stresses. On-edge impact suffered multiple delaminations 
and caused stress concentrations at the free edge of the laminate leading to both in plane and 
out-of-plane shear stresses in the region close to the point of impact. Later, the finite element 
models were compared with experimentally determined force/time and displacement/time 
curves. Both on-edge and near-edge impact is in fair agreement with the experimental 
measured values up to maximum peak force and displacement and for impact duration. 
Stresses in near-edge impact are more widely spread while on-edge impact stresses were 
more localised and confined to the point of impact. These models could further be 
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investigated using Hashin damage criteria and cohesive models to capture the full force-time 
and displacement time histories. 
 
Initial damage assessment for near-edge, on-edge and centre impact were carried out using 
visualisation and optical microscopy techniques. Results showed that with increased incident 
energies, the damage tends to increase. Thus the observations from the initial damage lead to 
further investigation of edge impact damage process using computed tomography. Computed 
tomography technique was important in understanding the damage initiation, damage 
propagation and the position of delamination for both the on-edge and near-edge impact at 
different thickness and energy levels. Major damage mechanisms were explored such as fibre 
cracks, fibre/matrix cracks load paths, fibre bundle fracture, matrix damage and delamination. 
On-edge impact showed multiple delamination and fibre failure and near-edge impact 
showed more matrix damage around the area of contact.  
 
The research further investigated the damage tolerance of the composite laminates for near-
edge, on-edge and centre impacted laminates. When the laminate is loaded under 
compression and tension the edge impacts influence the failure and failure direction in the 
surrounding undamaged material. Results showed lower residual strength for increased 
incident energy for thin laminate for all types of impacts. On-edge impact laminate showed 
greater reduction in the tensile strength and less reduction in the compression tests while the 
near-edge and centre impact showed greater reduction in compression and less reduction in 
tension for the different thickness and incident energy levels. These reductions in the tensile 
strength were due to the damage locations, the damage type and the damage size of the 
composite laminate.  
 
A final summary of the salient findings: 
 On-edge impact leads to more fibre failure and matrix crushing. 
 Observed from 3D tomographic inspection and finite element simulations. 
 Higher stiffness is observed for on-edge impact laminate. 
 Out-of-plane vibration was seen in the on-edge impact finite element simulations. 
 Observed and predicted more fibre failure. 
 Maximum stresses are more concentrated through the thickness and around the 
area of on-edge impact. 
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 Severity of damage may not be detected using conventional CAI testing. 
 
 Near-edge Impact leads to more internal delamination and matrix damage. 
 Observed from 3D tomographic inspection and finite element simulations. 
 Maximum stresses were found at the point of contact as seen from the finite 
element simulation results. 
 Matrix damage and delamination were seen for both the thin and thick laminates 
followed by the fibre cracks/fibre displacement. 
 Stresses are more distributed through the plane of the laminate and near the edges 
of the boundaries. 
 Higher bending and flexural stresses are seen from the near-edge impact 
simulation. 
 Larger area of delamination is observed inside the plane of the laminate due to 
larger area of contact. 
 
 Centre impact also leads to delamination. 
 Observed from maximum compressive stresses that are found at the point of 
centre impact. 
 Behaved more like near-edge impact as the peak impact forces and residual 
strength were similar to near-edge impact. 
 Higher impact duration was observed which directly relate to the higher bending 
and flexural stresses as compared to near-edge impacted laminate. 
 Larger impact damage area was observed from the visualisation technique as the 
incident impact energy increased from 2J to 4J.  
 
8.3 Future Research  
The results from this thesis can lead to further research. Recommendations are as follows: 
 
 Edge Impact can be further be investigated at various angles. This will lead to better 
understanding of the damage process involved. Finite element simulations could be 
carried out to capture various critical stress areas. Further, the damage tolerance of the 
angle edge impacted laminates could be investigated. 
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 Near-edge and on-edge impact damage could be further investigated using finite 
element simulations with various failure models such as Hashin damage and cohesive 
models. These could provide better understanding of the delaminations, fibre and 
matrix failures and could fully capture the force/time and displacement/time curves to 
compare with experimentally measured values.      
 
 Research can be further extended to composite laminates with holes. It will be 
interesting to investigate the impact damage at the edge of a hole. This may provide 
wider interest for aerospace companies such as Airbus and Boeing. Holes and cut-outs 
are the major contributors to delamination around the free edge of the laminate. The 
hole in the composite spar associates with items such as various bolts fasteners, 
hydraulic fuel lines etc, which might interact with the hole edge and could lead to 
potential delamination. Further these investigations could include composite fatigue 
which can lead to lower reserve/safety factors. 
 
 Further research can also be useful to study the effect of multiple edge impacts. These 
impacts could be carried out at both low and high velocity. These impacts could 
generate multiple stress waves which can great affect the damage process and strength 
of the laminate. Further compression and tension after edge impacts test could be 
carried out.  
 
 Edge impact experiments could also be carried out using the different impactor 
shapes. Impactor shapes could greatly affect the damage process for composite 
laminates (for more details see chapter 2). Effect of thickness at different impact 
energies could be explored.  
 
 High velocity edge impact which may occur during aircraft take-off and landing could 
also be investigated. Research could further investigate the effect of different 
boundary conditions and the effect of various impactor masses. Finite elements 
simulations could also be performed in order to detect the different damage states. 
 
 Effect of different and lay-ups at different thicknesses and energy levels could be 
investigated for edge impacts. Computed tomography technique could be utilised for 
detecting delamination and impact damage processes of the composite structure. 
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Appendix-A  
A.1 Analysis of Composite Laminates 
Unidirectional Lamina: 
Unidirectional Lamina can be represented as a single composite layer with continuous fibres 
perfectly aligned along the longitudinal direction. Unidirectional fibre composite has 
different strength and stiffness in different directions. In order to determine the mechanical 
properties of composites it is convenient to consider a composite in which all the fibres are 
aligned in one direction. This can then be used to predict the behaviour of continuous fibre 
multi directional laminates. Figure A.1 shows a unidirectional composite with the principal 
material axes. Coordinates x and y represent longitudinal and transverse in-plane directions.  
                                         
 
 
                                                                                                                     
                 
 
 
Figure A.1 Principal material axes for unidirectional lamina 
 
The mechanical properties in the longitudinal (x-direction) are different from those in two 
transverse directions (y and z direction). In order to derive equation for longitudinal stiffness 
(E1) and transverse stiffness (E2), we will assume parallel arrangement of the fibres and the 
matrix as shown in figure A.2.  
  
For this arrangement, the axial strain in the composite 1ε is uniform such that the axial strains 
in the fibres and matrix are identical but the axial load P1 in the composite is the sum of axial 
loads in the fibres and the matrix (Callister 2006, Matthews 2000). 
2,y 
1,x 
3,z 
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Figure A.2 Loading conditions parallel to fibre direction 
1ε = 1mε = 1fε                                                                                                                                  (A.1)                                             
P1 = Pf1 + Pm1                                                                                                                                (A.2)                                                                                              
Where 
1ε and σ1 = Strain and stress in longitudinal direction  
1mε and σm1= Matrix strain and stress in longitudinal direction  
1fε and σf1= Fibre strain and stress in longitudinal direction  
P1= Applied load in longitudinal direction  
Pm1= Applied matrix load in longitudinal direction 
Pf1= Applied fibre load in longitudinal direction 
Converting equation (A.2) into stress 
σ1 Ac = σf1 Af + σm1 Am                                                                                                         (A.3)    
Where Ac, Af and Am are the cross-sectional areas of the composite, fibre and the matrix 
respectively (Ac= Af + Am). By rearranging equation (A.3) we obtain  
σ1 = σf1 Af/Ac + σm1 Am/Ac                                                                                                  (A.4)      
Ratios Af/Ac and Am/Ac represent volume fractions of the fibres ν f, and matrix ν m, 
respectively. Thus the axial stress in the lamina is  
 σ1 = σf1ν f + σm1 ν m                                                                                                            (A.5) 
Since ν f  + ν m = 1, equation (A.5) can be expressed in terms of ν f  only as  
σ1 = σf1ν f + σm1 (1-ν f)                                                                                                        (A.6) 
i.e., the lamina stress in the axial direction is a linear function of fibre volume fraction. This 
equation is known as the “rule of mixtures for stresses”. 
P1 P1 
FIBRE 
MATRIX 
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Properties related to normal loading in the transverse direction (see figure A.3), is based on 
the assumption of a series arrangement between the fibres and matrix. For this arrangement, 
the transverse stress in the composite σ2 or σ3 is uniform such that the transverse stresses in 
the fibres and the matrix are identical but the axial strain 2ε or 3ε in the lamina is the sum of 
the axial strains in the fibre and the matrix (Matthews 2000). 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.3 Loading conditions normal to fibre direction 
σ2=σm2 = σf2                                                                                                                          (A.7) 
δ2=δf2+ δm2                                                                                                                                                                                         (A.8) 
Converting equation (A.8) into strain 
2ε hc= 2fε hf+ 2mε hm                                                                                                                                                                     (A.9) 
Where h represents (hc= hf + hm). By rearranging equation (A.10) we obtain  
2ε = 2fε hf/hc+ 2mε hm/hc                                                                                                                                                         (A.10) 
Ratios hf/hc and hm/hc represent volume fractions of the fibres ν f and the matrix, ν m 
respectively. Thus equation (A.10) can be written in terms of volume fractions as  
2ε = 2fε ν f+ 2mε ν m                                                                                                            (A.11) 
or 
2ε = 2fε ν f+ 2mε (1-ν f)                                                                                                       (A.12) 
i.e., the lamina strain in the transverse direction is a linear function of fibre volume fraction. 
This equation is known as “rule of mixtures for strains”. 
So from equations (A.1) and (A.6) we obtain that  
P2 
 
P  
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E1= Ef ν f + Emν m                                                                                                                                                               (A.13) 
i.e. axial modulus of the lamina is a linear function of the fibre volume fraction. This 
equation is known as “rule of mixtures for moduli”. From equations (A.7) and (A.11) we 
obtain  
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This equation is known as inverse “rule of mixtures for moduli”. 
Shear modulus of the lamina can be determined from the following relationship 
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This equation is known as “inverse rule of mixtures for shear moduli”. 
Angle Ply Lamina:  
In angle ply lamina the fibres are oriented at an angle θ with respect to x-direction. Figure 
A.4 shows the transformation of stress between the principal axes (1, 2) and global axes (x, 
y). 
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 Figure A.4 Transformation of stresses from principal axes to global axes 
Transformation of Stress: 
The stresses in 1-2 system are related to the stresses in x-y system by 
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With m= cos θ and n= sin θ 
Putting equation (A.17) in (A.16) we have  
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The inverse of equation relates to stresses in the x-y system to stresses in the 1-2 system  
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Transformation of Strain: 
Similarly, the strains in the 1-2 system can be related to strains in x-y system 
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This transformation matrix of trigonometric relations is used in plane-stress analysis of fibre-
reinforced composites and is denoted by [ ]εT  
Where [ ]εT =
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                                                                                               (A.20)          
Inserting equation (A.20) in (A.19) we have  
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The inverse of equation can be written as  
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Stiffness Transformation Matrix:  
The stress-strain relationship in global system for plane-stress can be obtained by the 
constitutive equation in principal material coordinates and employing the stress and strain 
transformation given by equations (Matthews 2000). 
12σ = [ ][ ] 2,1εQ                                                                                                                      (A.22)   
Putting equation (A.18) and (A.21) in (A.22) we have  
[ ] [ ] [ ][ ] [ ] yxyx TQT ,, εσ εσ =  or 
[ ] [ ] [ ][ ] [ ] yxyx TQT ,1, εσ εσ−=  
The product [ ] [ ][ ]εσ TQT 1− is called the reduced stiffness transformation matrix and is denoted 
by [ ]Q . Thus the stress-strain relationship in the global system can be written as  
yx,σ = [ ][ ] yxQ ,ε                                                                                                                     (A.23) 
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[ ]Q  is a matrix whose elements are related to the elements of [ ]Q  
The transformed stiffness matrix is Q , the elements of which are: 
[ ]
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=
662616
262212
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QQQ
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Where [ ]Q  is: 
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1122 )2(2 mQmnQQnQQ +++=  
)()4( 4412226622112112 nmQmnQQQQQ ++−+==  
)()22( 4466226612221166 nmQmnQQQQQ ++−−+=  
mnQQQnmQQQQ 3662212366121116 )2()2( +−+−−=  
3
662212
3
66121126 )2()2( nmQQQmnQQQQ +−+−−=  
                                                                                                                   (A.24) 
 
Compliance Transformation Matrix:  
Similarly for  
12ε = [ ][ ] 2,1σS                                                                                                                       (A.25)   
Putting equation (A.18) and (A.21) in (A.25) we have  
[ ] [ ] [ ][ ] [ ] yxyx TST ,, σε σε =  or 
[ ] [ ][ ][ ] [ ] yxyx TST ,1, σε σε−=                                                                                                    (A.26)   
The product [ ] [ ][ ]σε TST 1− is called the reduced compliance transformation matrix and is 
denoted by [ ]S . Thus equation (A.26) is the stress-strain relationship in the global system and 
can be written as  
yx,ε = [ ][ ] yxS ,σ                                                                                                                     (A.27)   
[ ]S  is a matrix whose elements are related to the elements of [ ]S  
The transformed compliance matrix is [ ]S , the elements of which are: 
xyxy Q σε 1−=
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Equation (A.23) can be written as 
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Equation (A.27) can be written as 
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Therefore equations (A.28) and (A.29) relate the stresses in the global coordinate system to 
strains in the same coordinate system.  
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A2. Classical Laminate Theory (CLT)  
Consider a lamina of cross-section, A, under a simple normal load P (Tuttle 2013, Matthews 
2000) as shown in figure A.5. The normal stress at any cross-section is given by 
APx /=σ                                                                                                                           (A.30)   
Replacing stress and substituting the strain in equation (A.30), the corresponding normal 
strain for a linearly elastic isotropic rectangular plate is then given by 
AEPx /=ε                                                                                                                        (A.31)   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.5 A rectangular plate under (a) Axial load (b) Bending moment and 
         (c) Combined bending 
Let us now consider that the same rectangular plate is subjected to pure bending moment M, 
about its neutral axis as shown in figure A.5. At the distance z from neutral axis the stress in 
the beam in the x-direction is given by 
REzx /=σ                                                                                                                         (A.32)   
Where R is radius of curvature of beam. The strain in the x-direction is therefore 
Rzx /=ε                                                                                                                            (A.33)   
 
 
 
 
z 
x P P 
z 
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Let us now consider that same rectangular plate is under the influence of both load P and 
bending moment M as shown in figure A.6.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure A.6 Forces and moments in a laminate 
From equations (A.32) and (A.33) the total strain in the x-direction is the algebraic sum of the 
two contributions i.e. 
RzAEPx // +=ε or 
zkx += 0εε  
Where 0ε  is the strain at z=0 and κ =1/R (κ is called plate curvature). This equation shows 
that under a combined uniaxial and bending load, the strain is assumed here to vary linearly 
through the thickness of the rectangular plate. 
 
Let us assume that the lamina is subjected to a loading system shown in figure A.7. 
The global strain values in the k-lamina in two dimensions can be ascertained from the 
following relationship 
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xκ = Bending curvature about the x-axis   
yκ = Bending curvature about the y-axis   
xyκ = Twisting curvature 
000
,, xyyx γεε   = Mid-plane extensional and shear strains  
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Nxy 
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Stress relations for a laminate: 
If the strains at any point along the thickness of the laminate are known the global stresses in 
each lamina can be calculated from  
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Substituting the equation (A.34) in equation (A.35)  
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Figure A.7 Coordinate locations of plies in a laminate 
 
Figure A.7 shows the coordinate locations of plies in a laminate. These global stresses can 
then be transformed into local stresses through the transformation matrix for stresses, [ ]σT . 
The global strains can also be transformed into local strains through the transformation 
matrix for strains, [ ]εT . 
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Mechanics of material show that in-plane forces per unit length Nx, Ny and Nxy and Moments 
Mx, My and Mxy per unit length are related to mid-plane strains and curvatures through three 
stiffness matrices 
[ ] [ ][ ] [ ][ ]κε BAN += 0                                                                                                          (A.37) 
[ ] [ ][ ] [ ][ ]κε DBM += 0                                                                                                         (A.38) 
Equations (A.37)-(A.38) can be written in the form of 
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Where [A],[D] and [B] in equation (A.39) relates to  
[A] - Extensional stiffness matrix–in-plane forces to the in-plane strains  
[D] - Bending stiffness matrix–moments to plate curvature  
[B] - Coupling stiffness matrix–Couples the force and moment terms to  
        the mid-plane strains and curvature.  
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To evaluate laminate stiffness matrices, let us consider that the laminate is made of n plies. 
Each ply has a thickness of hk (Tuttle 2013, Matthews 2000). 
Then the thickness of the laminate t is given by 
k
n
k
ht
1=
Σ=                                                                                                                              (A.41) 
The location of the mid-plane is t/2 
[A], [B] and [D] matrices are defined from equations (A.36)-(A.41) and can be written as 
[ ] [ ] )( 11 −= −Σ= kkk
n
k
zzQA                                                                                                       (A.42)   
[ ] [ ] )(2/1 2 121 −= −Σ= kkk
n
k
zzQB                                                                                                 (A.43)   
[ ] [ ] )(3/1 3 131 −= −Σ= kkk
n
k
zzQD                                                                                                 (A.44)   
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Symmetric Laminates:  
Laminates are symmetric if the material, angle and thickness of plies are the same above and 
below the mid-plane (Tuttle 2013). The symmetric laminate matrix is given by:   
                                                   
                       
 
       
 
     
Thus in plane loads will not generate bending and twisting curvatures. Thus if a symmetric 
laminate is subjected only to in-plane forces it will have zero mid-plane curvatures. We have 
used symmetric laminates in this research. 
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Appendix-B  
B.1 Abaqus/Explicit Dynamics 
The finite element method has become the most popular method in both research and 
industrial numerical simulations. Abaqus is a commonly used software for finite element 
analysis (Abaqus v6.10). Explicit methods are suitable for dynamic and non-linear problems. 
During impact, the duration of contact is very small so it is important to have detailed time 
history results of the force and displacements of the composite structure. High resolution 
solutions can be obtained effectively by using this method. The explicit algorithm provides an 
effective tool for simulating a wide variety of non-linear solid and structural dynamics events.  
Abaqus/Explicit uses a central difference rule to integrate the equations of motion explicitly 
through time, using the kinematic variables at one increment to calculate them at the next 
increment (Abaqus/Explicit v6.10). At the beginning of the increment the program solves for 
dynamic equilibrium, which states that the nodal mass matrix, M, times the nodal 
accelerations, u&& , equals the total nodal forces (the difference between the external applied 
forces, P, and internal element forces, I ). 
                                                                   IPuM −=&&                                                        (B.1) 
The accelerations at the beginning of the current increment time t are calculated and equation 
(B.1) can be written as   
                                                           ( ) ( ) ( )( )tt IPMu −= −1&&                                                  (B.2) 
In Abaqus/Explicit each increment is inexpensive because there are no simultaneous 
equations to solve. Thus the acceleration of any node depends and is determined by its mass 
and the net force acting on it thus making the nodal calculations cost effective (Jacob et al 
2002).  
From equation (B.2) the accelerations are integrated through time using the central difference 
rule, which calculates the change in velocity assuming that the acceleration is constant. This 
change in velocity is added to the velocity from the middle of the previous increment to 
determine the velocities at the middle of the current increment:  
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From equation (B.3) the velocities are integrated through time and added to the displacements 
at the beginning of the increment to determine the displacements at the end of the increment 
(see equation B.4).  
                                             ( )ttu ∆+ = ( )tu + ( )



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
 ∆
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2
t
t
tt ut &                                                         (B.4) 
Thus, satisfying dynamic equilibrium at the beginning of the increment provides the 
accelerations. Knowing the accelerations, the velocities and displacements are advanced 
“explicitly” through time. The term “explicit” refers to the fact that the state at the end of the 
increment is based solely on the displacements, velocities, and accelerations at the beginning 
of the increment. This method integrates constant accelerations exactly. For the method to 
produce accurate results, the time increments must be quite small so that the accelerations are 
nearly constant during an increment.  
Implicit vs Explicit Analysis 
There are two main kinds of direct time integration methods (Jacob et al 2002; 
Abaqus/Explicit v6.10).  
These are: 
1) Implicit methods  
2) Explicit methods 
Both procedures solve for nodal accelerations and use the same element calculations to 
determine the internal element forces. The biggest difference between the two procedures lies 
in the manner in which the nodal accelerations are computed. 
Abaqus can solve a wide variety of linear and non-linear static and dynamic problems by 
using Abaqus/Standard and Abaqus/Explicit. Depending upon the problem and other 
parameters the user can use implicit or explicit methods. Generally Abaqus/Standard is more 
efficient for use for problems that are smooth and non-linear while Abaqus/Explicit is used 
for more dynamic events or for wave propagation analysis.  
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Direct time integration method is generally used in the calculation of a structure’s response 
history using step-by-step integration in time without changing the form of the dynamic 
equations. Direct integration methods make use of a finite difference approximation to 
replace the time derivatives of the dynamic equation of motion.   
B2. Contact Algorithm  
Abaqus/Explicit provides two algorithms for modelling contact. General contact interactions 
allow definition of contact between the surfaces that can interact with one another. Contact 
pair interactions describe contact between a deformable surface and a rigid surface. An 
Explicit contact simulation is usually defined simply by specifying the surfaces that will 
interact with one another (Abaqus v6.10). Thus the contact algorithm works in the following 
steps: 
• Determining all the surrounding nodes of the contact element  
• Define the nodes in contact.    
• Calculation of repelling force as a function of the distance of the node to the element  
• Applying this force onto the node and the opposite force onto the contact element. 
Thus the contact algorithm depends upon the contact formulation which includes constraint 
enforcement method, the contact surface weighting, the tracking approach, and the sliding 
formulation. Thus depending on the type of impact problem contact formulation can be 
approached. 
 
 
Figure B.1 Unbalanced master-slave contact (Abaqus v.6.10) 
Figure B.1 shows penetration of master nodes into slave surface with pure master-slave 
contact. Master-slave approach is applied for impact in Abaqus/Explicit. In contact 
formulation, one of the surfaces is the master surface and the other is the slave surface. 
During the impact the master surface might penetrate into slave surface thus defining the 
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proper constraint enforcement methods such as kinematics balanced or penalty approaches is 
desirable. A pure master-slave weighting approach will resist penetrations of slave nodes into 
master faces (Abaqus v.6.10). 
Kinematics balanced master-slave contact can be used to avoid penetration on the slave 
surface (see figure B.2). The balanced approach minimizes the penetration of the contacting 
bodies and, thus, provides more accurate results. Another way to avoid penetration is to 
ensure that the slave surface is adequately refined.  
  
 
Figure B.2 Balanced master-slave contact 
In the contact pair algorithm, the Abaqus/Explicit default method will automatically decide 
the type of weighting to be used for a given contact pair based on the nature of the two 
surfaces involved and the constraint enforcement method used. For most element types the 
default weight is 0.5. Setting weight to 1.0 specifies a pure master-slave relationship with the 
first surface as the master surface. 
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Appendix-C  
C1. Composite Processing Details 
Glass/Epoxy Composite Laminate Lay-Up   
Lay-Up: Two laminate thicknesses have been used that is 2 mm and 4 mm for the low 
velocity edge impact programme. Each ply is approximately 0.25 mm thick. 
Thickness  
2mm [00/+450/900/-450]s  
4mm [00/+450/900/-450]2s 
In this section we will discuss about manufacturing and technical details of the composite 
laminate used during the low velocity edge impact programme.  
Fabric Details 
Multiaxial E-glass fabric is used for the project. Multiaxial fabric is made up of four layers of 
unidirectional fibres stitched together with a light thread. Being stitched, they do not exhibit 
the crimping effect as associated with the woven fabrics, when crimping leads to resin rich 
areas and thus leads to loss in the performance of the materials. Table C.1 shows aerial 
weight per ply with different orientation for E-glass fibre multiaxial fabric provided by Saint-
Gobain company.  
Type Layer 
Orientation  
Layer Areal 
Weight (g/m2)  
Total Areal 
Weight (g/m2) 
Nominal 
Thickness 
(mm) 
 
E-Glass Fibre 
Multiaxial 
Fabric   
00 283  
1034 
 
 
0.25 
+450 234 0.25 
900 283 0.25 
-450 234 0.25 
 
Table C.1 Aerial weight per ply with different orientation for E-glass fibre multiaxial 
fabric 
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Table C.2 shows the details of the E-glass fibre fabric.  
Fibre Fibre 
Diameter 
(µm) 
Fibre Density 
(Kg/m3) 
E-glass fibre 
Fabric 
17 2.60 
 
Table C.2 E-glass fibre fabric details 
Resin Details 
Following sections provide the details of epoxy resin and hardener used during the 
manufacture of composite laminates. Table C.3 and C.4 provide details of resin (Epoxy 
Araldite LY564) and hardener properties respectively. 
Properties Data:  
Resin Used Resin Properties Resin Technical Data 
 
Epoxy Araldite LY564 
Aspect (Visual ) Clear Liquid 
Colour 1-2 
Viscosity at 250C (mPa s) 1200-1400 
Density at 250C (g/cm3) 1.1-1.2 
Flashpoint (0C) 185 
Storage Temperature (0C) 2-40 
 
Table C.3 Epoxy Araldite LY564 properties details 
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Hardener Used Hardener Properties Hardener Technical Data 
 
Hardener XB 3486 
Aspect (Visual ) Clear colourless to slightly yellow liquid 
Viscosity at 250C (mPa s) 10-20 
Density at 250C (g/cm3) 0.94 - 0.95 
Flashpoint (0C) 123 
Storage Temperature (0C) 2-40 
 
Table C.4 Hardener XB 3486 properties details 
It is very important to note that Araldite LY 564 and Hardener XB 3486 should be stored in a 
dry place in the temperature range of 2-40 0C. Containers should be properly closed at all 
times when not in use. Also, containers should be closed immediately after use for the 
restoration of the above mentioned properties.   
Processing Data 
Tables C.5 and C.6 provide the details of the mix ratio and initial mix viscosity data for 
Epoxy-Hardener. 
 
Mix Ratio 
 
Components Parts By Weight Parts By Volume 
Epoxy Resin-Araldite LY564 100 100 
Hardener XB 3486 34 41 
 
Table C.5 Mix ratio for Epoxy-Hardener 
 
Initial Mix Viscosity 
(mPa s) at 250C 
Epoxy Resin-Araldite LY564/ Hardener 
XB 3486 
200-300 
 
Table C.6 Initial mix viscosity for Epoxy-Hardener 
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It is important to note that components are weighed with an accurate balance to prevent 
mixing inaccuracies which can affect these properties of the matrix system. The components 
should be mixed thoroughly to ensure homogeneity. 
Gel Time  
 
 
 
Gel Time 
 
 
Mixture  Temperature0C Time (Mins) 
 
Epoxy Resin-Araldite 
LY564/ Hardener XB 
3486 
60 110-130 
80 33-43 
100 13-17 
120 5-9 
 
Table C.7 Gel Time for Epoxy-Hardener 
The values shown are for small amounts of pure resin/hardener mix. In composite structures 
gel time can differ significantly from the given values depending on the fibre content and 
laminate thickness (see table C.7).  
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C2. Laminate Preparation 
In recent years, several low-cost manufacturing processes have evolved that can be used to 
manufacture structural composites as compared to autoclave moulding at the same time 
obtain high quality.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure C.1 Vacuum Assisted Resin Infusion Moulding (VARIM) process 
Vacuum assisted resin infusion moulding (VARIM) is one such process and extensively used 
in composites industry. In the project we have used VARIM. It is a cost effective and at the 
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same time high quality process for the fabrication of composite materials. Glass fibre epoxy 
laminates were manufactured by using vacuum infusion process. Figure C.1 shows the 
flowchart for the laminate manufacture. The stages in the Vacuum assisted resin fusion 
moulding process are shown in figure C.2 (a)-(h).  
Figure C.2 Composite manufacturing process (a) Glass fibre fabric (b) Cutting glass 
fibre fabric as per desired size (c) Sealing the side around the mould stick black double-
side tacky tape and covering the fabric with peel ply (d) Laying up the flow medium (e) 
Plastic bag to create vacuum (f) Attaching a vacuum pump to the bag (g) Fabric is 
covered with resin (h) Post curing in oven. 
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Figure C.1 shows the flowchart for the manufacture of laminate. The procedures for 
manufacturing the laminate are:   
• Before we start, the flat mould should be cleaned first with mould cleaner Frekote 
PMC to remove the spare resin in the flat mould surface.  
• Next coat the mould with semi-permanent mould release agent like 
polytetrafluoroethylene for 5 times. This is done so that the composite will not stick to 
the mould after it is being cured in final stage.  
• Cut the glass fibre fabric as per desired size. Lay-up the cut fabric onto the cleaned 
flat mould.  
• In order to seal the side around the mould stick black double-side tacky tape. Cover 
the fabric with peel ply, which is nylon cloth. This is done in order to prevent the 
composite from sticking to the mould. 
 
 
Figure C.3 Layup cross-section during manufacturing of glass fibre epoxy laminate 
 
• Next stage involves, laying up the flow medium and then connect spirals to the two 
opposite sides of flow medium. So during the resin infusion process, the spiral 
directs the resin flow (see figure C.3). 
• Resin then flows to the other side along the direction of the flow medium and thus 
during this whole process fabric is covered by resin rapidly assuring homogeneity 
of flow.  
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• In order to seal the side around the mould a plastic bag is put over the top. 
Precaution must be taken when bonding the edge of bag and tacky tape together. It 
is important to seal perfectly without any aperture so that vacuum can be created 
during resin infusion.  
Figure C.4 Top view of laminate panel during infusion of resin 
• Test vacuum repeatedly before infusing resin. Attach a vacuum pump to the bag and 
make sure that it sucks out all air from the mould. Apply vacuum for 15-20 minutes. 
To begin resin infusion open inlet tube (see figure C.4).  
• As soon as the resin is reached the outlet runner clamp the inlet tube. Then slowly 
reduce vacuum to 800 bar. 
• When the outlet runner is filled with resin clamp the tube tightly. Now, leave to cure 
at room temperature for 24 hours. Finally, post cure at 80°C for 3 hours. 
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C3. Multiaxial fabric details and technical datasheet 
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Appendix-D 
D. Computed Tomography 
D.1 Histogram and Transfer Functions 
The datasets of the edge impacts are loaded into Drishti import tool as a single file from .tom 
file. Drag and drop facility as it is available in the Drishti tool. First byte is considered as 
unsigned byte voxel type. This single byte is followed by three integers 4 bytes each. This 
determines the grid size of the specimen volume. The top values in the histogram graph are 
the raw values in the dataset from 0 to 255. As in the dataset we have unsigned byte therefore 
we have minimum and maximum values from 0 to 255 which are thus mapped in this range. 
Datasets are then saved in “Filename.plv.nc” format for 3D rendering. The dataset can be 
seen from two sides one from the top and second one from the bottom thus the option 0 in the 
histogram can be the defined as the top side or the bottom side. In the research we have used 
all the default values in-built in the Drishti tool. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.1 Matrix and fibre rendering area in Drishti import tool 
The left hand part of the histogram shows the matrix rendering areas while the right hand area 
shows the fibre rendering area as shown in figure D.1 highlighted in circles. 
 
 
 
 
 
     Matrix 
      Rendering     
Area 
 
Fibre 
Rendering  
Area 
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D1.1 8-Bit vs 16 Bit Histogram   
Figure D.2 shows the difference between the 8-bit and 16-bit magnification for rendering the 
three dimensional edge impact damage image of the laminate. The horizontal and the vertical 
dimensions of the texture represent the gradient magnitude of 8-bit. 8-bit data has the 
maximum and minimum range for the entire dataset from 0 to 255 for unsigned character. 8- 
bit output type from Drishti importer can be saved into 16-bit datasets. Both the 8-bit and 16-
bit dataset can be saved as pvl.nc or remapped as pvl.nc.  The results presented in this chapter 
have originally by default 8-bit dataset which is then converted into 16-bit. This is done to 
obtain a higher resolution of the impacted damage image. 8-bit dataset has the two 
dimensional transfer function while the 16-bit has only one dimensional transfer function 
present. 8-bit has the texture size of 255 by 255 on either side.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure D.2 Output type in 8-bit and 16-bit in Drishti import tool 
 
 
 
 
8-Bit 
16-Bit 
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The results in the following sections will be from 16-bit output. In 16-bit output type the two- 
dimensional texture from .tom file is loaded. The intensity magnitude at every voxel is 
calculated and thus produces the required colour and opacity. 16-bit restricted to use only in 
one-dimensional only and is purely voxel based rendering. There is restriction to multi-
dimensional transfer function in 16-bit volumes. For 16 textures the amount of texture 
memory allocated becomes very large and the processor can become slow. So higher graphics 
and higher memory PC’s are required to use this output data type. 16-bit output type offers 
high resolution image and high range of values in a single phase histogram and captures very 
close or multiple narrow range of values. For the 16-bit output type, the texture size is very 
large and the amount of texture memory allocated is very large compared to the 8-bit case. 
 
D1.2 Transfer Functions 
All the results presented in chapter 4 are 16-bit output results. Figure D.3 shows the 16-bit 
output transfer function. The one-dimensional fibre rendering is shown in figure D.3. There is 
a big chunk at the starting of the phase followed by a tiny graph. There are three phases in 
this dataset. The histogram in figure D.3 shows the relationship between these three phases. It 
is difficult to predict the relationship between these three phases. In the 8-bit case they are 
defined by the arches. The horizontal axis represents the voxel intensity and the vertical axis 
part represents the voxel value gradient magnitude. At every voxel the gradient magnitude is 
evaluated. Gradient magnitude indicates the rapid changes occurring in the voxel intensity 
value with respect to the neighbourhood of the given voxel. 
 
High gradient values indicate major differences between the neighbouring voxel and the 
voxel under consideration. In inhomogeneous regions the gradient value/magnitude will be 
much higher compared to voxels in the homogenous regions. If the voxels are in homogenous 
regions or in areas with small changes, the gradient magnitude is becoming very small often 
close to zero. Generally the homogenous region can be referred as the matrix phase due to its 
low value while fibres can be referred as inhomogeneous regions. On the left there is a matrix 
phase and has a low magnitude indicating it is in the homogenous region and vice-versa for 
the fibre phase. The peak in the curve defines the number of voxels present in that particular 
phase and how close they are lying to the neighbouring voxel phase. 
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Figure D.3 Fibre rendering area for 16 bit output type 
 
So there is a boundary between these two sets of voxels which is matrix and fibre phase. As 
we move from one region (matrix phase) to other region which is (fibre phase) the gradient 
magnitude starts rising as we approach the boundary and at the boundary will have the 
highest gradient magnitude. As an example figure D.3 shows the fibre rendering area for 16-
bit output type. The fibre can be clearly seen in-between the histogram with the gradient 
value of 37411 to 63211 values. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      Matrix  
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      Fibre  
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Matrix+Fibre   
         Area 
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D2. Histogram-Matrix/Fibre Phases 
 
The histogram gives information about the absorption coefficient of the various fibre and 
matrix phases. Figure D.4 on the left hand part shows the matrix phase. There is one peak in 
the matrix phase with maximum gradient peak value of 31 (8-bit) and 8147 (16-bit). For 
values between 50 and 112 (8-bit) or between 13062 and 28959 (16-bit), both matrix and 
fibre can be observed. Similarly the value for fibre phase lies between 112 and 186. Higher 
peak is observed in the fibre phase indicating higher absorption coefficient while lower phase 
is observed in matrix phase. For values up to 255 there is no matrix and fibre phase. So 
depending upon the requirements the phases can be chosen. The following section will 
discuss the different phases for both on-edge and near-edge impacts with thin and thick 
laminates. 
 
Figure D.4 Histogram-matrix/fibre phases 
 
D3. On-edge and Near-edge Impact Histograms 
 
The histogram for near-edge and on-edge impacts with varying parameters is shown in figure 
D.5. As can be seen the trend for both is nearly identical. A higher gradient peak is seen for 
thick laminates compared to thin laminates with respect to both types of edge impact. The 
matrix and fibre phases have shown these graphs and discussed in section D2. This approach 
is used to produce the 3D volume rendering for edge impact datasets. The main window is 
divided into two windows - histogram window and image window as shown in figure D.5. 
The histogram window is used for display of 1D histogram of the loaded volume.  
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Figure D.5 Histogram for near-edge and on-edge impact for various parameters 
A transfer function is applied by mapping each coordinate on an intensity-gradient diagram to 
a particular colour and transparency on the composite laminate. Transfer functions map voxel 
information to optical properties. The horizontal axis represents the voxel intensities and the 
vertical axis represents the rate of change of voxel intensity. 
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D4. 3D-Edge Impact Rendering Results 
 
This section will discuss the procedure followed to extract edge impact damage results in 
three dimensions (using Drishti tools).  
 
D4.1 Image Acquisition and Processing 
For 3D reconstruction the Drishti program allows easy volume rendering. The properties and 
each data point within these datasets are explored using this technique. The import utility 
converts the dataset volume files into the format that Drishti can understand - i.e. .pvl.nc 
format. Thus for the near-edge and on-edge .tom file datasets are first converted to plv.nc. 
Now another Drishti programme is opened which is referred as “Drishti 3D volume 
rendering”. In this the saved project (plv.nc format) is imported into this Drishti tool for 3D 
volume rendering. Once the project is imported the next step is to define the transfer function 
which is the most important part in order to view the damage areas. This is already discussed 
in the earlier section D 1.2.   
 
D4.2 Drishti Tool Measurements Units  
Dimensions of all the results in chapter 4 are used in microns. This option is available in 
Drishti tool for various units. By default Drishti tool considers microns for the measurement 
of the different parts of the specimen under consideration. Thus in order to be consistent in 
the results all figures in the following section will have the measurement in microns. 
 
D4.3 Opacity 
In order to view the impact damage the opacity is an important tool to analyse the results. 
Figure D.6 (a)-(d) shows the different opacity levels with respect to changing colours. The 
laminate under consideration is near-edge 4J impacted with thickness of 2mm. We are only 
rendering fibre and thus the matrix is invisible. The histogram for all the figures is shown in 
figure D.6. Clearly we can see that there is considerable effect on 3D visualisation of near-
edge impacted laminate by changing the opacity levels in Drishti tool. Moving down the left 
hand opacity graph will result in low opacity while moving up right hand of the opacity graph 
will result in high opacity. Thus opacity changes linearly from bottom to top.  
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Figure D.6 (a) to (e) Opacity histogram for near-edge 4J impact with thickness 2mm 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
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Figure D.6 (e) shows the multiple opacity points for better detection of impact damage and 
delamination areas. Thus depending upon the project requirements one can choose the 
opacity levels. The results in chapter 4 are based on different opacity levels.  
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